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--New Article-- The 7 Church Letters of Revelation from Jesus Christ - The Christian Church is divided
into Seven Church groups - Which Church group are You in?
Like the seven miracles that we went through in the Gospel of John that John himself personally witnessed,
Jesus personally spoke to the disciple John and had John write an evaluation of the Christian Church in the
book of Revelation - Likewise to critique the entire Christian Church (people) Jesus divided it up into seven
churches. Each Church existed in the day that Jesus spoke to John about it and each Church type is still
practiced throughout today. Note the book of Revelation and in particular the part about the seven churches
is unique because Jesus is asking John to write it for Him. The entire Bible is written by God through man but
Revelation makes that point even more evident. So onto the description of the seven churches as critiqued by
none other than the resurrected Jesus Himself. ... The Parables of Jesus (Matthew 13:1-50) are from the
teaching of Jesus during His time on earth. The letters of the Apostle Paul (New Testament) are from a
representative of Jesus and finally the 7 letters of Revelation (Revelation 2:1-3:22) are teaching and
instruction from the resurrected Jesus, the three teaching groups span three timeframes with the one unique
message of Jesus Christ and His eternal Kingdom.
http://www.basicchristian.org/churches.html

Christian Faith Downloads - A Christian resource center with links to many FREE Mp3 downloads
(Mp3's)
Christian Faith Downloads - 1st Corinthians 2:5 That your faith should not stand in the wisdom of men, but in
the power of God.
http://christianfaithdownloads.com/

The eCube-Classic Adult Version - The eCube-Classic is made for everyone! - Video Demo (Video
Download - Right Click to Save)
Description: The eCube-Classic is made for everyone! Parents, Kids, Pastors, Youth Leaders, Sunday
School Teachers, Missionaries, Lay Leaders and more can share this creative, easy-to-use puzzle to bring
the Gospel of Jesus Christ to life.
http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/eCube.wmv

The eCube-Classic Kids Version - The eCube-Classic is made for everyone! - Video Demo (Video
Download - Right Click to Save)
Description: The eCube-Classic is made for everyone! Parents, Kids, Pastors, Youth Leaders, Sunday
School Teachers, Missionaries, Lay Leaders and more can share this creative, easy-to-use puzzle to bring
the Gospel of Jesus Christ to life.
http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/eCube_Kids.avi

FOXE'S BOOK OF MARTYRS - History of Christian Martyrs (PDF)
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"No book ever inflicted a wound so deep and incurable on the Romish system of superstition and bloody
persecution... (it) was placed in... all churches and chapels throughout the kingdom, by order of Queen
Elizabeth." ... The testimony of the martyrs was extraordinary. Their impact was greatly increased through the
industrious writing of John Foxe... Never before had such a work on such a scale appeared in English,
certainly never at such a moment ... Along with the Bible, Foxe's Book of Martyrs became a family book in
many homes. Foxe's Acts and Monuments (the formal title of his extensive chronicle on the martyrs) was the
principal practical means of turning England to Protestantism. ... Most importantly, though, this book
overflows with faith building testimony of the power of God to overcome the most cruel and barbarous acts of
human depravity and demonic cruelty.
http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/foxes_book_of_martyrs.pdf

FOXE'S BOOK OF MARTYRS - Teaching - History of Christian Martyrs (Mp3's)
"No book ever inflicted a wound so deep and incurable on the Romish system of superstition and bloody
persecution... (it) was placed in... all churches and chapels throughout the kingdom, by order of Queen
Elizabeth." ... The testimony of the martyrs was extraordinary. Their impact was greatly increased through the
industrious writing of John Foxe... Never before had such a work on such a scale appeared in English,
certainly never at such a moment ... Along with the Bible, Foxe's Book of Martyrs became a family book in
many homes. Foxe's Acts and Monuments (the formal title of his extensive chronicle on the martyrs) was the
principal practical means of turning England to Protestantism. ... Most importantly, though, this book
overflows with faith building testimony of the power of God to overcome the most cruel and barbarous acts of
human depravity and demonic cruelty.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?currSection=&sermonID=1130182829

Dr. Scott A. Johnson: Is Obama the Antichrist? - The Antichrist & King Solomon - The Antichrist &
The Merovingians [Da Vinci Code] - The Antichrist, Tribe of Dan, Mount Hermon, Fallen Angels & The
Giants (12 Part Teaching - Mp3's) - 'Lord Maitreya' [U.N. funded - Satanic Bush family asset-agent - i.e.
Georgia Guidestones (Satanic NWO), Alex Jones (Drug Legalization) of Info Wars] the Antichrist? (4
Part Teaching - Mp3's)
Brief Sermon Overview: Several obscure prophecies in the Bible point to the possibility that the Antichrist
may (in part) descend from the Tribe of Dan. The Merovingians claim to come from the tribe of Judah through
Jesus Christ. However, the weight of evidence indicates that they descended from the tribe of Dan. Although
Scripture states that Samson was "of the family of the Danites" [Judges 13:2], Yair Davidy of Brit-Am Israel
claims that Sampson's lineage includes the Messianic tribe of Judah: "Samson...came from the Tribe of Dan
but his mother was from Judah. Samson, in some respects, was considered a forerunner of the Messiah who
will come from Judah but his mother will be of the Tribe of Dan." [Brit-Am Israel newsletter, 2/9/99] The Tribe
of Dan also is missing from Rev. 7 regarding the 12 tribes (144,000) sealed during the Tribulation and the half
tribe of Manasses takes thier place: "And I heard the number of them which were sealed: and there were
sealed an hundred and forty and four thousand of all the tribes of the children of Israel. Of the tribes of Juda...
Reuben... Gad... Aser... Nepthalim... Manasses... Simeon... Levi... Issachar... Zabulon... Joseph... Benjamin
were sealed..." Revelation 7:4-8 According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, Hermon means "Forbidden
Place." Mount Hermon may of been the port of entry for the wicked angels, who corrupted the human race in
the days of Noah. Moses wrote: "The sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they
took them wives of all which they chose …. There were giants in the earth in those days, and also after that,
when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them... Gen. 6:1-3
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?speakerWithinSource=&subsetCat=speaker&subsetItem=Scott+A.
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+Johnson&mediatype=&includekeywords=&keyword=drscottjohnson&keyworddesc=Scott++A.+Johnson&cur
rsection=sermonssource&AudioOnly=false&SourceOnly=true&keywordwithin=Antichrist&x=0&y=0

Zeitgeist The Movie EXPOSED (Mp3)
NiceneCouncil.com: December 25, 2008 - Zeitgeist The Movie EXPOSED - Podcast Guest Joel McDurmon.
http://nicenecouncil.com/podcast.shtml

Dr. Scott Johnson: Zeitgeist Movie Rebuttal to Its Attack on Jesus Christ - The first 37 minutes of the
Zeitgeist movie is one of the most ludicrous, damnable, unbiblical deceptions that Satan has ever
concocted - takes some mostly inaccurate, easily refutable pagan history and tries to apply it to
Jesus Christ - [Parts 1-3] (Mp3's)
Brief Sermon Overview: The first 37 minutes of the Zeitgeist movie is one of the most ludicrous, damnable,
unbiblical deceptions that Satan has ever concocted. This movie takes some (mostly inaccurate, easily
refutable) pagan history and tries to apply it to Jesus Christ. Satan is the great counterfeiter and now he is
attempting to portray Jesus as just one more pagan deity that Catholicism repackaged into pseudo
Christianity around 318 AD by the first Pope Constantine. The purpose of this article is to address the first
theory (out of four) put forth in the movie – that Jesus is a mythological amalgamation of various pagan gods
and deities that were invented by the Egyptians, Catholics and other cultures. The allegations concerning
Jesus Christ in the Zeitgeist movie can be summarized as follows: The Jesus proclaimed in the Bible is not a
historical person, and in fact He never even existed; unbelievably asserting that the Jesus Christ found in the
pages of the New Testament gospels is an invention of the Biblical authors who painstakingly copied
attributes of ancient pagan deities and created a new god to be worshipped. Further, the movie asserts that
astrology is the foundation behind much of the writing in Scripture. The end conclusion is that Christianity is a
myth just as all the pagan religions that came before it and therefore is untrue. All these blasphemous
theories are thoroughly refuted in this teaching. Please reference the free PDF on this webpage for the
rebuttal documentation.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?speakerWithinSource=&subsetCat=speaker&subsetItem=Scott+A.
+Johnson&mediatype=&includekeywords=&keyword=drscottjohnson&keyworddesc=Scott++A.+Johnson&cur
rsection=sermonssource&AudioOnly=false&SourceOnly=true&keywordwithin=Zeitgeist&x=14&y=11

*** Updated: Bible Numbers their Meaning and Usage Explained - It is occult mathematics to add
Jesus into the count with humans - Jesus is Devine He is separate and distinct from humans - For
instance occult numerologist would claim that 2/3rds (.6667) of the three people crucified on that day
received redemption - Jesus did not redeem Himself on the cross, Jesus did not need redeeming, it is
mankind that needs the redemption - Jesus since the begging of time has always been Devine, Lord,
God, King and Savior - Jesus did not bow down to Satan and Jesus did not receive anything from
Satan (John 14:30) not any knowledge, not any kingdom not anything - The use of Satanic (occult)
numerology is completely inaccurate and irrelevant in referencing Jesus Christ (PDF)
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There are a handful of numbers that commonly reoccur throughout the entire Bible while other numbers
generally do not even occur at all. Their usage and grouping is far to ordered and to consistent throughout
the entire Bible to be considered irrelevant or incidental. Following is what is considered to be their common
meaning. ... Note: It is occult mathematics to add Jesus into the count with humans. Jesus is Devine He is
separate and distinct from humans. For instance - occult numerologist would claim that 2/3rds (.6667) of the
three people crucified on that day received redemption (Jesus and one of the two thieves) however Jesus
offered and gave to mankind of His Redemption. Jesus did not redeem Himself on the cross, Jesus did not
need redeeming, it is mankind that needs the redemption (righteousness) that Jesus is offering to all sinners.
The correct Biblical numbers at the crucifixion are 50% - 50% [.50] and not the occult 2/3 (.6667) there was
(one) Jesus and (two) sinners. One sinner chose Jesus and repentance while the other sinner continued to
rejected Jesus. Two people representing two distinct directions and destinations [heaven] salvation in Jesus
or [hell] condemnation by rejecting Jesus. Jesus since the begging of time has always been Devine, Lord,
God, King and Savior. Jesus did not bow down to Satan and Jesus did not receive anything from Satan (John
14:30) not any knowledge, not any kingdom not anything. The use of Satanic (occult) numerology is
completely inaccurate and irrelevant in referencing Jesus Christ.
http://www.basicchristian.org/BibleNumbers.pdf

o deny the special relationship that Jesus has with His Bride - The Church.}">Hot Topic - Did Jesus
have a wife and child? Of course Not! - Network TV, the movie "The Da Vinci Code" 'SEEK THE
TRUTH' {Sony Pictures - Directed by: Ron Howard, Starring: Tom Hanks, May 2006} and now The Da
Vinci Code part two "Angels & Demons" (2009) are programs that will insinuate that Jesus had a
secret wife, Mary Magdalene and that the two had a child while He was here on the earth. Following is
some material to consider regarding this very wrong and false topic. This is a startling topic yet it is a
good opportunity for us as Christians to define Christianity to others and to point out the errors of
the non-Biblical approach to defining Jesus. {"Any marriage prior to the Cross would mean that
Jesus was marring a sinner and really teachings of an earthly marriage of Jesus are yet another false
set of teachings that are attempting to do away with the need of mankind for the sacrifice of Jesus on
the Cross and of His Glorious Resurrection and it is an attempt to deny the special relationship that
Jesus has with His Bride - The Church."}
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The New Da Vinci Type Hoax - Royal roots found on every family tree - also some people have actually tried
to establish a documented line between Muhammad, who was born in the 6th century, and the medieval
English monarchs, and thus to most if not all people of European descent The longer ago somebody lived,
the more descendants a person is likely to have today. Humphrys estimates that Muhammad, the founder of
Islam, appears on the family tree of every person in the Western world {Wrong!}. Some people have actually
tried to establish a documented line between Muhammad, who was born in the 6th century, and the medieval
English monarchs, and thus to most if not all people of European descent. Nobody has succeeded yet, but
one proposed lineage comes close. Though it runs through several strongly suspicious individuals, the line
illustrates how lines of descent can wander down through the centuries, connecting famous figures of the
past to most of the people living today. The proposed genealogy runs through Muhammad's daughter Fatima.
Her husband, Ali, also a cousin of Muhammad, is considered by Shiite Muslims the legitimate heir to
leadership of Islam. Ali and Fatima had a son, al-Hasan, who died in 670. About three centuries later, his
ninth great-grandson, Ismail, carried the line to Europe when he became Imam of Seville. Many genealogists
dispute the connection between al-Hasan and Ismail, claiming that it includes fictional characters specifically
invented by medieval genealogists trying to link the Abbadid dynasty, founded by Ismail's son, to Muhammad.
The Abbadid dynasty was celebrated for making Seville a great cultural center at a time when most of Europe
was mired in the Dark Ages. The last emir in that dynasty was supposed to have had a daughter named
Zaida, who is said to have changed her name to Isabel upon converting to Christianity and marrying Alfonso
VI, king of Castile and Leon. Yet there is no good evidence demonstrating that Isabel, who bore one son by
Alfonso VI, is the same person as Zaida. So the line between Muhammad and the English monarchs
probably breaks again at this point. But if you give the Zaida/Isabel story the benefit of the doubt too, the line
eventually leads to Isabel's fifth great-granddaughter, Maria de Padilla (though it does encounter yet another
potentially fictional character in the process). Maria married another king of Castile and Leon, Peter the Cruel.
Their great-great-granddaughter was Queen Isabel, who funded the voyages of Christopher Columbus. Her
daughter Juana married a Hapsburg, and eventually gave rise to a Medici, a Bourbon and long line of Italian
princes and dukes, spreading the Mohammedan line of descent all over Europe. [article link] -- I think (former)
President George Bush might actually believe he is a descendant of Mohamed. It would explain allot of his
comments and his actions. Comments like he believes the Quran (Koran) "to be the word of God" and actions
like his complete and total worldwide proxy war on behalf of the Muslim Shiite sect. President Bush has
removed all the Iraq oil revenues from the Sunni people of Iraq and has given it to the Shiite sect. Bush has
also helped place three radical Iranian-Shiite Politicians in charge over Iraq meanwhile he privately finances
and supports the radical Shiite groups of Hamas and Hizb'allah. England's Tony Blair and Prince Charles are
also strong Shiite supporters with Prince Charles all but openly admitting that he is a convert to Islam. No
wonder we live in days with so many strange events occurring because our world leaders have such strange
beliefs. -- Since all European and British nobility can legitimately prove their lineage back through the
Merovingians {and apparently attempts to claim Mohammed as well}, they can "prove" to a public who has
bought this lie that their lineage goes back through Mary Magdalene to Jesus and they have "plugged into"
Jesus, they are literally "home free" to King David! The Jewish Talmud teaches this same lie. Thus, Antichrist
can "prove" his lineage back to King David, an absolute requirement if he is to convince the Jewish people he
is their Messiah for whom they have been awaiting! [article link]
http://www.basicchristian.org/jesusnowife.html

Living Waters: Oscar the Mormon {EXCELLENT! Street Witnessing video and explanation with Ray
Comfort and Kirk Cameron. Both Ray and Kirk are excellent at what they do in sharing the Gospel in
Love and in Truth. Oscar the Mormon is excellent as well as he is only living what he has learned
from the LDS unfortunately the LDS is in error.} (YouTube)
Ray Comfort witnesses to Oscar, whom happens to be a Mormon. Watch the dividing line be drawn when
Ray shares the fundamental difference between Mormonism and Christianity.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CFx4Hezdz0
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Jehovah's Witnesses (JW's) and their many false [Armageddon] prophecies - 1899 "...the 'battle of
[Armageddon] the great day of God Almighty' (Revelation 16:14), which will end in A.D. 1914 -- 1923
"Our thought is, that 1925 is definitely settled by the Scripture -- 1941 ... the remaining months before
Armageddon -- 1968 "True, there have been those in times past who predicted an 'end to the world',
even announcing a specific date. Yet nothing happened. The 'end' did not come. They were guilty of
false prophesying -- 1968 "Why are you looking forward to [Armageddon] 1975" -- In 1972 the
Jehovah's Witness Watchtower claimed (again in print) to be the prophet of God -- [Armageddon
before 2000] - So does Jehovah (JW'S - Watchtower) have a prophet to help them, to warn them of
dangers and to declare things to come? {Apparently Not!!!}
The Witnesses make many claims in their attempt to convert you to their faith. They profess to have the only
true Christian church, to be the only true representatives of God, to have the only correct biblical teaching,
and to be the only true announcers of Jehovah's coming kingdom. If they are the only true church and are the
only true voice of God's word, then what they say should prove to be true, especially in prophecy. When it
comes to predicting the future, the Watchtower organization fails miserably. Following are some of the false
predictions made over the years by the Watchtower organization. If you present these to a JW, he will
probably say something like, "Those are taken out of context," or "They didn't claim to be the prophet of God,"
or "The light is getting brighter and we are understanding Bible prophecy better now," etc. Make a copy of
these false prophecies, found in the appendix, and give it to them to check. They are right out of the
Witnesses' literature. ... In 1972 the Jehovah's Witness Watchtower claimed to be the prophet of God. -IDENTIFYING THE "PROPHET" "So does Jehovah have a prophet to help them, to warn them of dangers
and to declare things to come? These questions can be answered in the affirmative. Who is this
prophet?...This "prophet" was not one man, but was a body of men and women. It was the small group of
footstep followers of Jesus Christ, known at that time as International Bible Students. Today they are known
as Jehovah's Christian Witnesses...Of course, it is easy to say that this group acts as a 'prophet' of God. It is
another thing to prove it." The Watchtower, 4/1/72, p. 197. ... A JW might say that the organization is still
learning. If that is so, then how can they trust what they are taught now by the Watchtower? Will what they
are being taught now change also? A true prophet of God won't err in prophesying. Only a false prophet
does. The Jehovah's Witness organization, that claims to be a prophet of God, is really a false prophet. Jesus
warned us by saying, "For false Christs and false prophets will appear and perform great signs and miracles
to deceive even the elect -- if that were possible"
http://www.carm.org/religious-movements/jehovahs-witnesses/jehovahs-witnesses-and-their-many-false-prop
hecies

JW Watchtower Cover of September 15, 1982 - (JW's) Caught red-handed with the liquor company's
picture on its cover, and eager to avoid further embarrassment, the Watchtower Society agreed to an
out-of-court settlement - Obviously included in this was the provision that they stop using the liquor
company's picture in their publications - Here is the original Johnny Walker picture - when the year's
WATCHTOWER magazines were reprinted as a bound volume at the end of 1982, the cover of the
September 15th issue featured a different picture (Photos)
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Change Forced by Liquor Company: Each issue of THE WATCHTOWER is later reprinted in a bound volume
at the end of the year. But the issue of September 15, 1982 was reprinted with a different cover picture.
(Foreign editions printed after the U.S. English edition also featured the new cover.) Why? What made the
Watchtower Society stop using the original red sunset porch silhouette and replace it with a scene of trees
and mountains? The answer is so shocking to Jehovah's Witnesses that the Society is trying to cover it up. A
leopard can't change its spots, but THE WATCHTOWER can change its cover. And that's exactly what THE
WATCHTOWER did, when it got caught red-handed 'borrowing' a liquor company's picture. -- Here's what
happened: Since the middle of 1981 the red sunset porch silhouette liquor ad appeared in several major U.S.
magazines. Then THE WATCHTOWER's issue of September 15, 1982, was published with the same picture
(slightly modified) on its cover. When questioned, official Watchtower spokesmen at first claimed their artist
had drawn the same picture simply "by coincidence." However, Comments from the Friends, in its October,
1982, issue, publicly exposed what THE WATCHTOWER had done. Ex-JW's also ran newspaper ads, made
phone calls, wrote letters, etc., making known the source of THE WATCHTOWER's cover picture. -- In the
midst of such publicity the liquor company found out what had happened. Not about to swallow the
"coincidence" story, they had their legal staff contact the Watchtower Society. Caught red-handed with the
liquor company's picture on its cover, and eager to avoid further embarrassment, the Watchtower Society
agreed to an out-of-court settlement. Obviously included in this was the provision that they stop using the
liquor company's picture in their publications. ... So, when the year's WATCHTOWER magazines were
reprinted as a bound volume at the end of 1982, the cover of the September 15th issue featured a different
picture. (Foreign language editions printed weeks after the English edition were also changed.) -- But the
Watchtower Society is still trying to cover up the facts. Persons asking why the bound volume reprint has a
different cover picture are receiving answers such as the Society's letter shown here claiming that the cover
was changed to "produce a more appropriate and suitable illustration." Why is the Watchtower Society
determined to hide the truth regarding its September 15, 1982, cover? Because this information exposes THE
WATCHTOWER for what it really is - not "the channel of communication" from God, as it claims, but just
another magazine like the magazines it 'borrowed' the picture from.
http://www.bibletopics.com/BIBLESTUDY/86.htm

The Lorri MacGregor [formerly MacGregor Ministries now MM Outreach] Testimony - "I stepped from
death to life in 1975" Lorri was an active Jehovah's Witness for 15 years {This is one of the most
AMAZING TESTIMINIES the JW portion of her testimony is a part of this Amazing story however her
life's struggles and difficulties are the main story!} (Mp3's)
Her eyes were opened to the tactics of the Watchtower when she was threated with losing her children and
her home after she started a Bible study with a Christian. After accepting Jesus as her Lord and Savior, Lorri
married Keith MacGregor and together they minister to Jehovah's Witnesses and people from other cults
through MacGregor Ministries/MM Outreach.
http://www.jwinfoline.com/Page/audio.htm

Blog - Iron Sharpens Iron: LORRI MacGREGOR: "CANADA GAGS THE GOSPEL" - They are but one of
2,500 charities that ceased to exist in Canada this year (2008), due to government efforts to shut
down registered charities (Mp3's)
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LORRI MacGREGOR, co-founder along with her husband Keith of MacGregor Ministries a Christian
counter-cult apologetics organization in British Columbia, Canada, will address the theme: "CANADA GAGS
THE GOSPEL." The Canadian Government will not allow any critiques of other religions. You can be any
religion you want as long as you do nothing but promote your own religion. In Lorri & Keith's case, in addition
to presenting the Christian religion, they were responding to attacks on Christianity. ... They were told they
had to present all religions as equal, could not be "persuasive" regarding Christianity over others, and had to
get rid of their website and magazine. Their presentation of the Christian gospel through their DVD's and
printed matter was ruled "uncharitable" and their careful critique of others in defense of Christian doctrine was
called "hate". Since they could not compromise their faith, they had to ask that they Charity status be
voluntarily revoked. -- MacGregor Ministries was in operation as a registered charity run by full-time
volunteers since 1980, using no funds for fundraising or salaries, and donating their creative efforts to the
Charity at no cost to the Charity. The valuable work of MacGregor Ministries will continue as a corporation,
MM Outreach, Box 454, Metaline Falls, WA 99153. They are but one of 2,500 charities that ceased to exist in
Canada this year, due to government efforts to shut down registered charities.
http://sharpens.blogspot.com/2008/02/lorri-macgregor-canada-gags-gospel.html

American Family Association (AFA): TV Stations Ban 'Speechless...Silencing the Christians' - They
said the program was "controversial" - You can watch the one-hour banned program here (Online
Video - 1 Hour)
You can watch the one-hour banned program here -- You can order a DVD of the one-hour TV special
"Speechless...Silencing the Christians" and show it in your church. See for yourself and let your church
members see the AFA special that the stations banned! Or, order all 14 of the original 22-minute episodes of
"Speechless...Silencing the Christians" with a discussion guide, and show them in your church. Oddly
enough, the TV special shows how the media censors Christians, which is exactly what these two stations
did! They said the program was "controversial." The stations do not consider showing two lesbians or two
homosexuals kissing or getting into bed with each other controversial. The stations do not consider all the
profanity they air controversial. They regularly show network programs advocating the homosexual agenda,
but those programs are not considered controversial. However, a special showing of Christians being
silenced is controversial! -- The manager of the Columbus station told AFA the station would not air the
program because telling the truth about homosexuality did not represent "positive Christianity." Are we
moving to a time in the near future when local pastors whose services are broadcast will be banned because
their sermons call the practice of homosexuality a sin? Please, forward this critical message to your family
and friends today!
http://www.silencingchristians.com/

Nvidia's Ion: Lending [Intel] Atom Some Wings - "Winning" would be a good word to describe how we
feel about the Ion platform Nvidia has put together - From this point of view, Ion is not very far from
being the ideal home theater PC—one that can finally find a home in most living rooms without being
an eyesore because of its size, and without being a nuisance because of its noise level
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ConclusIon: "Winning" would be a good word to describe how we feel about the Ion platform Nvidia has put
together. They've come up with the ideal complement to the Intel Atom processor—putting the two together
results in a system that's extremely compact, very affordable, and impressively flexible. In the space taken up
by a carton of cigarettes, they've put a complete PC (except for the external power brick) capable of handling
the vast majority of the tasks we want today's computers to perform. This includes Web browsing and office
applications, of course, but also occasional games—even recent, demanding titles—and even HD video
playback. -- From this point of view, Ion is not very far from being the ideal home theater PC—one that can
finally find a home in most living rooms without being an eyesore because of its size, and without being a
nuisance because of its noise level. And remember, our judgment is based on a reference platform, with all
the rough edges still on it, and with no particular visual-design effort behind it. You can easily imagine what
an inspired manufacturer could do with these basic components. Indeed, the rumors we've heard that Apple
may be planning to use Ion as the foundation of the next Mac minis or Apple TVs are very interesting. Let's
hope that many other manufacturers are thinking along those lines, and that they will launch innovative
products too.
http://www.tomshardware.com/reviews/nvidia-ion-atom,2153-11.html

Eyeing Intel, Nvidia's Ion wins three votes of confidence - Ion netbooks [and netops] running Vista
[then Later Windows 7] could be out by summer 2009, following Microsoft certification today - Lao
said that Ion delivers better performance than competing designs using Intel's integrated graphics
(GPU) chips, and at a similar price - Nvidia promises that PC makers will start to deliver small and
slim Vista PCs based on Ion this summer, for as little as $299 {The Ion netop computer using the Intel
Atom CPU processor along with the Nvidia graphics processor (GPU) is what you would hookup to
your TV or any monitor [creating a Home Theater Media Center - HTPC] to watch DVD's, Internet
Downloads, Blu-ray, and listen to Mp3's and many other digital formats. You could hookup a regular
computer to your TV and Stereo but a $300 Atom based system draws about 1/10th of the electrical
power that a regular $450 computer does.}
February 11, 2009 (Computerworld) Nvidia Inc.'s Ion, a CPU-and-graphics platform that the graphics chip
maker hopes can help loosen Intel Corp.'s grip on the fast-growing netbook business, has garnered three key
endorsements. Most important is Microsoft Corp.'s announcement today that it had certified Ion-based PCs to
run Windows Vista Home Premium. Nvidia also announced today that one unnamed PC maker planned to
build a mini-PC using the Ion platform. And No. 3 PC maker Acer Inc. said earlier this week that it is
interested in building Ion-based PCs this year. Ion is an Nvidia design that combines its GeForce 9400M
GPU, the mobile version of one of its most powerful graphics processors, with an Intel Atom CPU. ... The
under-the-hood limitations prevent most netbooks from showing HD video, supporting more than one external
display or playing the latest video games, he said. Lao said that Ion delivers better performance than
competing designs using Intel's integrated graphics chips, and at a similar price. Nvidia promises that PC
makers will start to deliver small and slim Vista PCs based on Ion this summer, for as little as $299, said
Brown. Nvidia has already released Windows 7 drivers for Ion, said Brown. He declined to comment on when
Ion would be certified for Windows 7. Microsoft's upcoming OS is based on Vista but is widely reported to
require fewer system resources than its predecessor.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewArticleBasic&taxonomyName=windows_and
_linux_pcs&articleId=9127828&taxonomyId=64&intsrc=kc_top

Quotes by [Worldly] Movers and Shakers to Make Us Think! - "The illegal we do immediately. The
unconstitutional takes a bit longer" Henry Kissinger - "No one will enter the New World Order [NWO]
unless he or she will make a pledge to worship Lucifer. No one will enter the New Age [Aquarius]
unless he will take a Luciferian Initiation" David Spangler, Director of Planetary Initiative, United
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Nations
"For a long time I felt that FDR had developed many thoughts and ideas that were his own to benefit this
country, the United States. But, he didn't. Most of his thoughts, his political ammunition, as it were, were
carefully manufactured for him in advanced by the Council on Foreign Relations-One World Money group.
Brilliantly, with great gusto, like a fine piece of artillery, he exploded that prepared "ammunition" in the middle
of an unsuspecting target, the American people, and thus paid off and returned his internationalist political
support." -Curtis Dall, FDR's son-in-law as quoted in his book, My Exploited Father-in-Law -=- "The
depression was the calculated 'shearing' of the public by the World Money powers, triggered by the planned
sudden shortage of supply of call money in the New York money market....The One World Government
leaders and their ever close bankers have now acquired full control of the money and credit machinery of the
U.S. via the creation of the privately owned Federal Reserve Bank." -Curtis Dall, FDR's son-in-law as quoted
in his book, My Exploited Father-in-Law -=- "The United Nations is but a long range, international banking
apparatus clearly set up for financial and economic profit by a small group of powerful One-World
revolutionaries, hungry for profit and power." -Curtis Dall, FDR's son-in-law -=- "The real rulers in Washington
are invisible, and exercise power from behind the scenes." -Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter, 1952
-=- "Today the path of total dictatorship in the United States can be laid by strictly legal means, unseen and
unheard by the Congress, the President, or the people. Outwardly we have a Constitutional government. We
have operating within our government and political system, another body representing another form of
government - a bureaucratic elite. -Senator William Jenner, 1954
http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20Government/quotes.htm

Basic Christian Theology: Obedience - hear with understanding, attentive; to be under the authority
of another & to hear with understanding, hearing and following the leadership of another {We must
first Hear the voice of God before we are able to Obey the voice of God. God spoke to all mankind
through His profits and since His prophets recorded the voice of God in the Holy Bible we can hear
God speak today through the same scriptures of His Holy Bible.}
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Obedience means to hear, to understand and to accomplish what was heard and understood. Obedience
comes from hearing and understanding. We must First hear the voice of God before we can obey God. -Matthew 13:43 Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their Father. Who hath ears
to hear, let him hear. - Hearing God is a common Biblical theme included in the Book of Revelation. -Revelation 2:7, 2:11, 2:17, 2:29, 3:6, 3:13, 3:22 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
Churches. -- Romans 1:1,5 Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, called to be an apostle (sent out one,
missionary), separated unto the gospel (good news) of God... By whom we have received grace
(individuality) and apostleship (sent out), for obedience to the faith among all the nations. - (Apostle) Paul is
being sent out to instruct the nations to be obedient to the faith. Faith specifically means the resurrection of
Jesus. So we are to be obedient to the resurrected Jesus. Obedience is an interesting concept. We become
obedient to God by following God, not by following rules. -- Galatians 3:2 This only would I learn from you,
Received ye the Spirit [Holy Spirit] by the works of the law, or by the hearing of faith. - The Bible is a living
document; God's words are life. Many situations in the Bible are covered on both sides. The same Bible that
tells us to cast out the unbeliever also tells us to allow the wheat and tares to remain together. So what do we
become obedient to? If we kick someone out are we obedient? If we let them stay are we obedient? That
depends. We can only be obedient by being obedient to God. If someone says the Bible says this, yes it
does, but do we apply that particular verse to this circumstance. The answer is that we need God to interpret
His Word for us. What we do to be obedient in any given situation is to pray (talk to) and ask God for
guidance. He will reveal through the words of the Bible what His desire is for any given situation. - It is very
important to follow Jesus because it is easy to follow rules. When we follow rules, we then bend and form the
rules that we follow to conform to our desires and then we are not even following rules; we are following
ourselves, it is just cloaked in the appearance of rules. Then it is not enough that we follow our own rules we
demand that others follow our rules. If people are following us and our rules there is no way that they can be
following Jesus. When we commit ourselves or others to follow rules we are distracting others and ourselves
from following Jesus. - The Bible is not a collection of rules nor is it a collection of suggestions. The Bible
covers a panorama of thought and conduct to be combined in obedience. For example there is a disturbance
among a gathering. It has to be dealt with. The Bible gives us the freedom to deal with the circumstances. But
conduct alone does not constitute obedience. Whether in discipline someone is asked to leave or is permitted
to remain, the act has to be carried out in obedience to God's reconciliation love.
http://www.basicchristian.org/theology.html#Obedience

HeartLight.org : Oswald Chambers - My Utmost For His Highest "The Devotion Of Hearing" - Because
I have listened definitely to one thing from God, it does not follow that I will listen to everything He
says - If I had realized that it was a command of Jesus, I would not consciously have disobeyed it; but
most of us show such disrespect to God that we do not even hear what He says - The child (of God's)
attitude is always, "Speak, Lord, for Thy servant heareth"
Because I have listened definitely to one thing from God, it does not follow that I will listen to everything He
says. The way in which I show God that I neither love nor respect Him is by the obtuseness of my heart and
mind towards what He says. If I love my friend, I intuitively detect what he wants, and Jesus says, "Ye are My
friends." Have I disobeyed some command of my Lord's this week? If I had realized that it was a command of
Jesus, I would not consciously have disobeyed it; but most of us show such disrespect to God that we do not
even hear what He says ... The destiny of my spiritual life is such identification with Jesus Christ that I always
hear God, and I know that God always hears me (John 11:41). If I am united with Jesus Christ, I hear God, by
the devotion of hearing all the time. A lily, or a tree, or a servant of God, may convey God's message to me.
What hinders me from hearing is that I am taken up with other things. ... The child attitude is always, "Speak,
Lord, for Thy servant heareth." If I have not cultivated this devotion of hearing, I can only hear God's voice at
certain times; at other times I am taken up with things - things which I say I must do, and I become deaf to
Him, I am not living the life of a child. Have I heard God's voice to-day?
http://www.heartlight.org/cgi-shl/my_utmost/utm.cgi?0213
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Walking In Truth Ministry - Connie's Update February 2009 - Right now, we are in the process of
revising our website www.walkingintruth.org - we will surely have all of the recent messages posted
so that you can easily read them off of the site
Wonderful things have been happening at Walking In Truth Ministry. God's Word is going forth, souls are
being saved, the saints are being edified, and we are rejoicing to see it happen. At the beginning of this year,
the Lord spoke to me and said that 2009 is the "Year of Open Doors." We have seen this already come to
pass and are believing for more and more to open up as the year rolls on. ... Right now, we are in the process
of revising our website - www.walkingintruth.org . For those of you who may have visited the site lately - you
would have noticed that things seemed to stop around June 2008. Many features are not working. We are
getting a new facelift to the entire site and when it is all done (which will most likely take about 2 months), we
will surely have all of the recent messages posted so that you can easily read them off of the site - rather than
try to save them in your Inbox or some designated file. We will also have many new features that will allow for
more ministry on-line. -- I am heavily involved in my church in the discipleship program - discipling other
Christians in the principles of the faith. We are seeing tremendous growth in people's lives as a result.
http://www.walkingintruth.org/

Darwin's Birthday Poll: Fewer Than 4 in 10 Believe in Evolution - 39 percent of Americans say they
"believe in the theory of evolution," and just 24 percent of those who attend church weekly believe in
that explanation for the development of life on Earth
Frank Newport, Gallup's editor-in-chief, wrote that attitudes were shaped to an even greater degree by
religion. "Previous Gallup research shows that the rate of church attendance is fairly constant across
educational groups, suggesting that this relationship is not owing to an underlying educational difference but
instead reflects a direct influence of religious beliefs on belief in evolution," he said. Among weekly
churchgoers, only 24 percent said they believe in evolution, while 41 percent do not and 35 percent have no
opinion. Inversely, 55 percent of those who seldom or never attend church expressed belief in evolution,
while 11 percent do not, and 34 percent have no opinion.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,491345,00.html

Intel's chip picks up market share as total processor sales fall - For the full year 2008, Intel sold 80.3%
of all microprocessors, up 2.9% from 2007 - Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) share of the market fell
3.1% to 19.2% - VIA Technologies got 0.4% of the market - Intel's cheap Atom processor, introduced
last year, soared as consumers shifted to buying cheap mini-notebook PCs, or netbooks
Chip giant Intel, however, managed to use its size and manufacturing muscle to grab a bigger piece of what
was left of the microprocessor market. For the full year 2008, Intel sold 80.3% of all microprocessors, up
2.9% from 2007. Advanced Micro Devices' share of the market fell 3.1% to 19.2%. VIA Technologies got
0.4% of the market. The only bright spot: Sales of Intel's cheap Atom processor, introduced last year, soared
as consumers shifted to buying cheap mini-notebook PCs, or netbooks. Without Atom, IDC said worldwide
PC processor unit shipments would have fallen 21.6% in the fourth quarter compared to the year-ago period.
http://www.forbes.com/2009/02/12/intel-microprocessor-atom-technology-internet-infrastructure_0212_chips.
html

AMD's [New] Phenom II AM3 [CPU] has memory problems - The problem rears its ugly head when you
have more than one DDR3-1333 [memory] module per channel - you could encounter "unreliable
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operation" {While Intel is simply the best that computer technology has to offer AMD is simply not.
AMD tries to overcome their product deficiencies by selling their products at discounted prices
however the many hassles, risks and reports that AMD no longer stands by their products with
refunds makes AMD CPU's an unworthy venture.}
It seems that AMD's AM3 Phenom II has a memory problem. The problem rears its ugly head when you have
more than one DDR3-1333 (or greater) module per channel. If you have all four slots on your new AM3 board
filled you could encounter "unreliable operation". ... On most mainboards this means you have four memory
slots (2 slots per channel). For the time being AMD is not recommending using more than 2 modules (one per
channel) for any DDR3 clocked at 1333 or above. If you have more than 2 modules the AMD quick fix is to
change the speed to 1066 and adjust the timings to help overcome the speed loss. It seems that the root
cause of the issue may be linked to DRAM voltage. It is possible that by slightly overvolting the RAM you may
be able to overcome this issue. AMD is working on a more permanent fix already.
http://www.tweaktown.com/news/11382/amd_s_phenom_ii_am3_has_memory_problems/

x264 Video Conversion (.mkv video - .mka audio) Codec Improvement - x264 is an open source codec
of standard MPEG4 AVC/H.264, developed by programmers from all over the world - Nowadays, x264
is one of the best codecs of its standard, what is verified by different comparisons {Scroll down for
program downloads}
Improvement description: We decided to improve ABR rate control mode. In this mode codec tries to
compress a film with target average bitrate satisfying specified restrictions of maximum frame bitrate and
buffer size. Accumulated during previous frames' compressions statistic is actively used by codec to improve
effectiveness of adaptive models. But there is no statistical information on the first frames of the sequence.
To solve this problem, codec uses some predefined values or values defined by user. An analysis showed
that these default values are more suitable to high bitrates. Therefore unfounded quality increase appears on
low bitrates, that leads to deterioration of both quality of consequent frames and average quality of a movie.
http://compression.ru/video/x264/x264_improvement_en.html

Download x264 Video Codec - Better than Xvid - Now i use H264 for encoding - A bit slower than Xvid
but quality is much superior - 2-Pass H264 gives the best quality by any codec - this codec is for next
generational encoding
To decode, we suggest you to use a recent build of FFDShow or a media player that supports H.264
internally - like MPlayer (there are few interesting frontends for Windows: MPlayerUI, MPlayer Frontend) and
VLC (VideoLAN Client). Important:- VFW and installer were removed from auto update, VFW is outdated.
However, you may try the Leiming's x264 GUI. - Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0, AVISynth and DGIndex are
required to use with MeGUI but NOT included. ... Compressibility = 5, bitrate control at 2-pass encodings = 5,
encoding speed = 3. ... better quality than any other codec i've used, however the de-blocking filter gives
many features a smeared appearance and should be turned off at any bit-rate. the codec default is to use
de-blocking during encoding, the first thing you should do after installing is turn that feature off or adjust the
strength and threshold to a level that doesn't make your video look like putty. ... it's a good one h.264 codec
and it's free gave me better contrast than XviD in reencoding some old videos.
http://www.free-codecs.com/reviews/x264_Video_Codec.htm

Watching (Video) 1080P [HiDef] x.264/.MKV videos {Sermons} completely decoded by your graphics
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card - Much like .MP3 (Audio) was up and coming many years ago, one of the most popular formats is
x.264 (not to confuse with h.264 itself) - x264 is a free and open library for encoding H.264/MPEG-4
AVC video streams - The x.264 format is often synonym with Matroska .MKV, a media file container
which often embeds that x.264 content, a much admired container format for media files - Media
Player Classic, Don't be naive though, as this software is one of the most sophisticated media players
to date
Yours truly is a big movie buff, I like to playback high-definition content, preferably at 1080P Full HD. But face
it, to be able to decode such content in a flawless manner, you will need a lot of raw processing power. ... I
believe in the evolution of new and open standards. XVID, DIVX, h.264. VC-1 and now x.264/MKV need
native support. ... What software do we need to get that 1080P content fully supported over the GPU? In the
open source community Media Player Classic Home Cinema ... So it's not exactly the most pretty looking
application to the eyes, especially in graphically enhanced operating systems like Windows Vista it looks and
feels old. Don't be naive though, as this software is one of the most sophisticated media player to date. -- So
here's what you need to forfeit on, you must live without the luxury of a remote control and a software
environment like Windows Media Center. This software project is open source, and it's completely free to use
and download. MPC is the basis of everything we are showing you today, there are some limitations and
restrictions though. But in a screenshot guide we'll show you how to setup everything. Any popular file-format
(XVID/DIVX/MPEG2/MPEG4/h.264/MKV/VC1/AVC) movie can be played on this little piece of software,
without the need to install codecs and filters, and where it can, it will DXVA enable the playback. DXVA is
short for Direct X Video Acceleration, and as you can tell from those four words alone, it'll try wherever it can
to accelerate content over the GPU, offloading the CPU. Which is what we are after. There's more to this
software though: ... massively important, pixel (image) sharpening.
http://www.guru3d.com/article/accelerate-x264-1080p-movies-over-the-gpu-guide/

Corrected: Intel's 32-Nm 'Westmere' Processors on Track for Late (December) 2009 - The next
significant upgrade to Intel's processor line for desktops, notebooks and servers will be
32-nanometer processors - Smith went on to refer to the (Intel) 32-nm (CPU) processor's robust
product health, stating that "our very first silicon on Westmere was capable of booting and running
on a PC" - As a result, Intel has made the decision to accelerate the 32-nm product ramp, he said
The next significant upgrade to Intel's processor line for desktops, notebooks and servers will be
32-nanometer processors currently code-named Westmere. Intel plans a massive $7 billion dollar investment
in its chip manufacturing facilities in the United States. Intel says it believes that the new processor will allow
it to leapfrog rivals such as Advanced Micro Devices ... Intel unveiled its new 32-nanometer working
microprocessor for laptops and desktops at a Feb. 10 event in San Francisco. The chip giant said it plans to
invest $7 billion over the next two years in its 32-nm manufacturing technology, upgrading production facilities
in New Mexico, Arizona, and Oregon. ... The 32-nm chips will feature two processing cores and four
instructional threads, with integrated graphics. Chips for mainstream desktops are being developed under the
code name Clarkdale, while the processors for thin and light notebooks are code-named Arrandale. "With this
32-nm generation, we're making our largest-ever investment in a single generation of silicon technology in the
U.S.," Stephen Smith, vice president and director of group operations for Intel's Digital Enterprise Group, said
during the presentation. "Westmere-based technology is not only for desktop and notebooks, but also some
future server products." Smith went on to refer to the 32-nm processor's robust product health, stating that
"our very first silicon on Westmere was capable of booting and running on a PC." As a result, Intel has made
the decision to accelerate the 32-nm product ramp, he said.
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Desktops-and-Notebooks/Intels-32nm-Westmere-Processors-on-Track-for-Late-20
09/
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Despite (Economy) Slump, Intel Corp. Plans Big Investment - Intel's chief executive, detailed how his
company will spend $7 billion over the next two years on its (USA) chip plants - "We're investing in
America to keep Intel and our nation at the forefront of innovation" {Intel has my business! Intel is
probably the best and most innovative company in the world. I gladly purchase Intel computer parts.}
SAN FRANCISCO - Intel, the world's largest chip maker, is vowing to spend more money than ever before on
new manufacturing technology despite a sharp downturn in its profits . Indeed, the company is holding itself
up as a model for others in the United States to follow by increasing capital spending during a deep economic
slump. Paul S. Otellini, Intel's chief executive, detailed how his company will spend $7 billion over the next
two years on its chip plants during a speech on Tuesday at the Economic Club in Washington. The venue
was as important as the message for Intel. The company hopes to benefit from increased federal spending.
The company, which vigorously promoted Mr. Otellini's speech, has already said it would continue pouring
money into a series of chip plants, known as fabs, which can cost more than $1 billion each. It made that
announcement shortly after saying sales of the company's chips tumbled 23 percent, while its net income fell
by 90 percent. Intel also began laying off at least 5,000 workers and closing down older chip plants in Asia
and the United States. But Mr. Otellini struck an optimistic note. "We're investing in America to keep Intel and
our nation at the forefront of innovation," he said, in a statement provided ahead of the speech. "These
manufacturing facilities will produce the most advanced computing technology in the world." ... About 75
percent of Intel's chip manufacturing occurs in the United States through plants in Oregon, Arizona and New
Mexico, and most of its research and developing funds go toward operations here as well.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/11/technology/companies/11intel.html

*** Updated: Bible Numbers their Meaning and Usage Explained - It is occult mathematics to add
Jesus into the count with humans - Jesus is Devine He is separate and distinct from humans - For
instance occult numerologist would claim that 2/3rds (.6667) of the three people crucified on that day
received redemption - Jesus did not redeem Himself on the cross, Jesus did not need redeeming, it is
mankind that needs the redemption - Jesus since the begging of time has always been Devine, Lord,
God, King and Savior - Jesus did not bow down to Satan and Jesus did not receive anything from
Satan (John 14:30) not any knowledge, not any kingdom not anything - The use of Satanic (occult)
numerology is completely inaccurate and irrelevant in referencing Jesus Christ (PDF)
There are a handful of numbers that commonly reoccur throughout the entire Bible while other numbers
generally do not even occur at all. Their usage and grouping is far to ordered and to consistent throughout
the entire Bible to be considered irrelevant or incidental. Following is what is considered to be their common
meaning. ... Note: It is occult mathematics to add Jesus into the count with humans. Jesus is Devine He is
separate and distinct from humans. For instance - occult numerologist would claim that 2/3rds (.6667) of the
three people crucified on that day received redemption (Jesus and one of the two thieves) however Jesus
offered and gave to mankind of His Redemption. Jesus did not redeem Himself on the cross, Jesus did not
need redeeming, it is mankind that needs the redemption (righteousness) that Jesus is offering to all sinners.
The correct Biblical numbers at the crucifixion are 50% - 50% [.50] and not the occult 2/3 (.6667) there was
(one) Jesus and (two) sinners. One sinner chose Jesus and repentance while the other sinner continued to
rejected Jesus. Two people representing two distinct directions and destinations [heaven] salvation in Jesus
or [hell] condemnation by rejecting Jesus. Jesus since the begging of time has always been Devine, Lord,
God, King and Savior. Jesus did not bow down to Satan and Jesus did not receive anything from Satan (John
14:30) not any knowledge, not any kingdom not anything. The use of Satanic (occult) numerology is
completely inaccurate and irrelevant in referencing Jesus Christ.
http://www.basicchristian.org/BibleNumbers.pdf
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T.E.A.R.S. Blog: A ministry focused on facilitating holistic communities of worship in developing
countries around the world - Currently T.E.A.R.S. has a presence in La Vega, Dominican Republic and
is based out of Portland, Oregon - T.E.A.R.S. stands for True Evangelism Always Requires Sacrifice
"The Big Picture" - Keeping the goal in sight: God created man with the chief end to "glorify Him and enjoy
Him forever!" But man rebelled and creation was subjected to bondage in the fall of Adam. Yet, God so loved
us that He burst back onto the world scene in Jesus Christ, fully God and fully Man, to seek, rescue and
restore man and all of creation to Himself. In doing so God chose to establish the church — the body of
Christ to declare His glory and wonderful deeds amongst the nations and become a visible manifestation of
His kingdom. Therefore the church has the joyous privilege and responsibility of proclaiming the good news
of God's saving grace "The Gospel", beckoning and teaching the nations to worship God. Thus "The Gospel",
proclaimed and lived out by the church is the means by which God will re-establish His highest value, over all
other values in the earth, His glory. This is God's primary mission. The fruit of His mission is that we are
restored into a right relationship with Him, and enabled to enjoy Him and all His benefits eternally.
Consequently, it is the festive opportunity of the body of Christ to become His visible hands and feet in
dynamic worship, reflecting Christ in every community, city and nation of the world so that once again all
creation will worship and enjoy Him forever!
http://tears.org/blog/

Heaven & Hell Testimonies - Rev. Timonthy T. LaFond Testimony-Audio/Text - From Hell to the Glory
of God - Besides the screaming [in hell] there were also demons - Yes, there really are demons Indescribable and most ugly things you had ever seen - They came up to me and taunted me - Yelling
in my face "We got you now!" Laughing at me saying "We fooled you!" "We fooled you!" "We got you
now!" Followed by hideous laughter - [The Mp3 is Text generated Audio] (Mp3 - Text)
From Hell to the Glory of God: This is a testimony of my husband's brother. I knew him before and I know him
now. I have seen what the Lord has done for him. I also have seen and experienced the change that, due to
Tims prayers and witness, the Lord has made in my husband and myself. ... Electricity shot through me and it
picked my feet right up off the ground contracting the muscles in my legs. I knew right away, that I was
getting electrocuted. I was looking out into the shop from the platform that I was on and I could see
everything going on as normal. No one knew that I was being electrocuted. Just to let you know my
cardiologists couldn't believe that I made it through this because when you are standing in water it is ten
times worse! -- While I was getting electrocuted crucifixion style the electricity was flowing right through me, I
saw my spirit leave my body. Instantly, I was in hell! At that time, I didn't know anything about the bible. I
wasn't a religious person or a Christian and didn't know any Christians. I just know that I was cast into outer
darkness. I heard the most horrifying, tormenting screams imaginable. I heard these time and time again, and
although I never saw who was screaming, I, myself, would scream because of the fear of those frightening
screams. My sins were tormenting me while I was in hell, January 27, 1977. I saw my sins pass from my right
to my left down to the age of five. ... People have asked me, "How long were you there?" Well, it felt like
eternity! It was that long! I couldn't tell you how long I was there, but I don't want to go back. -- Besides the
screaming there were also demons. Yes, there really are demons. Indescribable and most ugly things you
had ever seen. They came up to me and taunted me. Yelling in my face, "We got you now!" Laughing at me
saying, "We fooled you!" "We fooled you!" "We got you now!" Followed by hideous laughter. -- Now these
things I am telling you took the Lord a few years to bring back to me. I have seen demons since in the real
and spiritual life and by the grace of God I have cast them out. They are afraid of those of us who are
Christian because of who is inside of us. While I was there I realized there was no hope of every seeing God.
I cried out to God during this time saying, "Oh God help me!" Again, "God, Help me!" One of the amazing
things on my last scream, was my plea for God to help me. I felt Gods hand reach down and touch my
shoulder. He is everywhere. In the bible you will read it. He is in Heaven, and earth and hell. He heard my
plea. The right hand of the Lord touched me, I felt his fingers and thumb on my shoulder and He pulled me
out of hell. He set me free from that electricity!
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http://www.freecdtracts.com/heavenandhell.htm

*** Deception Afoot: [U.N.] Maitreya [Obama's Nairobi Kenya connection] & [New Age] 'Master Jesus'
Part #3 - {Excellent teachings by Dr. Scott Johnson. There are numerous teachings and an interesting
thing to do would be to Listen to each #2 teaching part. The teaching parts #1 usually have a long
introduction and then Parts #2 and if applicable #3 gets into the main info. So to save time start out
listening to all the #2 messages then you will have a better idea of what the teaching entails.} (Mp3's)
Share International is now advertising Maitreya's emergence on the The History Channel, Rush Limbaugh,
Nancy Grace, Anderson Cooper 360 & the Wall Street Journal. Maitreya seems to have a strangely similar
"share and save the world" agenda to that of Purpose Driven Pastor Rick Warren with his Global P.E.A.C.E.
Plan and also President-elect Barack Obama with his Global Poverty Act and Universal Service Plan - men
who apparently have no aversion to working with any or all of the world religions or non-religions to "save the
planet". Share International says Maitreya is coming with the satanic couterfiet "Master Jesus": "In
collaboration with...& Maitreya, the Master Jesus is deeply interested in unifying the religious thought of East
and West. According to the Plan, this will lead to the One Universal Church, uniting all peoples into the One
Humanity...It is forecast that the Master Jesus will yet occupy the chair of the Pope of Rome, and that from
that seat he will then be able to re-inspire and re-orient the whole field of Christian religion, diverting it from its
present political and temporal trends, towards a more spiritual approach." "Could you explain the relationship
between the disciple Jesus and Maitreya the Christ?" "By the occult process of overshadowing, the Christ,
Maitreya, took over and worked through the body of Jesus from the Baptism onwards."
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?SourceOnly=true&currSection=sermonssource&keyword=drscottjo
hnson&keywordDesc=Scott++A.+Johnson

e this to Acts 7:55-56 where Jesus is standing to receive Stephen into His everlasting presence. We
all have a choice in how we get to meet God either at His standing (as a Priest to accept us as an
acceptable offering through His cross unto Himself) or as a Judge without His cross to condemn us
out of His presence. The Chick Tracts are very Biblical even in the minor details.} (.SWF Flash)">Free Download [Right Click This Link... Select Save Target As] - Animated Jack Chick Tract This Was Your Life (Flash) {Note in the Chick Tract how when the person is brought by the angel and
meets God face to face, Jesus is seated (on His great white throne judgment seat Revelation 20:11)
and compare this to Acts 7:55-56 where Jesus is standing to receive Stephen into His everlasting
presence. We all have a choice in how we get to meet God either at His standing (as a Priest to accept
us as an acceptable offering through His cross unto Himself) or as a Judge without His cross to
condemn us out of His presence. The Chick Tracts are very Biblical even in the minor details.} (.SWF Flash)
A pastor who recently called us summed up the life and ministry of Jack Chick quite well. He said, "The thing
I appreciate most about Jack Chick is that thirty years ago when I read my first Chick tract, it was a pure soul
winning tract, presenting the gospel in a simple format that anyone could understand. Today, thirty years
later, he hasn't changed a bit. While many other Christian leaders have left soul winning far behind, Jack
Chick is still faithfully producing easy-to-understand soul winning gospel tracts with a salvation message that
anyone can understand. He has never swerved or strayed from his calling to share the gospel with the lost
multitudes around the world."
http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/This_was_your_Life.swf

More turning to Web to watch TV, movies - he dropped his cable subscription three months ago -
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Cost was a major factor, and wanted more control over the services he was paying for, he said Consumers are taking advantage of this to eliminate cable or satellite TV and integrate their home
entertainment with the Web - And online video viewership is skyrocketing
(CNN) -- When Corey Wynsma's wife got laid off a few months ago from her graphic design job, the couple
did an inventory of their household budget. able TV seemed like an obvious luxury. So the couple, who live in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, canceled their cable service and found another way to keep up with their favorite
shows: on the Internet. "We were already consuming a good portion of content online, and a quick survey of
media sites allowed us to determine if those shows we were most interested in watching could be found
online," Corey Wynsma said. "In almost each case, the answer was yes." Rick Wampler, a technician for
Cirque du Soleil in Orlando, Florida, came to the same realization when he dropped his cable subscription
three months ago. Cost was a major factor, and Wampler wanted more control over the services he was
paying for, he said. As more Americans get used to watching video on their computers, more Web sites are
popping up to offer free movies and TV shows. Consumers are taking advantage of this to eliminate cable or
satellite TV and integrate their home entertainment with the Web. And online video viewership is
skyrocketing.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/02/06/internet.tv/index.html

{Windows Vista - Microsoft founder} Bill Gates Unleashes Swarm of Mosquitoes on Crowd - "Malaria
is spread by mosquitoes" Gates said while opening a jar onstage at the Technology, Entertainment,
Design Conference - "I brought some - Here I'll let them roam around - There is no reason only poor
people should be infected" {Bill Gates is a bizarre, weirdo he probably would unleash a disease on
mankind if he could. The "Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation" is one of the largest abortion funding
entities in the world.}
Microsoft founder turned philanthropist Bill Gates released a glass full of mosquitoes at an elite technology
conference to make a point about the deadly disease malaria. "Malaria is spread by mosquitoes," Gates said
while opening a jar onstage at the Technology, Entertainment, Design Conference — a gathering known to
attract technology kings, politicians, and Hollywood stars. "I brought some. Here I'll let them roam around.
There is no reason only poor people should be infected." ... Gates then waited a minute or so before assuring
the audience the freed insects were malaria-free. The unusual presentation on malaria prevention was
confirmed by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation's media office. A spokesman said the insects released
were not carrying malaria. Gates retired as head of Microsoft last year to focus more on his foundation. One
of its key projects is ending malaria and it has spent millions on fighting the disease.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,488348,00.html

Computer Technology: SuperSpeed USB 3.0 FAQ - Dubbed "SuperSpeed USB" USB 3.0 promises a
major leap forward in transfer speeds and capability, while maintaining backwards compatibility with
USB 2.0 devices - USB 3.0 achieves the much higher performance by way of a number of technical
changes - Power efficiency was a key objective in the move to USB 3.0 - We do not expect a large
number of USB 3.0 compliant peripherals to be available until 2010
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USB 3.0 achieves the much higher performance by way of a number of technical changes. Perhaps the most
obvious change is an additional physical bus that is added in parallel with the existing USB 2.0 bus. This
means that where USB 2.0 previously had 4 wires (power, ground, and a pair for differential data), USB 3.0
adds 4 more for two pairs of differential signals (receive and transmit) for a combined total of 8 connections in
the connectors and cabling. These extra two pairs were necessary to support the SuperSpeed USB target
bandwidth requirements, because the two wire differential signals of USB 2.0 were not enough. Furthermore,
the signaling method, while still host-directed, is now asynchronous instead of polling. USB 3.0 utilizes a
bi-directional data interface rather than USB 2.0's half-duplex arrangement, where data can only flow in one
direction at a time. Without getting into any more technical mumbo jumbo, this all combines to give a ten-fold
increase in theoretical bandwidth, and a welcome improvement noticeable by anyone when SuperSpeed
USB products hit the market. ... The good news is that USB 3.0 has been carefully planned from the start to
peacefully co-exist with USB 2.0. First of all, while USB 3.0 specifies new physical connections and thus new
cables to take advantage of the higher speed capability of the new protocol, the connector itself remains the
same rectangular shape with the four USB 2.0 contacts in the exact same location as before. Five new
connections to carry receive and transitted data independently are present on USB 3.0 cables and only come
into contact when mated with a proper SuperSpeed USB connection.
http://www.everythingusb.com/superspeed-usb.html

Ian McCormick - "A Glimpse of Eternity" (Video Download)
Ian was night diving off the island of Mauritius when he was stung multiple times by Box Jellyfish, which are
among the most venomous creatures in the world. His testimony relates how he clung to life while getting to
hospital, was declared clinically dead soon afterwards, and how during this time he had an encounter with
God, which radically changed the direction of his life. Click on the link above to hear what it's really like to die!
http://www.freecdtracts.com/

Ian McCormick - Attack Of The Killer Jellyfish - 14059.mp3 (Mp3)
Ian details his deadly encounter with a poisonous ocean jellyfish. Death with an unsaved soul is the ultimate
torment of agony, therefore choose life, choose Jesus Christ and give your soul the refreshing free gift of
eternal life forever.
http://server.ffmp3.com/2002catalog.asp

*** Many Christian Compilations (Mp3's)
If you are not familiar with the terms "comps" or "compilations", these terms refer to audio files that
combination of powerful music and speaking content to create high impact messages. Many of these
compilations are true life changing and God has used these compilation to truly transform peoples lives.
Numerous people who have listened to these compilation have said that their lives were changed and that
they will never be the same. Our prayer is that as you enjoy these compilations you will be brought closer to
the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and that God will continue use these to transform lives for the furtherance of
His Kingdom! Please sit back and enjoy as you listen to these wonderful comps made by many different artist
with a number of different speakers and content. If the Lord leads, duplicate as I have with the CD Tracts on
this website or create your very own. Keep checking back because these COMPs will be added quite
regularly.
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http://www.freecdtracts.com/compilation.htm

*** My King! Extended Edition - Music + Message Christian compilation (Mp3)
Pastor S. M. Lockridge - That's my King, extended edition.
http://www.lostseed.com/audio/

*** Winner - Be a Soul Winner - Music + Message Christian compilation (Mp3)
Pastor Anthony Wynn - Soul Winner!
http://www.basicchristian.us/mp3/winner.mp3

Karl Rove deposition date moved back - ordering him to appear Feb 23 instead of Monday Feb 2
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House Judiciary Committee has rescheduled a deposition for former senior White
House adviser Karl Rove, ordering him to appear Feb. 23 instead of Monday. It is uncertain that Rove would
appear, since a federal appeals court is considering whether former White House aides can be compelled to
testify about matters on which they advised the president. The committee subpoena commanded Rove to
testify about any role he played in politically motivated firings of U.S. attorneys, and the prosecution of former
Alabama Democratic Gov. Don Siegelman. ... The former governor was convicted on bribery and other
charges and was sentenced to more than seven years in prison. He was released early when a federal
appeals court ruled his appeal raised "substantial questions." Committee chairman John Conyers, D-Mich.,
said Friday he wanted to give Rove's lawyer time to consult with the Obama administration and learn whether
the new president would uphold Bush's order against testifying. Rove attorney Robert Luskin said his client
was free to answer questions on the Siegelman prosecution.
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5iyqAcKxVxPpJsQZL8zvlZGO6GE3AD961NOAO0

Animated Jack Chick Tract - This Was Your Life (Flash) {Note in the Chick Tract how when the person
is brought by the angel and meets God face to face, Jesus is seated (on His great white throne
judgment seat Revelation 20:11) and compare this to Acts 7:55-56 where Jesus is standing to receive
Stephen into His everlasting presence. We all have a choice in how we get to meet God either at His
standing (as a Priest to accept us as an acceptable offering through His cross unto Himself) or as a
Judge without His cross to condemn us out of His presence. The Chick Tracts are very Biblical even
in the minor details.}
A pastor who recently called us summed up the life and ministry of Jack Chick quite well. He said, "The thing
I appreciate most about Jack Chick is that thirty years ago when I read my first Chick tract, it was a pure soul
winning tract, presenting the gospel in a simple format that anyone could understand. Today, thirty years
later, he hasn't changed a bit. While many other Christian leaders have left soul winning far behind, Jack
Chick is still faithfully producing easy-to-understand soul winning gospel tracts with a salvation message that
anyone can understand. He has never swerved or strayed from his calling to share the gospel with the lost
multitudes around the world."
http://www.secretfunspot.com/thislifenointro.htm
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Cults: The (Anti-Hyper) Preterist Podcast with Dee Dee Warren - Episode #20 What an iTart! - exposes
the seedy underbelly of hyperpreterism [Hymenian Heresy (2nd Timothy 2:16-18)] and turns on the
lights (Mp3's)
Like Episode 5, this podcast was unplanned, but recent events have caused me to finally expose the seedy
underbelly of hyperpreterism and turn on the lights. This episode deals in somewhat explicit detail my
experiences with the worst of the hyperpreterist movement for the past decade. It is also a long episode. If
you are at all interested in the back-story of this type of work, it is a must-listen. If you are not particularly
interested in my own personal story and that is fine, believe me, I am not interested in the personal stories of
a lot of podcasters I listen to, but really only the exegesis of the preterist passages, then you will want to skip
this podcast. The humour-content of this episode is also very light due to the subject matter addressed.
http://www.preteristpodcast.com/index.php/2009/01/25/ep-20-what-an-itart/

Altar Calls and the Emerging Church - A discussion between Tony Jones and Sean McDowell - The
first thing (the Apostle) Paul often did when he came to town was to preach to crowds [Acts 13] - Paul
did not call crowds to respond, but the individual people in the crowds - While he addressed the
group, he was still able to minister to the individuals
Sean says: Tony, I also have some concerns about the way altar calls are often done. Excessive emotional
appeal often leads merely to a commitment of the heart when it should be both the heart and mind. Metanoia
means a "change of mind." If an emotional appeal distracts from the true cost of following Jesus it is call for
concern. This is why, if I do an altar call, I request for music not to be played until after the commitment
period. Trained counselors must be on hand help students understand that it is all about the life, death, and
resurrection of Jesus. If young people don't understand how to enter into relationship with Jesus, they will
likely fall away. It bothers me when people give an altar call and think their work is done. In reality, the work
has just begun! An altar call is often the first step in the spiritual journey of our students that can open the
door for us to become deeply involved in their lives. There may not be examples of Jesus leading mass
conversions, as you mentioned, but Paul gave mass evangelistic messages many times. He addressed entire
crowds with a tailored gospel message. The first thing Paul often did when he came to town was to preach to
crowds. In Acts 13 Paul preaches in Antioch of Pisidia to groups of Jews during Sabbath. In his Athenian
speech to Jews and Gentiles, Paul once again addressed crowds with the message of the resurrection of
Jesus. There were even many converts, as a result of his call to repentance (Acts 17:34). Paul did not call
crowds to respond, but the individual people in the crowds. While he addressed the group, he was still able to
minister to the individuals. Many times our kids are ministered to best in the midst of their peers.
http://www.awakengeneration.com/thoughts/befueled/191

Intel Pushes New Operating System For Netbooks - The idea is to build a new experience for netbook
users, who so far have been buying netbooks loaded with either Microsoft's Windows XP or a Linux
flavor OS
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Forget the Microsoft Windows 7 beta. The alpha version of Moblin, an open source-based Linux operating
system designed specifically for netbooks, is out.The preliminary version of the Moblin 2 OS has been
specifically created for netbooks that run Intel's company's Atom processor.The idea is to build a new
experience for netbook users, who so far have been buying netbooks loaded with either Microsoft's Windows
XP or a Linux flavor OS. It could also help notebook makers maintain their price margins by building greater
differentiation among their devices.Inexpensive lightweight netbooks have become one of the fastest growing
categories in the PC industry. The Moblin project sponsored by Intel among others attempts to create an OS
specifically designed for a netbook processor that will be offer users a better experience on these tiny
devices. ... Netbooks were designed as companions for laptops and desktops but increasingly users are
buying them as their primary device. That means users get a stripped down version of a notebook that
doesn't entirely give them a satisfactory experience, says Sood.Operating systems created specifically to
take advantage of a netbook's processor such as Intel's Atom could help change that. It could also make it
easier for notebook manufacturers and chip makers to prevent cannabilization among their products. "How do
you differentiate the higher performance machines from the netbook equipped systems?," asks
Sood.Netbooks with their own customized OS could help create more distinct products. It's also one of the
reasons that Intel has been actively supporting Moblin offering it the resources needed to optimize the OS for
Atom processor.
http://blog.wired.com/gadgets/2009/01/intel-bets-on-m.html

Intel Moblin V2 Core Alpha (Free Intel Netbook Computer OS): It Boots Fast! - Both netbooks use an
Intel Atom N270 CPU, but the NC10 is loaded with a OCZ SSD [Note: Intel makes the most reliable and
fastest SSD (Solid State Disk). The SSD technology is NEW and Expensive but buying a cheaper non
Intel SSD is really not an option because they mostly don't work and don't last. Wait until the prices
come down and disk capacities increase (later this year) for the Intel or Kingston SSD products.]
(Video)
Intel has been at the forefront of producing hardware for netbooks and other mobile devices thanks to their
Atom processor family, but they are also looking at being a key part of the mobile software ecosystem. Back
in 2007 we witnessed the launch of the Moblin project, which is Intel's open-source venture for creating a
complete stack of software for these mobile devices. Originally, the Moblin core was based upon Ubuntu, but
Intel ended up rebasing off Fedora last year and they have been preparing for the second version of their
core operating system. Just this week they released Moblin V2 Core Alpha, which we are looking at in this
article. Specifically, we are looking at how fast this Intel software is able to boot! -- Moblin V2 Core Alpha is
based upon the Linux 2.6.29 kernel (specifically Linux 2.6.29-rc2), the latest X Server 1.6 code with DRI2
support, and a snapshot of Xfce 4.6. Some of the mobile optimizations in Moblin V2 core are the Moblin Core
Components, which consists of Clutter and other user-interface development tools, along with a new Moblin
Image Creator and installation tool. Integrated into this mobile Linux desktop is ConnMan, which is a new
network connection manager. Also featured in Moblin V2 Core is Fastboot -- a new Intel feature designed to
improve the boot time. ... On the left is a Samsung NC10 and on the right is a Lenovo IdeaPad S10. Both
netbooks use an Intel Atom N270 CPU, but the NC10 is loaded with a 32GB OCZ Core Series V2 SSD and
2GB of DDR2 memory. If you watch the video, you will see that Intel's Moblin V2 is booting super fast! On the
Samsung NC10, it was just a couple seconds, but with the HDD-based IdeaPad S10 it was a few times
slower, but still fast compared to a full-blown desktop distribution. Both the Lenovo and Samsung netbooks
were running off battery power.
http://www.phoronix.com/scan.php?page=article&item=intel_moblin_2&num=1

Intel SSD 2009 Roadmap - Bigger & Faster - Intel is planning to double the capacity of their current
SSD line-up by moving from 50nm to 34nm process technology in Q4 2009 - Performance is expected
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to be better as well with an updated controller
Intel is planning to double the capacity of their current SSD line-up by moving from 50nm to 34nm process
technology in Q4 2009. There will be three capacities for X18-M and X25-M MLC SSD; 80GB, 160GB and
320GB and two capacities for the top end X25-E SLC SSD; 64GB and 128GB. Performance is expected to
be better as well with an updated controller. -- Intel is also launching a successor to the Intel Turbo Memory,
known as Braidwood in Q1 2010 for mainstream PCs. Its aim is to provides SSD-like performance on second
generation Ibex Peak chipsets like Q57, P57 and H57. Braidwood requires Firmware support, Intel Rapid
Storage Technology as well as the Braidwood module. It will come in 3 capacities; 4GB, 8GB and 16GB
based on Intel's 34nm process technology. The pricing of the SSDs is unavailable at this point of time but be
prepared to pay a premium for them.
http://vr-zone.com/articles/intel-ssd-roadmap--bigger--faster/6508.html?doc=6508

Intel SSD 2009 Roadmap Sneak Peek - Intel is planning to double the capacity of their current SSD
line-up in Q4 - Performance is expected to be better as well with an updated controller - watch our
performance evaluation (Video-Link)
Intel is planning to double the capacity of their current SSD line-up by moving from 50nm to 34nm process
technology in Q4 2009. There will be three capacities for X18-M and X25-M MLC SSD; 80GB, 160GB and
320GB and two capacities for the top end X25-E SLC SSD; 64GB and 128GB. Performance is expected to
be better as well with an updated controller. For those of you that haven't had the opportunity to watch our
performance evaluation and tear down (literally) of the 80GB Intel X25-M SSD, you really should check it out.
http://www.hardocp.com/news.html?news=Mzc1NjQsLCxoZW50aHVzaWFzdCwsLDE=

Intel 80GB, 160GB or 32GB Extreme - SATA Internal Solid state disk (SSD) flash memory technology,
2.5" form factor - Retail
Internal Solid state disk (SSD) - Intel Multi-Level Cell (MLC) NAND Flash Memory. 10 Channel Parallel
Architecture with 50nm MLC ONFI 1.0 NAND.
http://www.newegg.com/Product/ProductList.aspx?Submit=ENE&N=2%2050001157%2040000636&Manufac
tory=1157&SubCategory=636&SpeTabStoreType=1

Kingston 80GB, 160GB or 32GB Extreme - SATA Internal Solid state disk (SSD) - Rebranded: Intel
SSDs - Retail
Internal Solid state disk (SSD) - Intel Multi-Level Cell (MLC) NAND Flash Memory. 10 Channel Parallel
Architecture with 50nm MLC ONFI 1.0 NAND. ... This drive is identical to the Intel X25-M. Kingston even
posts the Intel X25-M spec sheet on their site as the spec sheet for this item, proving that they did nothing but
slap a new label on it.
http://www.newegg.com/Product/ProductList.aspx?Submit=ENE&N=2003240636%2050001183&name=King
ston%20Technology

Intel Corp. launched the Moblin (Mobil Computer Operating System) project early last summer (2007)
- "Poky Linux," Matchbox, and Clutter developer OpenedHand has been acquired by Intel Corp - to
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build software for Intel's Atom processors
"Poky Linux," Matchbox, and Clutter developer OpenedHand has been acquired by Intel Corp. The
U.K.-based embedded Linux services team will join the Intel Open Source Technology Center, and will focus
on Moblin development for mobile Internet devices and other mobile devices. According to OpenedHand,
Intel will continue to support open source projects led by OpenedHand staff, including Clutter and Matchbox,
"and in most cases, will accelerate these projects as they become an integral part of Moblin," says the new
Intel unit. OpenedHand contributions will now be made available from the Intel Software Network's open
source site. ... Intel launched the Moblin project early last summer. The project maintains a multi-tiered
chroot-based sandbox aimed at helping to standardize development toolchains used to build software for
Intel's Atom processors. At its lowest chroot level, the sandbox can be used to build a Linux-based
application environment resembling Poky Linux. Moblin recently rev'd to version 2.0, switching its standard
build environment from Ubuntu to Fedora in the process. Recently, Intel's Dirk Hohndel, director of Linux and
open-source strategy, was quoted as saying that version 1.0 had "failed to generate much interest" among
developers. However, with the arrival of the first MIDs, and increasing software and web-service support for
Moblin and MIDs, the platform seems to have picked up some steam. Another lightweight distribution that
participates in Moblin is Linpus.
http://www.linuxdevices.com/news/NS7559902579.html

Intel releases Linux-based Moblin 2 Alpha for (Atom) Netbooks - The first alpha release of Intel's
(Open Source) Linux-based Moblin 2 platform is now available for FREE download - It's designed to
work on Atom-based netbook devices and it offers fast boot times and a unique Internet connection
manager
The first alpha release of Intel's Linux-based Moblin 2 platform is now available for download. It's designed to
work on Atom-based netbook devices and it offers fast boot times and a unique Internet connection manager.
... Intel has announced the availability of the first Moblin 2 alpha release. Moblin is an open source
Linux-based platform that Intel is developing for Atom-based mobile devices. The company hopes to attract a
community of third-party developers to contribute to the platform and target it with their applications. Moblin
has already been adopted by several Linux distributors, including Linpus, GoS, and Mandriva. These
distributors plan to build custom derivatives on top of the Moblin core. The new alpha release is primarily
intended for netbooks, and it is being provided to facilitate broader testing of some of Intel's enhancements. It
is still at a very early stage of development, however, and its final user interface is still far from complete.
http://arstechnica.com/open-source/news/2009/01/intel-releases-linux-based-moblin-2-alpha-for-netbooks.ars

MOBLIN LIVE IMAGE OS for Netbooks (iso) FREE Download - Load the image on your Netbook or a
PC with an Intel graphics chipset - Requires copying to a USB pen drive or burning to CD - Image size
(iso): ~280MB
Select the type of image you wish to use. Detailed instructions accompany each download section. Note: The
Moblin platform is still in a preliminary, alpha-quality stage. It is not recommended for production
workstations. However, all are welcome to try out the images who are willing to accept a few frayed edges.
http://moblin.org/documentation/getting-started-guides/test-drive-moblin

Intel Atom Netbooks - MSI Wind U120-024US Intel Atom N270(1.60GHz) 10.0" Screen WSVGA 1GB
Memory 160GB HDD Netbook ($379.99)
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Ride the Wind with MSI. They have taken their experience in building top-flight motherboards and turned it to
making a fabulous netbook. This extremely portable computer has an Intel Atom processor running at
1.6GHz and 1GB of DDR2 memory to power the Windows XP Home operating system. There is a 160GB
SATA hard drive for all your storage needs. If you need more space or want to easily transfer files there is a
4-in-1 card reader. You can also connect an external hard drive or optical drive to one of the three USB 2.0
ports. MSI has made it easy to stay connected. When you are on the road or just around the corner there is
and 802.11b/g[/n?] WiFi connectivity. There is also a Fast Ethernet port - for even more options.
http://www.newegg.com/Product/ProductList.aspx?Submit=ENE&N=2034940772%201722145059&name=Int
el%20Atom

Intel Atom 330 System Motherboard - 945GC Mini ITX Motherboard/CPU Combo ($84.99)
ros: This board is without a doubt the best bang for the buck for various small scale projects. I have two one
is used for a small Nonprofit web server and the other is used for my personal server for home use.
http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16813121359

House Judiciary Chairman (Michigan Democratic Rep. John Conyers) Subpoenas Karl Rove - The
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee has subpoenaed Former White House adviser Karl Rove
to testify about the firing of U.S. attorneys - The subpoena Monday continues a long-running legal
battle - Rove previously refused to appear before the panel, contending that former presidential
advisers cannot be compelled to testify before Congress - Conyers also wants him to testify on
whether politics played a role in the prosecution of former Alabama Gov. Don Siegelman, a Democrat
- Rove was asked to appear for a deposition on [Monday] Feb. 2, 2009 {This is probably the tip of the
iceberg and the beginning of many more Bush administration subpoenas. The Bush administration
was too immature and couldn't deal with these issues while they had the Executive authority and now
by the end of this long drawn out process where the Democrats are in complete control the
Republican Party is going to be ripped into tatters.}
The chairman of the House Judiciary Committee has subpoenaed former White House adviser Karl Rove to
testify about the Bush administration's firing of U.S. attorneys. The subpoena Monday by Michigan
Democratic Rep. John Conyers continues a long-running legal battle. Rove previously refused to appear
before the panel, contending that former presidential advisers cannot be compelled to testify before
Congress. Conyers also wants him to testify on whether politics played a role in the prosecution of former
Alabama Gov. Don Siegelman, a Democrat. "I have said many times that I will carry this investigation forward
to its conclusion, whether in Congress or in court, and today's action is an important step along the way,"
Conyers said. "Change has come to Washington, and I hope Karl Rove is ready for it. After two years of
stonewalling, it's time for him to talk."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/01/26/house-judiciary-chairman-subpoenas-karl-rove/

The Christian Medical Association - Chapel - the nation's largest organization of faith-based doctors,
and serves as a Christian voice on today's most important bioethical issues (Mp3's)
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The Christian Medical Association is the nation's largest organization of faith-based doctors, and serves as a
Christian voice on today's most important bioethical issues. CMA responds to breaking bioethical news
regarding such issues as abortion, human cloning, physician-assisted suicide, stem cell research and more.
CMA's members and executive staff have been called upon by several national media outlets, including CNN,
MSNBC, the BBC, USA Today, the Washington Post, Moody Broadcasting and National Public Radio.
http://www.cmda.org/Content/NavigationMenu/MinistryOutreaches/ChurchResources/ChapelontheWeb/defau
lt.htm

Art Katz Ministries - The writings and speakings of Art Katz [called home to be with the Lord on June
28th, 2007] (Mp3's)
Art Katz was born in Brooklyn, New York in 1929 of Jewish parents. Raised through the depression years
and turbulence of World War II, and inducted into Marxist and existentialist ideologies, as well as merchant
marine and military experiences, Art was brought to a final moral crisis as a high school teacher—able to
raise, but not able to answer the groaning perplexities of the modern age. -- During a leave of absence and
on a hitch-hiking odyssey through Europe and the Middle East, the cynical and unbelieving atheist, vehement
anti-religionist and anti-Christian was radically apprehended by a God who was actively seeking him. The
actual journal of that experience, Ben Israel – Odyssey of a Modern Jew, recounts his quest for the true
meaning to life, which climaxed significantly and symbolically in Jerusalem.
http://artkatzministries.org/chronological-index-of-audio-teachings/

Majority of Americans support Israel during crisis, says poll - six in ten Americans sympathize more
with the Israelis than the Palestinians in the recent fighting in Gaza - with 17 percent backing the
Palestinians
WASHINGTON (CNN) — A new national poll suggests that six in ten Americans sympathize more with the
Israelis than the Palestinians in the recent fighting in Gaza, and most believe that Israel's initial decision to
take military action against Hamas was justified. Sixty percent of those questioned in a CNN/Opinion
Research Corporation survey released Saturday say they sympathize with Israelis, with 17 percent backing
the Palestinians. The poll was conducted while Israel was still taking military action in Gaza, so it does not
reflect how Americans feel about the recent cease-fire in Gaza. But 63 percent of those questioned do think
that Israel's initial military action was justified, with three in ten saying it was not justified. ... "Republicans are
most likely to see Israel's military action as justified. Three-quarters of GOP respondents felt that way," CNN
Polling Director Keating Holland said. "But even among Democrats, 52 percent felt Israel was justified
compared to 40 percent who felt the action in Gaza was unjustified." Forty-three percent think the amount of
military force used by Israel was about right, with 38 percent saying it was too much and 14 percent feeling it
was too little.
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2009/01/24/majority-of-americans-support-israel-during-crisis-says-poll/

Ambassador Baptist College (Mp3's)
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In the definite leadership of the Holy Spirit, God directed Dr. Comfort to a recently vacated Christian school
campus in Shelby, North Carolina. Ambassador Baptist College opened its doors in that rented facility in
August, 1989, with an enrollment of 37 students. It became obvious, with the growth of the college, that the
Shelby campus was not the ultimate location. -- In the summer of 1994, the college leadership began to
explore the possibility of purchasing a vacated public school campus in Lattimore, North Carolina, just eleven
miles from the founding location. Since 1936, the Lattimore school had housed both elementary and
secondary schools and consisted of five buildings. The town of Lattimore afforded a quiet atmosphere
conducive to a Bible college atmosphere. In 1994, the town had approximately 150 residents and was labeled
a peaceful community where vandalism was virtually unknown. With open arms, the community accepted
Ambassador and the campus was purchased for the grand sum of $150,000. For the next two and a half
years, the campus had to be totally remodeled and renovated. Upon completion of the major portion of this
work, the college relocated in January, 1997.
http://www.ambassadors.edu/OnlineSermons/archived_sermons.php

Chapel at Hyles-Anderson College (500+ Mp3's)
At Hyles-Anderson College, chapel is the high hour of every school day. Chapel is the time when the entire
college family gathers together to sing, to pray, to praise God, and to be challenged by some of America's
finest preachers. God magnifies His Word through preaching. At Hyles-Anderson College, we magnify
preaching!
http://www.hylesanderson.com/pages/chapel

The Easter - Holy Week 2008 Download and Share Mp3 Project at ChristianFaithDownloads.com This Easter share the Love of Jesus Christ by downloading and passing along life changing Christian
Mp3 files - The first Mp3 Sermon files that should be accessed and shared are the ones from your
own home Church and fellowship - Please pass along the 2009 Easter - Holy Week Mp3 share project
to your Church, family and friends (PDF)
Some of the purposes and objectives of the 2009 Easter - Holy Week Mp3 share project are 1. To Bless
ourselves and other people with the many Blessed Mp3 sermon messages, praise music, Bible studies and
teachings available on the internet. 2. Usually the Mp3 Bible and a large quantity of Mp3 Sermon messages
and music need to be downloaded and kept on hand in order to find a particularly good personal application
sermon message for personal use at any given time so having only a few Mp3's is not really an option and
having more Mp3's means having more reasons to share with others. 3. Not everyone has an internet
connection and especially a high-speed connection so downloading and sharing Mp3's is going to be the only
way many people will ever be able to receive Christian Mp3's to listen to. 4. Sharing a large quantity of Mp3's
is easy to do and it is a tremendously time saving project especially saving others the time and hassle of
locating and downloading quality Christian Mp3's. 5. Once the Mp3 sermons, praise music, Bible studies or
teachings have been downloaded they can easily be shared. It is easier to share an Mp3 then it is to locate
and download an Mp3. A full eight hours of high-speed internet downloads can be shared in less than 5
minutes from person to person. A person that has received shared Mp3's has freed up the internet (for
others) from hours and possibly even days of redundant download time. 6. The Ministry trend is to place
more Audio (Mp3) files on the internet and also now to place the even larger Video (Mp4) files on the internet
for people to download. The larger Mp4 files require longer download times and even larger storage capacity
meaning that as important as it is to download and share the Mp3 files it is even more important and
beneficial to download and share the larger Mp4 Sermon video files.
http://www.christianfaithdownloads.com/ChristianFaithDownloads.pdf
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Newsmax.com: Bush's Legacy - Conservatives Were Betrayed - Conservatives [Christians] who
backed Bush in two successive elections have little to show for their efforts - Bush, in fact, has
decimated the Republican brand - The bottom line is that Bush's overriding focus on Iraq [making
Iraq Iranian] and his refusal to readjust course as circumstances and facts warranted became the
touchstone of an administration that, in so many areas, seemed unaccountable to principles or good
sense
Newsmax.com Editorial: "This administration has had a good, solid record, and I'm very proud of it. I tell
people I leave town with a great sense of accomplishment and my head held high." - George W. Bush, Jan.
13, 2009 - As the 43rd president waves goodbye to Washington, relatively few Americans share his proud
assessment of his own presidency. George W. Bush leaves the White House with one of the lowest approval
ratings in history. According to Gallup, only Richard Nixon and Harry Truman, who suffered the double
whammy of a bad economy and the unpopular Korean War, had lower approval ratings when they left the
White House. Today, Bush's legacy to his successor is two unresolved wars, a global image that is deeply
tarnished, and the greatest economic crisis in modern times. Conservatives who backed Bush in two
successive elections have little to show for their efforts. Bush, in fact, has decimated the Republican brand. ...
In that effort to create a new Iraqi democracy, the Sunni Muslims - more sympathetic to the West - were
pushed aside and the Shias ascended to power in Baghdad. The American-backed power shift in Iraq also
created a new regional ally for Shia-dominated Iran, a major threat to the region. ... as a result of U.S. efforts
to occupy Iraq, Iran and North Korea have progressed in their desire to develop weapons of mass
destruction. ... The bottom line is that Bush's overriding focus on Iraq [making Iraq Iranian] - and his refusal to
readjust course as circumstances and facts warranted – became the touchstone of an administration that, in
so many areas, seemed unaccountable to principles or good sense.
http://www.newsmax.com/headlines/bush_requiem/2009/01/19/173041.html

Obama raises hand, lifts a nation - Barack Obama was sworn in as the 44th president of the United
States at 12:05 p.m. ET Tuesday (Jan. 20, 2009) - Joe Biden took the oath as Vice President
{Congratulations to Barack Obama and Joseph Biden. America desperately needs change from the
Bush administration. Bush betrayed the nation it is that simple.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Barack Obama is delivering a sobering assessment of where America stands and a
hopeful vision of what it can become as he gives his inaugural address as the nation's 44th president. "The
challenges we face are real. ... But know this, America -- they will be met," Obama told hundreds of
thousands of people gathered on the National Mall in front of the Capitol. A deafening roar erupted among
the crowd of hundreds of thousands as Obama completed his oath of office. Wearing a navy suit and red tie,
Obama was sworn in using the same Bible that was used in President Abraham Lincoln's inauguration.
Saddleback Church founder Rick Warren delivered the invocation, calling for the nation to put its differences
aside, and applauding what he called "a hinge-point in history." "We know today that [the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr.] and a great cloud of witnesses are shouting in heaven," he said in his prayer. Aretha Franlkin sang
"My Country 'Tis of Thee" before Joe Biden was sworn in as vice president. Hundreds of thousands of people
were on the National Mall -- dancing, singing and vigorously shaking flags -- in anticipation of Tuesday's
swearing-in. "This is America happening," said Evadey Minott of Brooklyn, New York. "It was prophesized by
King that we would have a day when everyone would come together. This is that day. I am excited. I am
joyful. It brings tears to my eyes." Minott was at Lafayette Square near the White House, where Obama and
his wife, Michelle, had coffee with President Bush and first lady Laura Bush before heading to Capitol Hill.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/01/20/obama.inauguration/index.html

t that has precedence above the American court system and by convicting Bush the U.N. would
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instantly put America and all the world leaders under their authority.}">Will Bush Pardon Himself? No president, not even Richard Nixon, has ever pardoned himself - George Bush shouldn't be the first
to try it {If Bush does pardon himself and others in his administration it will be because his NWO
handles wanted it that way. If Bush or any of his administration officials are pardoned and out of
reach of the American courts it would likely create the necessity of a [U.N.] NWO world court that has
precedence above the American court system and by convicting Bush the U.N. would instantly put
America and all the world leaders under their authority.}
As the clock ticks down the last days of the George W. Bush administration, a long list of people are hoping
the president might pardon them for their criminal acts. This year, it is possible the president himself, as well
as members of his administration, might be on that list—for authorizing torture. On his way out the door,
President Bush might be tempted to protect himself and members of his administration by issuing a broad
pardon for any crimes committed in the course of fighting terrorism. The Constitution allows the president to
issue such a blanket, pre-emptive pardon. The only real impediment is the admission of guilt that such a
pardon would imply. Attorney General Michael Mukasey said recently that there is no need for a pardon
because everyone involved thought they were acting lawfully, and Vice President Dick Cheney has claimed
that even his authorization of waterboarding was legal. But the president may issue a broad pardon anyway
for fear that the Obama administration would reach different conclusions. ... Ordinarily, it falls to the Justice
Department to investigate and prosecute federal crimes. But under the American system, the Justice
Department is part of the executive branch, meaning the president can order it to overlook crimes he
approves of. That's why the Justice Department has ignored, for example, the crime of waterboarding, a form
of torture—mock execution by drowning—that has been prosecuted as a war crime in the United States for
more than 100 years. ... The US approach has the advantage of making prosecutors answerable to an
elected official, but at the cost of potentially placing the president above the law. To remedy that deficiency,
the United States has experimented with appointing "independent counsel," outside the executive chain of
command, to examine credible allegations of executive wrongdoing. But the perception that unaccountable
independent counsel were pursuing vendettas that ordinary prosecutors would have dropped convinced
Congress to let the law authorizing independent counsel lapse. ... The success of the American constitutional
system depends in important respects on the good will and forbearance of those in office. President Bush
should exercise such restraint and avoid issuing a blanket pardon, which would strike a devastating blow to
the principle of government under law.
http://www.thedailybeast.com/blogs-and-stories/2009-01-18/will-bush-pardon-himself/

l is a big part of what achieving the Democratic super majority in congress has been all about so they
can pursue criminal charges without the possibility of a Republican filibuster. Certain Bush people
will likely be tried in Washington D.C. creating a global spectacle and laying the groundwork for
others possibly even Bush himself to be tried in a newly emergent world court system.}">January 18,
2009: Pelosi Open to Prosecution of Bush Administration Officials - The House speaker suggests to
"FOX News Sunday" that the law might compel Democrats to press forth on some prosecutions of
Bush administration officials, saying they may not "have a right to ignore" them {Prosecuting Bush
personnel is a big part of what achieving the Democratic super majority in congress has been all
about so they can pursue criminal charges without the possibility of a Republican filibuster. Certain
Bush people will likely be tried in Washington D.C. creating a global spectacle and laying the
groundwork for others possibly even Bush himself to be tried in a newly emergent world court
system.}
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House Speaker Nancy Pelosi is receptive to the idea of prosecuting some Bush administration officials, while
letting others who are accused of misdeeds leave office without prosecution, she told Chris Wallace in an
interview on "FOX News Sunday." "I think you look at each item and see what is a violation of the law and do
we even have a right to ignore it," the California Democrat said. "And other things that are maybe time that is
spent better looking to the future rather than to the past." Rep. John Conyers, chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, announced Friday he wants to set up a commission to look into whether the Bush
administration broke the law by taking the nation to war against Iraq and instituting aggressive anti-terror
initiatives. The Michigan Democrat called for an "independent criminal probe into whether any laws were
broken in connection with these activities." President-elect Barack Obama has not closed off the possibility of
prosecutions, but hinted he does not favor them. "I don't believe that anybody is above the law," he told ABC
News a week ago. "On the other hand, I also have a belief that we need to look forward as opposed to
looking backwards."
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/01/18/pelosi-open-prosecution-bush-administration-officials/

A Video Letter To All Of Those That Are Concerned About The New-World Order - The REAL
Conspiracy Is A SPIRITUAL [Religious] One - To be assimilated into the New-World Order is to reject
Christ [Christianity] and take the Mark Of The Beast [Satanism-Paganism] (YouTube)
What Is the ESSENCE of this Sinister driving force towards A New-World Order? What is THE THING
ITSELF, that even most anti-New World-Order people have not understood? The REAL Conspiracy Is A
SPIRITUAL One - To be assimilated into the New-World Order is to reject Christ and take the Mark Of The
Beast. The Conspiracy in the Eternal Spiritual Realm is behind the conspiracy in this temporal fleshy world.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNl9Hx9YRoA

Item #1 Israeli Supreme Court NWO Building: Dr. Scott Johnson - Pastor Hagee Denies Jesus Christ
as the Messiah! (parts 1-2) - Hagee's Christian Zionism, Ethnic Salvation & WWIII {Excellent mp3
presentations by Dr. Scott Johnson reminding us to keep a Biblical perspective in these ever
changing, shifting sand times that we now live in. Just a few years ago sound Biblical teachers were
faithfully teaching the word of God but now are following and teaching deceiving doctrines of devils.}
(Mp3's)
Pastor John Hagee is now boldly & openly proclaiming that Jesus Christ was not the Messiah (the Christ)!
Since Hagee is deeply involved with the current Illuminist leadership of Israel, this is mostly likely one of the
final moves to deceive his followers (& whoever else will listen) into supporting the coming false messiah
(Antichrist). In order to establish a solid foundation for this teaching the first part will be devoted to proving
that modern day Israel is being totally controlled by Cabalistic Illuminists. An accurate description of these
devils would be Revelation 3:9: 'I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and
are not, but do lie.' The second part of this teaching will be devoted to refuting Hagee's new book (In Defense
of Israel), in which he relentlessly twists Scripture in order to deceive his readers. The net effect is a
perversion of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Some exact quotes from this book read: 'Jesus refused to produce
a sign … because it was not the Father's will, nor his, to be Messiah'. (p 138) 'The Jews were not rejecting
Jesus as Messiah; it was Jesus who was refusing to be the Messiah to the Jews.' (p. 140) 'They wanted him
to be their Messiah, but he flatly refused.' (p. 141) 'Jesus rejected to the last detail the role of Messiah in word
or deed.' (p. 145) Hagee's own writings condemn him, especially in light of: 1 John 2:22: Who is a liar but he
that denieth that Jesus is the Christ? He is antichrist...'
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?speakerWithinSource=&subsetCat=speaker&subsetItem=Scott+A.
+Johnson&mediatype=&includekeywords=&keyword=drscottjohnson&keyworddesc=Scott++A.+Johnson&cur
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rsection=sermonssource&AudioOnly=false&SourceOnly=true&keywordwithin=hagee&x=0&y=0

Item #2 Israeli Supreme Court NWO Building: The Israeli NWO tips their hand - Masonic Order
Designs Symbology in Israeli Supreme Court Building - The first thing you will notice is the [capped
completed] pyramid [NWO system] with the all Seeing [Lucifer] Eye just like the one you will see on
the American dollar bill, it sits in a circle to the left - The larger circle you see at the bottom of the
picture is an inverted-cross designed to walk on. It is the only religious emblem designed to be
trampled on under foot - The fact still remains that an evil force has been put into place in Jerusalem
and has spread throughout Israel, in preparations for the end time and the seat of the anti-Christ - For
if we are to believe that the anti-Christ is to have his seat on the Temple Mount, then we must come to
grips with some truths not being preached today {The New Age (Israel Supreme Court) building has
religious symbols for every worldly region however True Judaism does not seem to be represented
as the NWO is out to destroy fundamental Judaism just as much as they are out to destroy
fundamental Christianity.} (Photos)
This report will shock and upset some. Now is the time to write it--Knowing it could be misunderstood as
anti-Semitic. God forbid that I a Jew should ever say or do anything that would be remotely considered as
such, but I must admit this report does not come easy for me. The fact still remains that an evil force has
been put into place in Jerusalem and has spread throughout Israel, in preparations for the end time and the
seat of the anti-Christ. For if we are to believe that the anti-Christ is to have his seat on the Temple Mount,
then we must come to grips with some truths not being preached today. One such truth is the foundation for
such a move by the Devil must be already underway even as we speak, Or we simply are not in "end days" of
an epoch. This report will prove that such a move is underway and has been for quite some time. -- In this
report are many pictures showing the establishment of Illuminati-established proof that there is a plot by
those we refer to as the New World Order to Show in architectural design of the New Israeli Supreme Court
Building designed and paid for by the Rothchilds, a presence of Free Masonry and the Illuminati in Israel. I
[Jerry Golden] took all but one of the pictures you see here so I can assure that what you are seeing is real
and actually in place. The same families who own and control the Federal Reserve and other major financial
institutions have their eyes set on the Temple Mount and the Holy City of Jerusalem. Just as Scriptures say,
the man who will be revealed as the anti-Christ will sit there before the appearance of the Jewish Messiah
Yeshua HaMashiach, and many will receive him as their messiah. Just actually how that will come about
remains to be seen, but one thing I am convinced of is that Holy men of God will not be the ones to rebuild
the Temple--it will be Illuminati. For God would not send men to that place to perform blood sacrifices. His
Son's blood was the perfect sacrifice; there is no need to shed the blood of dumb animals any longer. Yeshua
did a perfect work, and it was finished. But He will return and take control of the New Temple that I feel will be
built soon enough. Anti-Christ can be accepted by most "Christians" as savior who can bring peace and order
to the world. But then you know the rest of that story. -- For those who may think this article is anti-Semitic, I
ask you to read an article on The House Of Satan, http://www.thegoldenreport.com/articles.asp?id=00135 ;
for there are those who call themselves Jews but who are of the house of Satan. And many have found their
way into the Israeli Knesset and they don't even mention nor deal with the Covenant of Yahweh. Once again
Yeshua will enter into that place--the Holy Mountain of God--and cleanse it. But before that happens all hell
will break loose in Jerusalem and the world. So with all that said, I will now show you what have never been
published before, for the few who are aware have been afraid to speak of it. Please pray over this servant of
God for protection as we go forth with these truths. These truths must be revealed in order for the Body to
know how close we are the end of this age. This entire report will be built around the construction of this
building ordered by the Rothchilds. A friend of mine took this picture of the Israeli Supreme Court as he and
his wife flew over the area a couple years ago. The Supreme Court building sits on a plot of land opposite the
Knesset and next to the Foreign Ministry and the Central bank of Israel. It is important to keep in mind that it
sits in line with the Knesset, for we will be talking about Ley-Lines that cross under this pyramid running to the
Knesset, with other ley-lines that cross in perfect order to the center of Jerusalem and on to the Rockefellow
Museum. Everything about this building has been thought out to the very finest detail, and it is diabolical. The
Devils plan has been put into place before we ever realize it. He knows his final battle will be here in
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Jerusalem.
http://www.abidemiracles.com/555701.htm

SiftingSand Blog: Thoughts on God, religion and politics, from a Christian viewpoint - 2009 is going
to be veerrrrrry interesting
2009 is going to be veerrrrrry interesting. More and more lately I have been struck by how far advanced the
New World Pagan religion has become. Just as the bible says that knowledge will increase greatly in the last
days, it is obvious that New Age paganism is rapidly taking over the daily lives of most humans, without their
ever knowing it! In the week since the New Year began, I found many interesting news items to support this.
For the sake of time, here is just one rather glaring example. On New Year's Eve, it appears that the eye of
Horus was making star-studded appearances around the globe. London was a spectacle, with the eye
appearing through a ferris wheel. But it was Australia's fireworks demonstration that was the piece de
resistance, in my opinion.
http://the-obama-nation.blogspot.com/

CAIR campaign: Jesus was [not] Muslim - Claims Islam is 'way of life of Abraham, Moses, Jesus and
Muhammad' - A new $60,000 advertising campaign by the Washington, D.C.-based Council on
American-Islamic Relations that claims on Florida buses that Jesus was a Muslim is drawing protests
- "Apparently they will say anything to try to get people to convert to Islam - What ever happened to
honesty?" asked a blogger on IslamInAction {Islam did not exist in its modern form until long after
Abraham, Moses, and Jesus. Modern Islam with Mohammad came into existence about 600 A.D. Until
the 7th century in the Middle-East people who weren't Jewish-Christian worshiped many Gods and
the many Gods were just condensed into the crescent moon god Allah. Interestingly in Genesis 12:1
God told Abram to leave his birthplace to leave behind all the false Gods and enter into the land that
would later be called Israel in order for Abram to become Abraham and serve the one true God.}
A new $60,000 advertising campaign by the Washington, D.C. based Council on American-Islamic Relations
that claims on Florida buses that Jesus was a Muslim is drawing protests. "Apparently they will say anything
to try to get people to convert to Islam. What ever happened to honesty?" asked a blogger on IslamInAction.
According to a report in the South Florida Sun-Sentinel, dozens of people turned out today for a rally to
publicize their opposition to having transit buses in the region carry the message, funded by CAIR, that says:
"ISLAM: The Way of Life of Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad." ... The campaign comes on the heels
of a similar campaign in New York City subways several months earlier, as well as a billboard campaign in
Florida. According to JihadWatch,org, signs with "catchy phrases" and images also have gone up in Tampa
Bay, Orlando, Portland, Ore., and San Antonio, Texas. Altaf Ali, of CAIR's south Florida chapter, told the
newspaper the bus campaign statement is simple and correct. He said anyone who submits their will to God
is Muslim. By that definition, he said, "Abraham and all the prophets are Muslim." Several dozen of the
regional fleet of nearly 300 buses have been carrying the message for several weeks.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=86316

"Bush Told 10 Million Lies" [or something like that] - Commentary: Bush saved 10 million lives - A
legacy of President George W. Bush will be that he saved 10 million lives around the world {Yeah,
Bush saved 10 Million lives and Al Gore invented the internet we all know how that works! If Bush
really wanted to save lives why didn't he try to end abortion?}
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Editor's note: Bill Frist, a physician, is former Republican majority leader of the U.S. Senate and a professor
of medicine and business at Vanderbilt University. (CNN) -- A legacy of President George W. Bush will be
that he saved 10 million lives around the world. His critics ignore it, but name another president about whom
one can say that with such certainty. It is what historians will say a decade from now looking back. Not bad
for a president who leaves office with the lowest approval rating in recent memory. -- The bottom line is:
George Bush is a healer. -- First, a surprise proclamation came on January 29, 2003. I was in the first row in
the House chamber when three quarters through his State of the Union address, the president boldly said: "I
ask the Congress to commit $15 billion over the next five years ... to turn the tide against AIDS in the most
afflicted nations of Africa and the Caribbean" and "lead the world in sparing innocent people from a plague of
nature." And lead the world we did. No president in history had made such a commitment against a single
disease. Those words and the action that followed meant that instead of another 30 million people dying from
HIV infections, maybe just another 20 million will. Later that night in an interview for CNN in my Capitol office,
I predicted that five years later, this commitment to fight HIV would be the single most significant thing the
president said that night. It was.
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/01/15/frist.bush/index.html

Bible verse: Jeremiah 4:1-2 If thou wilt return, O Israel [the people of God], saith the LORD, return
unto Me ... And thoushalt swear, The LORD liveth, in truth, in judgment, and in righteousness; and the
nations shall bless themselves in Him, and in Him shall they glory {The complete Bible is available at
ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Jeremiah 4:1-2 If thou wilt return, O Israel, saith the LORD, return unto Me: and if thou wilt put away thine
abominations out of My sight, then shalt thou not remove. And thou shalt swear, The LORD liveth, in truth, in
judgment, and in righteousness; and the nations shall bless themselves in Him, and in Him shall they glory. -Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

*** EX-CAST - Hear the real truth according to the Word of God! - discussing the upcoming
presidential election and the unseen agenda behind it (Mp3's)
discussing the upcoming presidential election and the unseen agenda behind it
http://gcraige.podbean.com/

TheEdgAM.com: Recap of 2008 - December 27th, 2008 {A great overview of 2008 events with
EXCELLENT perspective and insights regarding past, present and future events.} (Mp3)
Join us this Saturday night as we recap 2008. We will have a free wheeling open discussion about our
different previous guests, about the past Edge struggles and achievements, about various thoughts of love
and life, about topics and so much more! Your invited to participate and send in questions to any one of us.
We want and value your ideas and comments, good or bad. Give us your thoughts on the direction you would
like to see The Edge head into in 2009 and well as any improvements you would like to see.
http://www.theedgeam.com/

Alan Watt "Cutting Through The Matrix" LIVE on RBN (Secular Radio) - August 24, 2007 "Puppet
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Masters and the Race Blame [the Jews] Game" - Front-Groups are given to take the heat or hate (Mp3)
"Puppet Masters and the Race Blame Game" -- So many questions - Most people panic, look for safety Conditioned Responses - Living in a Script. High Masonic Builders: building New Culture, Tower of Babel,
Re-Building Man. Departments of Culture (Government) - CIA-led for United States. Personality Screening in
Schools - Drugging Youth who show leadership qualities. Society Planning=Population Reduction. Perception
of Extortion to Taxation - Mafia Tactics - Confiscation (Stealing). Catholic (Universal) Church policy Shunning - Symbolism of Previous Age. Winchester Cathedral - Crown Coronation of Kings, Queens. System
existed before Egypt-Sumer-Hurrians-India - "Chosen People" - Catholic Usury laws: taking blame away from
royalty. Front-Groups are given to take the heat or hate - Some-one "over there" is demonized, made the
enemy. Rothschild: Authorized by Bank of England to take over. One Giant Club at the Top: View themselves
as Separate, "Evolved" species - Interbreeding for "Superior Genes". High Occult - Foundations - New Sun
born in Sky - "As Above, So Below" - Sacrifices - Saturn (Kronos) - Jupiter - "Killing of the King" to bring in
New Age. Jewish Sect of Scottish Rite of FREEMASONRY: B'nai Brith - Knights Templar - Elite have ONE
Religion at the top.
http://www.cuttingthroughthematrix.com/radio/Alan_Watt_CTTM_Live_on_RBN_2007.html

Former Commander of USS Cole Sees 'Justice Denied' for Victims of Terror Attack - It just doesn't
make any sense why they're waiting so long" - "some of the Cole families question whether their
cases will be put on hold "We've already waited eight years for justice" said Lippold - "Justice
delayed is justice denied - Bush never took the time to meet us or question us or you know, say he's
going to do what he can do" - Commander Lippold still carries a special red dog tag that
memorializes those killed on the Cole - "Not a day goes by when I don't think about it" Lippold said
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WASHINGTON — It was just before lunch on Oct. 12, 2000, when a suicide bomber slammed the side of the
USS Cole off the Coast of Yemen, and in the minds of those who were there, it was the beginning of the War
on Terror. ... Lippold moved quickly to assess the damage and find his men. "When I got there, I was stunned
at the devastation. The best way to describe it would be that it was like someone had taken their fist and
literally punched a 40-foot hole all the way in the side of the ship…all the way through, shoving everything out
of its way until it came out the starboard side." ... It was Clodfelter who took the brunt of the blast in the Cole's
hull, his parents said. With the force of the blast, "he became a part of the ship. That's the way they (the
Navy) explained it to us," Gloria told FOX News. Two years after the Clodfelters buried their son at Arlington
National Cemetery, a Saudi was arrested and eventually transferred to the Guantanamo Bay military prison.
One of three high-value detainees to be waterboarded, Abd al-Nashiri is the alleged planner of the Cole
attack. This week, al-Nashiri was supposed to be arraigned at Guantanamo Bay, but the hearing has been
postponed until February because the defense wants more time. With President-elect Obama promising to
eventually close the prison once he's in the White House, some of the Cole families question whether their
cases will be put on hold. -- "We've already waited eight years for justice," said Lippold. "Justice delayed is
justice denied." Clodfelter's father voiced the same fear. "That does concern me a great deal. I don't know
why it's taken those people down at Guantanam so long to bring this to a climax. It just doesn't make any
sense why they're waiting so long," he said. The story of the Cole is one of frustration. It happened three
months before President Clinton left office and was then overshadowed by 9/11. The Clodfelters say both
parties' administrations failed the Cole families. "Bush never took the time to meet us or question us orm you
know, say he's going to do what he can do," Gloria Clodfelter told FOX News. "That he'd take care of this."
And now the politics of Guantanamo are in play. Lippold says the rights of terrorists are being given more
priority than the rights of his sailors who died as Americans for their country. "When you say 'we need to treat
detainees fairly,' what about my crew?" he asked. The Clodfelters buried their son more than once. The Navy
kept finding more of his remains in the sea. "A year later, they called again, and it's just ... why did they wait
until something like that to call and tell this poor child that her husband's remains are still ..." Gloria paused
and broke down sobbing. "I'm his mother, but his poor wife. She just went through hell." Commander Lippold
still carries a special red dog tag that memorializes those killed on the Cole. Lippold and the Clodfelters say
they want the right to look al-Nashiri in the eye and see him answer for his heinous acts. "Not a day goes by
when I don't think about it," Lippold said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,479834,00.html

Democrats seek criminal probe of Bush 'abuses' - The incoming Obama administration should launch
a criminal investigation of Bush administration officials to see whether they broke the law in the
name of national security, a House Democratic report said Tuesday - The White House was asked for
comment on the report Tuesday, but did not immediately respond - Conyers already has introduced
legislation to form the commission {It's looking like Bush is going to need a good lawyer.}
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The incoming Obama administration should launch a criminal investigation of Bush
administration officials to see whether they broke the law in the name of national security, a House
Democratic report said Tuesday. President-elect Barack Obama has been more cautious on the issue and
has not endorsed such a recommendation.Along with the criminal probe, the report called for a Sept. 11-style
commission with subpoena power, to gather facts and make recommendations on preventing misuse of
power, according to the report by the Democratic staff of the House Judiciary Committee. The report covers
Bush administration policies that Democrats have protested for some time. Among them: interrogation of
foreign detainees, warrantless wiretaps, retribution against critics, manipulation of intelligence and political
dismissals of U.S. attorneys.The White House was asked for comment on the report Tuesday, but did not
immediately respond. ... Obama said he has not made a final decision about a Sept. 11-type commission.The
criminal probe may need a special prosecutor named by the attorney general, the report said. Rep. John
Conyers, D-Mich., chairman of the Judiciary Committee, said his staff has met with the Obama transition
officials on the report. The president-elect's transition team has not endorsed it. The congressionally
appointed commission should have subpoena power, the report said. It suggested the new president order
"full cooperation by all present and past federal employees with requests for information." Conyers already
has introduced legislation to form the commission.
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5j-8G5im4vT-0CcaNMU11V_09tuFAD95MFMO00

Updated: End Times Preview - WWI, WWII, WW3 - "The past is not dead in fact, it's not even past"
William Faulkner -- Around the turn of the 1900's the NWO decided that Three World Wars would be
the quickest path to their so called secular NWO - A third world war has been in the offering for a
while - Originally it seems that the NWO's intention was to use Communism (Soviet Union – China) as
the main belligerents for their WWIII in the same manner that Germany and Japan were the main
belligerents for WWII - While Communism has been quick to exterminate their own people on a
massive scale it has on large failed to create the desired NWO WWIII - The NWO now seems to have
reconfigured their plans slightly by replacing WWIII communism with WW3 Islam particularly the
Iranian – radical Shiite-Islam. Shiite Islam now seems to be intended by the NWO to be the main
trigger for massive civilian deaths in a newly configured NWO WW3 scenario
Albert Pike (1809-1891) He said "three future world wars would prepare the world for the New World Order.
... (NWO) will receive the true light through the universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought
finally out in the public view, a manifestation which will result from the general reactionary movement which
will follow the destruction of Christianity and atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time". -The Satanic illuminati-NWO has been attempting for centuries to overthrow the Judeo-Christian worldview
and bring in their own non-Christian New World Order (NWO) worldview. Around the turn of the 1900's the
NWO decided that Three World Wars would be the quickest path to their so called secular NWO. The first
two World Wars have come and gone. A third world war has been in the offering for a while. Originally it
seems that the NWO's intention was to use Communism (Soviet Union – China) as the main belligerents for
their WWIII in the same manner that Germany and Japan were the main belligerents for WWII. While
Communism has been quick to exterminate their own people on a massive scale it has on large failed to
create the desired NWO WWIII. The NWO now seems to have reconfigured their plans slightly by replacing
WWIII communism with WW3 Islam particularly the Iranian – radical Shiite-Islam. Shiite Islam now seems to
be intended by the NWO to be the main trigger for massive civilian deaths in a newly configured NWO WW3
scenario.
http://www.basicchristian.org/end_times_world_war3.html

Bush to Deliver "ritual" Farewell Address on Thursday {Bush probably wants one more chance to
burden America with his perpetual fear-mongering. Good riddance already, he can't leave soon
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enough!}
President George W. Bush plans to deliver a farewell address on Thursday night that the White House said
would be an opportunity for the 43rd president to survey his own presidency and scan the horizon as his
successor prepares to take office. White House spokeswoman Dana Perino said that Mr. Bush will reflect on
the last eight years and "uphold the tradition of presidents using farewell addresses to look forward — by
sharing his thoughts on greatest challenges facing the country, and on what it will take to meet them." ... Over
the last few weeks, Mr. Bush has been on something of an unofficial farewell tour, participating in a series of
media interviews meant to help shape his legacy. Mr. Bush, who is seeking air time from television networks
for his speech, will deliver 10 to 15 minutes of remarks from the East Room of the White House, Ms. Perino
said. She noted that the farewell address is a "ritual that dates back to George Washington." The first
president offered his parting words in writing.
http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/01/12/bush-to-deliver-farewell-address-on-thursday/

Bush Reflects, Admits Errors - At 'final' press conference, outgoing president discusses his legacy things didn't go according to plan, let's put it that way, he said - But Bush said he doesn't plan on
sticking around and looking over Obama's shoulder to comment on how he's doing - "When I get out
of here, I am getting off the stage I believe that there ought to be one person in the klieg lights at a
time, and I've had my time in the klieg lights" he said {America and the world also admit that the Bush
Presidency was a huge mistake and deeply regret the time Bush spent in office wrecking everything
he touched with his dictatorial mandates; his deceptive, toxic policies and his madman like
intentions.}
WASHINGTON -- The weight of the presidency will hit Barack Obama as soon as he enters the Oval Office,
President Bush said Monday, warning the president-elect about attacks against America as well as attacks
against him personally. Speaking at his last press conference before leaving office, a reflective Bush urged
Obama not to fall prey to critics and gave some rare insights into the job of the presidency and expectations
for the next president. ... "On the other hand, the job is so exciting and the position so profound that the
disappointments will be clearly a minority irritant," the president added. ... But Bush said he doesn't plan on
sticking around and looking over Obama's shoulder to comment on how he's doing. "When I get out of here, I
am getting off the stage. I believe that there ought to be one person in the klieg lights at a time, and I've had
my time in the klieg lights," he said. "I wish him all the best." ... Bush also said he shouldn't have allowed a
"Mission Accomplished" sign to go up on the aircraft carrier in May 2003 after major "combat operations"
ended in Iraq. He said he was disappointed by the situation in Abu Ghraib and wishes that the war had borne
out the intelligence claim that Iraq had weapons of mass destruction. "I don't know if you want to call those
mistakes or not, but they were -- things didn't go according to plan, let's put it that way," he said.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/01/12/bush-hold-possibly-final-news-conference-white-house/

Dr. Scott Johnson: Digital TV, H.A.A.R.P., GWEN Towers, Silent Sound & Mind Control Technologies
(Parts 1 - 3) - The age of deception is here and thanks to digital technology it is now even easier to
fool people in mass numbers (Mp3's)
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The age of deception is here and thanks to digital technology is now even easier to fool people in mass
numbers. A photograph, a video, and a any sound can be digitally manipulated to show something that is not
really there. This leads us to the topic of why( in part) the US will be switching all broadcasts from analog to
digital. This teaching overviews a secret Pentagon psychotronics technology known as Silent Sound Spread
Spectrum (SSSS) that has been fully operational since the early 1990s. The physical, emotional, and
psychological effects of this technology were so severe that 200,000 Iraqi troops surrended en masse without
firing even a single shot against US led coalition forces. Why would eight year veterans of Middle Eastern
warfare (with Iran 1980-1988) behave this way? Simple. They were subjected to a technology that was so
extreme and incomprehensible that they were suddenly reduced to the level of compliant children and felt
grateful to still be alive in the wake of their mind-wrenching experience. This technology is (most likely) about
to be used, albeit in a more subtle fashion, against American citizens in a highly classified and covert
operation to mind control and manipulate the entire population into 'compliance' with our New World order
overlords. The technology will utilize a combination of HAARP transmitters, GWEN towers, microwave cell
phone towers, and the soon-to-be-mandatory High Definition Digital TV that will enter your home via: a)
cable, b) satellite, c) HD TVs, or d) "digital converter boxes" that the government is so anxious to help you
obtain and underwrite most of the cost on your behalf.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?sourceOnly=true&currSection=sermonssource&keyword=drscottjoh
nson&keyworddesc=Scott++A.+Johnson&subsetcat=speaker&subsetitem=Scott+A.+Johnson

Counting Down to the Great (Digital) Television Turnover - One year [month] from now (Feb. 17,
2009), a New Yorker's television will suddenly stop working - More likely, a great many New Yorkers'
televisions will stop working - The transition to digital television, which was mandated by Congress
in 2005, will free up portions of the airwaves for new uses and enhance data [manipulation and
deception] services - Consumers Union found in their polling that many pay television consumers
indicated they would be very concerned if they were unable to receive an over the air signal during an
emergency
One year from now, a New Yorker's television will suddenly stop working. More likely, a great many New
Yorkers' televisions will stop working. It's hard to say who they will be, but they will probably think they are
alone. They are likely to be older residents, with limited formal education, living on low fixed incomes, who do
not speak English. Some will be residents of cavernous blocks, on lower floors in the shadow of a large
building or behind a thick tree cover. We don't know who they will be, but some of the hundreds of thousands
of New Yorkers who get free television over the airwaves will lose their signal. Though many New Yorkers
don't yet know it, the clock is ticking on their television reception. The federal government has set Feb. 17,
2009, as the date on which television broadcasters must switch from an analog signal to a digital one. This
change means anyone with a television set more than a couple of years old who wants to keep getting free
broadcasts over the air needs to take action. The transition to digital television, which was mandated by
Congress in 2005, will free up portions of the airwaves for new uses (digital transmission uses narrower
slices of the spectrum than analog) and enhance data services like closed captioning. Viewers who make a
smooth transition to digital television (DTV) should see more channels with clearer reception. To make a
smooth transition, however, any television set that relies on analog signals will need a converter installed
between the set and the antenna. ... Among the issues not being fully addressed: what happens to cable or
satellite subscribers whose service goes out or gets shut off? Consumers Union found in their polling that
many pay television consumers indicated they would be very concerned if they were unable to receive an
over the air signal during an emergency. If a storm knocks out cable service in your neighborhood, anyone
with only an analog television will be left without a signal until the cable company repairs the lines.
Households that might be thinking of cutting the expense of cable out of already tight budgets won't be able
to turn off their service and still watch the news if they don't get a converter.
http://www.gothamgazette.com/article/fea/20080226/202/2440
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Mercenaries and The Secret (CIA) Government - It aired on PBS in 1987 and is as good as anything on
tape *must see (YouTube 21 min)
It aired on PBS in 1987 and is as good as anything on the tape (must see). Moyers is a very respected TV
journalist who also worked for Lyndon B. Johnson and has a very professional approach. He interviews many
different people involved with the CIA and other government agencies. His documentary gives quite an
overview of what has actually happened in the last 50 years regarding the CIA and the cold war (including
Iran, Guatamala, Cuba, Viet Nam and Chile). He features such people as Ralph McGeehee and Phil Retinger
(both former CIA agents), Rear Admiral Gene La Rocque (Ret. U.S.N.), Theodore Bissell (active in the CIA at
the time), Sen. Frank Church and many others. Moyers is so very credible. The full video "The Secret
Government" is 90 minutes - this segment is edited by Frank Dorrel to 20 minutes.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sstDwKTCpM

Radar - National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA): The Perfect Storm October 1991 Labelled the "perfect storm" by the National Weather Service, the storm sank the swordfishing boat
Andrea Gail - Former President Bush's home in Kennebunkport, ME suffered damage as windows
were blown out, water flooded the building, and some structural damage also occurred - To tell this
incredible story in its entirety, the Satellite's Eye Art Gallery spans two subject headings
"Extratropical Cyclones" and "Hurricanes"!
An enormous extratropical low is creating havoc along the entire Eastern Atlantic Seaboard in this infrared
image at 1200 UTC (0700 EST) on October 30, 1991. Labelled the "perfect storm" by the National Weather
Service, the storm sank the swordfishing boat Andrea Gail, whose story became the basis for the currently
best-selling novel "The Perfect Storm" by Sebastian Junger. A little-known and bizarre ending came to this
monster, which came to be known as the Halloween Storm. To tell this incredible story in its entirety, the
Satellite's Eye Art Gallery spans two subject headings (Extratropical Cyclones and Hurricanes)! ... According
to "The Perfect Storm" book, The Andrea Gail is presumed to have sunk sometime after midnight on October
28 when the storm was still intensifying. The vessel was equipped with a 406 MHz EPIRB (Emergency
Position-Indicating Radio Beacon) which is used to notify search and rescue authorities of a distress
situation. However, the EPIRB was found with the switch turned off. ... A state by state damage summary
reveals the widespread and extensive damage caused by the storm and accompanying seas. Beach erosion
and coastal flooding was severe and widespread, even causing damage to lighthouses. Hundreds of homes
and businesses were either knocked from their foundations or simply disappeared. Sea walls, boardwalks,
bulkheads, and piers were reduced to rubble over a wide area. Numerous small boats were sunk at their
berths and thousands of lobster traps were destroyed. Flooding was extensive invading homes and closing
roads and airports. Former President Bush's home in Kennebunkport, ME suffered damage as windows were
blown out, water flooded the building, and some structural damage also occurred.
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/satellite/satelliteseye/cyclones/pfctstorm91/pfctstorm.html

Truth Or Fiction: Ten Major U.S. Disasters on Dates Significant to U.S. Treatment of Israel - Truth! - #1
October 30, 1991: The Perfect Storm—As President George H. W. Bush is opening the Madrid (Spain)
Conference to consider "land for peace" in Israel's Middle East role, the "perfect storm" develops in
the North Atlantic, creating the largest waves ever recorded in that region. The storm travels 1000
miles from "east to west" instead of the normal "west to east" pattern and crashes into the New
England Coast - Thirty-five foot waves crash into the Kennebunkport home of President Bush (Sr.).
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#2. August 23, 1992: Hurricane Andrew—When the Madrid Conference moves to Washington DC and the
peace talks resume, Hurricane Andrew, the worst natural disaster ever to hit America, comes ashore and
produces an estimated $30 billion in damage and leaving 180,000 homeless in Florida. #3. January 16, 1994:
Northridge Earthquake—President Bill Clinton meets with Syria's President Hafez el-Assad in Geneva. They
talk about a peace agreement with Israel that includes giving up the Golan Heights. Within 24 hours, a
powerful 6.9 earthquake rocks Southern California, This quake, centered in Northridge, becomes the second
most destructive natural disaster to hit the United States, behind Hurricane Andrew, #4. January 21, 1998:
Lewinsky Scandal—Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu meets with President Clinton at the White
House and is coldly received. Clinton and Secretary of State Madeleine Albright refuse to have lunch with
him. Shortly afterwards on that day, the Monica Lewinsky scandal breaks into the mass media and begins to
occupy a major portion of Clinton's time. ... #9. May 3, 1999: The Powerful Super Tornado—On the day that
Yasser Arafat is scheduled to declare a Palestinian state with Jerusalem as the capital, the most powerful
tornado storm system ever to hit theUnited States sweeps across Oklahoma and Kansas. The winds are
clocked at 316 mph the fastest wind speed ever recorded. The declaration is postponed to December 1999 at
the request of President Clinton, whose letter to Arafat encourages him in his "aspirations for his own land."
He also writes that the Palestinians have a right to "determine their own future on their own land" and that
they deserve to "live free, today, tomorrow and forever." #10. Week of October 11: Hurricane, Earthquake
and Dow Collapse—As Jewish settlers in 15 West Bank (Israel) settlements are evicted from the covenant
land in Israel, the Dow-Jones financial averages lose 5.7 percent in the worst week since October 1989. On
October 15 the Dow lost 266 points, and a hurricane slams into North Carolina. On the next morning, October
16, a magnitude 7.1 earthquake rocks the southwest in the fifth most powerful earthquake in 20th Century.
The earthquake was centered in the California desert and did little damage but was felt in three states.
http://www.truthorfiction.com/rumors/t/tenmajorevents.htm

The Cuban [Nuclear] Missile Crisis, October 18-29, 1962 - Saturday, October 27: While one U-2 spy
plane accidentally flies into Russia, another is shot down over Cuba - considered several different
strategies (6) Nuclear Weapons - Use nuclear weapons against Cuba and/or the Soviet Union {It is
thought that this "accidental" 1962 flyover of Russian territory by a US CIA directed U-2 spy plane at
the height of Cuban Missile Crisis was actually not an accident but a very deliberate attempt by the
CIA to provoke and push a desperate Soviet Union into firing a first nuclear missile creating a global
nuclear exchange, an exchange designed to radically reduce the population of the globe. Note: The
CIA - NWO was attempting to engage a nuclear WWIII with the soviet union – Communism (Russia &
China) that having failed the new WW3 seems to have been reconfigured with Iran - Shiite-Islam now
intended by the NWO to be the main trigger for massive civilian deaths in WW3.}
President Kennedy's first reaction to the information about the missiles in Cuba was to call a meeting to
discuss what should be done. Robert S McNamara, Secretary of State for Defence, suggested the formation
of the Executive Committee of the National Security Council. Fourteen men attended the meeting and
included military leaders, experts on Latin America, representatives of the CIA, cabinet ministers and
personal friends whose advice Kennedy valued. Over the next few days they were to meet several times.
During their discussions they considered several different strategies for dealing with the crisis. They included
the following: ... (6) Nuclear Weapons. Use nuclear weapons against Cuba and/or the Soviet Union. When
discussing these strategies. President Kennedy and his advisers had to take into consideration how the
Soviet Union and Cuba would react to decisions made by the United States. ...
http://www.hpol.org/jfk/cuban/

Cuban [Nuclear] Missile Crisis (October 8-28, 1962) - As well as imposing a naval blockade, Kennedy
also told the air-force to prepare for attacks on Cuba and the Soviet Union - the CIA and other military
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advisers explained the situation - After hearing what they had to say, the general feeling of the
meeting was for an air-attack on the missile sites - Remembering the poor advice the CIA had
provided before the Bay of Pigs invasion, John F. Kennedy decided to wait and instead called for
another meeting to take place that evening - There were angry demonstrations outside the American
Embassy in London as people protested about the possibility of nuclear war - Demonstrations also
took place in other cities in Europe
Although it may seem that the events of the seven days between October 22 and 28 unfolded at a blinding
pace, the entire incident -- which has come to be collectively known as the "Cuban missile crisis" -- was the
culmination of a longer process. In June of 1961, while still in the early months of his presidency, Kennedy
attended a summit with Premier Khrushchev in Vienna to discuss cold war confrontations between the east
and west, in particular the situation in Berlin. The failure of the two leaders to resolve any of their differences
during the summit led Khrushchev to view Kennedy as a weak president who lacked the power or support to
negotiate any meaningful concessions in the arms race. Fueled by concerns that the U.S. had more nuclear
missiles than the Soviet arsenal, and, more importantly, that some of the American missiles were based a
mere 150 miles from its boarders, in Turkey, the Soviet leadership grew increasingly desperate to somehow
tip the balance of power in its favor. The showdown in Cuba may indeed have been the result of such
accumulating anxiety among the Soviet political elite. -- Viewed in hindsight, it is not surprising that the
Soviets chose Cuba as their stage of operations against the U.S. Ever since his rise to power in 1959, Cuban
Premier Fidel Castro struggled to survive America's efforts to "encourage" his political demise. When General
Castro came to power, the U.S. stopped buying Cuban sugar and refused to supply its former trading partner
with much needed oil. After weathering the failed Bay of Pigs invasion by CIA-backed Cuban exiles in 1961,
Castro observed as U.S. armed forces staged a mock invasion of a Caribbean island in 1962. The purpose of
the invasion was to overthrow a leader whose name, Ortsac, was Castro spelled backwards. Although Ortsac
was a fictitious name, Castro "got the message" and soon became convinced that the U.S. was serious about
invading Cuba. Sensing an opportunity to gain a strategic foothold in America's "back yard," Khrushchev
eagerly extended an offer of assistance to the desperate Cuban general. The Soviet Premier offered Castro
new trade opportunities, to ease the effects of U.S. sanctions, and a promise of protection from U.S.
hostilities. The cozy alliance which ensued between Castro and Khrushchev laid the ground for what
culminated in a Soviet missile base in Cuba and ended in the Cuban missile crisis. ... At the first meeting of
the Executive Committee of the National Security Council, the CIA and other military advisers explained the
situation. After hearing what they had to say, the general feeling of the meeting was for an air-attack on the
missile sites. Remembering the poor advice the CIA had provided before the Bay of Pigs invasion, John F.
Kennedy decided to wait and instead called for another meeting to take place that evening. By this time
several of the men were having doubts about the wisdom of a bombing raid, fearing that it would lead to a
nuclear war with the Soviet Union. The committee was now so divided that a firm decision could not be made.
The Executive Committee of the National Security Council argued amongst themselves for the next two days.
The CIA and the military were still in favour of a bombing raid and/or an invasion. However, the majority of
the committee gradually began to favour a naval blockade of Cuba. Kennedy accepted their decision and
instructed Theodore Sorensen, a member of the committee, to write a speech in which Kennedy would
explain to the world why it was necessary to impose a naval blockade of Cuba. As well as imposing a naval
blockade, Kennedy also told the air-force to prepare for attacks on Cuba and the Soviet Union. The army
positioned 125,000 men in Florida and was told to wait for orders to invade Cuba. If the Soviet ships carrying
weapons for Cuba did not turn back or refused to be searched, a war was likely to begin. Kennedy also
promised his military advisers that if one of the U-2 spy planes were fired upon he would give orders for an
attack on the Cuban SAM missile sites. The world waited anxiously. A public opinion poll in the United States
revealed that three out of five people expected fighting to break out between the two sides. There were angry
demonstrations outside the American Embassy in London as people protested about the possibility of nuclear
war. Demonstrations also took place in other cities in Europe. However, in the United States, polls suggested
that the vast majority supported Kennedy's action.
http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/COLDcubanmissile.htm
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The Bush (Sr. - Jr.) Legacy: A Nuclear Iran? - The New York Times is reporting that the Bush
Administration scuttled plans for an Israeli attack on the Iranian nuclear facility in Natanz. The Times'
report says that Israel requested and was denied permission to fly through Iraqi airspace in order to
rid the world of a nuclear facility that will surely be used to produce a militant Islamic nuclear weapon
- On June 7, 1981 Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin ordered the Israeli Air Force to strike the
French-built Osirak reactor, located 18 miles south of Baghdad. The air strike was criticized by the
entire world, including the United States, and the UN Security Council called the strike a "clear
violation" of the UN Charter - Not surprisingly a decade after the destruction of Iraq's nuclear reactor
the world leaders wrote letters of thanks to the Israeli government for ridding Saddam Hussein of his
ability to achieve a nuclear weapon {A History Channel documentary quotes members in the 1981
White House briefing room regarding the Israel bombing of the Iraq nuclear facility as being very
favorable to the events. The lone exception was V.P. George H.W. Bush Sr. who was outraged almost
beyond control by the damage done to the Iraq nuclear facility by Israel. Why is the Bush family so
obsessed with propagating Nuclear weapons capability in Islamic nations and other "unstable"
nations throughout Asia, India-Pakistan, China, North Korea, etc.?}
The New York Times is reporting that the Bush Administration scuttled plans for an Israeli attack on the
Iranian nuclear facility in Natanz. The Times' report says that Israel requested and was denied permission to
fly through Iraqi airspace in order to rid the world of a nuclear facility that will surely be used to produce a
militant Islamic nuclear weapon. Israel was forced to act on her own once before and the world saw her
foresight a decade later and it would do us well to heed a lesson of history. On June 7, 1981 Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin ordered the Israeli Air Force to strike the French-built Osirak reactor, located 18
miles south of Baghdad. The air strike was criticized by the entire world, including the United States, and the
UN Security Council called the strike a "clear violation" of the UN Charter. -- Not surprisingly a decade after
the destruction of Iraq's nuclear reactor the world leaders wrote letters of thanks to the Israeli government for
ridding Saddam Hussein of his ability to achieve a nuclear weapon. One thing that must be said of Israeli
intelligence – it's good. Compared to that of our own and the world Israel's robust espionage program runs
circles around that of Western nations, including the United States. The USA had our security apparatus
neutered many espionage programs in order to please the political left at the expense of missing the human
intelligence that is vital when conducting war and public diplomacy. The world knows that Iran is producing
nuclear material – that is a fact and is not disputed by even Iran. What is disputed is how to deal with Iranian
ambitions and thus far the world decided that chatting about it at the United Nations and the European Union
is how best to deal with a nuclear threat. -- **If the Times' piece is accurate and the Bush Administration is
itself skeptical that the unconventional manner it is taking to stop the almost certain creation of an Islamic
fundamentalist bomb will fail. Interruption of the supply chain to Tehran, sabotage of the materials used for
the reactor (including parts and supplies) and other covert actions are having no effect on the mullahs who
issue fatwas and prayers for the destruction of the Jewish state. -- What did Israel want? According to the
report she wanted to purchase bombs capable of destroying, totally, the nuclear facility in Iran and the ability
to fly over Iraq to get to the site. She did not ask for American bombers or pilots although I know a few who
would have volunteered, Israel did not ask for American support in what would surely be a diplomatic
nightmare that would follow. What Israel wanted was for America to allow her to do what the entire world is
too frightened or timid to do itself.
http://www.opinioneditorials.com/freedomwriters/syuhas_20090111.html

Pro-Palestinian rally in New York turns violent - At least nine protesters were arrested in a
pro-Palestinian rally Sunday afternoon in New York that injured seven police officers, authorities said
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NEW YORK (CNN) -- At least nine protesters were arrested in a pro-Palestinian rally Sunday afternoon in
New York that injured seven police officers, authorities said. The extent of injuries varied from minor to
serious, New York police said. Two officers sustained head injuries. Detective Cheryl Crispin said the
protesters taken into custody faced charges ranging from disorderly conduct to reckless endangerment. In a
statement, the NYPD said the officers were injured when trying to break up a fight between two
demonstrators. "While attempting to separate the males, several others joined in and began to assault the
officers," the statement said. ... Mike Eilenfeldt, another demonstrator, said confrontations between the police
and protesters appeared to escalate after a police officer had fallen to the ground.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/01/11/gaza.rally.new.york/index.html

Senator Asks Smithsonian to Change Text Next to Bush Portrait - has asked the Smithsonian to
rewrite the text that says Bush's two terms in office were "marked by a series of catastrophic events"
including the "the attacks on September 11, 2001, that led to wars in Afghanistan and Iraq" - Sanders
says the notion that the terrorist attacks were linked to or led to the Iraq war has been widely
debunked - he has asked the Smithsonian to rewrite the text, to avoid what he calls rewriting history
{Afghanistan and Iraq do not appear to be a direct result of 9-11-2001 in that Bush was going to enter
those countries no matter what. If 9-11 was not the true Bush agenda then what is? Bush has been
dogged, determined and unrelenting in his "stay the course" involvement in the Middle-East but has
it been to combat a war against terrorism or is it actually a NWO plan to train, equip, finance and
recruit a radical, murderous End Times Islam (anti-Western) army that once prepared the NWO is
going to unleash on an unsuspecting mankind in the near future?}
MONTPELIER, Vt. -- U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., is objecting to wording accompanying a portrait of
President George Bush installed at the Smithsonian's National Portrait Gallery in Washington. Sanders, a
strong opponent of the Iraq war, has asked the Smithsonian to rewrite the text that says Bush's two terms in
office were "marked by a series of catastrophic event" including the "the attacks on September 11, 2001, that
led to wars in Afghanistan and Iraq." -- Sanders says the notion that the terrorist attacks were linked to or led
to the Iraq war has been widely debunked. In a letter to the gallery director Martin Sullivan, he has asked the
Smithsonian to rewrite the text, to avoid what he calls rewriting history. Museum spokeswoman Bethany
Bentley says museum officials were preparing a response to Sanders and did not want to comment.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/01/11/senator-asks-smithsonian-change-text-bush-portrait/

Bush Says He Refused to Bail Out Republicans With Iraq Withdrawal - content that the war in Iraq is
nearly won and he had the fortitude to buck his party despite incredible pressure to withdraw {Iraq is
nearly won for who? Iran or America? Note: Bush promised America that he would not "Nation Build"
[whatever that means in the Bush mind] in Iraq and that the US forces would not be in Iraq for more
than six months.}
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President Bush says he refused to "bail out my political party" by withdrawing troops "during the darkest days
of Iraq," a decision now lauded by his father in an unprecedented joint interview of both presidents by Brit
Hume on "FOX News Sunday." "During the darkest days of Iraq, people came to me and said, 'You're
creating incredible political difficulties for us,'" the current president said as his term draws to a close. "And I
said, 'Oh, really? What do you suggest I do?' And some suggested retreat, pull out of Iraq. ... But with the war
in Iraq nearly won after years of setbacks, the younger Bush exudes serenity as he wraps up his two terms in
the White House. "I'm better than fine -- I am proud of the accomplishments of this administration," he said. "I
know I gave it my all for eight years, and I did not sell my soul for the sake of popularity. And so when I get
back home and look in the mirror, I will be proud of what I see." Bush said he was also proud of the CIA,
although he acknowledged the agency has leaked intelligence secrets. "There have been disappointing
moments when information came out of the agency," he said. "You can't stop leaks. And you don't know how
many people were leaking, but I can assure you, the vast majority of people in the CIA were very
cooperative." Bush said he is planning to write a book about his presidency.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/01/10/bush-says-refused-bail-republicans-iraq-withdrawal/

on and agent provocateur (i.e. Alex Jones) though some of his info is valid] says West ignoring real
Hamas agenda - The core issue is not an issue of land whatsoever Its an issue of wiping the state of
Israel out - Shoebat contends this effort is being carried out by a huge network of Islamic enemies Many Islamic countries are involved in this he points out - Saudi Arabia [England, UN, NWO and USA
(Bush family)] was funding...this kind of thing - So its a huge network that were dealing with {It seems
that the disinformation in this Walid Shoebat article is that it targets Saudi Arabia and others as
scapegoats while giving cover to the real entities (England, UN, NWO, USA Bush family) that are
indoctrinating, financing, equipping and provoking the radical Islamic elements throughout the world
particularly the radical Iranian Shiite factions.}">Former terrorist Walid Shoebat [Shoebat is a known
agent of disinformation and agent provocateur (i.e. Alex Jones) though some of his info is valid] says
West ignoring real Hamas agenda - The core issue is not an issue of land whatsoever It's an issue of
wiping the state of Israel out - Shoebat contends this effort is being carried out by a huge network of
Islamic enemies - Many Islamic countries are involved in this" he points out - "Saudi Arabia [England,
UN, NWO and USA (Bush family)] was funding...this kind of thing - So it's a huge network that we're
dealing with" {It seems that the disinformation in this Walid Shoebat article is that it targets Saudi
Arabia and others as scapegoats while giving cover to the real entities (England, UN, NWO, USA
Bush family) that are indoctrinating, financing, equipping and provoking the radical Islamic elements
throughout the world particularly the radical Iranian Shiite factions.}
Walid Shoebat is a former(?) member of the Palestine Liberation Organization and a convert(?) to
Christianity. He now runs the Walid Shoebat Foundation, which is an organization that cries out for the justice
of Israel and the Jewish people. Shoebat, author of the recently published God's War on Terror: Islam,
Prophecy and the Bible, believes the recent terrorist rocket attacks by Hamas have nothing to do with
wanting a Palestinian homeland. -- "The core issue is not an issue of land whatsoever. It's an issue of wiping
the state of Israel out. If you look at even suicide bombing -- historically, if you look from 1980 until 2003, let's
say 224 suicide bombings out of 300 existed in Islamic countries with no occupation whatsoever," he notes.
"So it's not simply the desire to create a Palestinian state. It is the desire to destroy the Jewish state, and
that's what we see." -- Shoebat contends this effort is being carried out by a huge network of Islamic
enemies. "It's a rebel network involved between Hamas, Hezbollah, and Iran, Syria. Many Islamic countries
are involved in this," he points out. "Saudi Arabia was funding...this kind of thing. So it's a huge network that
we're dealing with."
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Security/Default.aspx?id=377966
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Speaker: Dr. Scott A. Johnson - Code Red (Part 1 & 2) - Recently many high level sources have made
predictions of impending doom. In each case there has been a press releases or news expose'
predicting huge and building threats emerging from faceless enemies in shadowy places - This
sermon contains essential information for believers - I advise that attention be given to Dr. Johnson's
observations here - Approx. 250 Mp3 Messages (Mp3's)
Recently many high level sources have made predictions of impending doom. In each case there has been a
press releases or news expose' predicting huge and building threats emerging from faceless enemies in
shadowy places. Joe Biden set the stage at a Seattle fund raiser for VIP's when he told the audience about
an "international crisis" & "generated crisis" will develop within six months of a Barack Obama's Presidency &
they will need the help of community leaders (Comment: Like the 501c3 Corporate Church) to control the
population as unpopular decisions are made and Americans resist. Colin Powell told Meet the Press "....a
crisis which will come along on the 21st, 22nd of January that we don't even know about right now." Lord
West, adviser to Prime Minister Gordon Brown on national security says, "There is another great plot building
up again and we are monitoring...The threat is huge." In addition Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd said
"The devastation that could be wreaked by one major nuclear weapons incident alone puts 9/11 and almost
everything else in to the category of the insignificant," Why are there so many high level politicians around the
world in a seemingly coordinated effort warning of huge threats and developing crisis' that may include a
nuclear device? Are they preparing the masses for an event or series of events that have been in the making
for some time? This study will be tied into many other events that relate to this subject like the global financial
collapse, Maitreya's most recent announcements and preparing (Body, Soul and Spirit) for the days ahead.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?SpeakerOnly=true&currSection=sermonsspeaker&Keyword=Scott^
A.^Johnson

LostSeed.com Christian Compilations: The Simple Gospel (Mp3) - Please note that LostSeed is not
affiliated with any of the Speakers nor does the music in the background necessarily reflect the
speakers taste in music, we just really like them and think these messages can reach the youth
(Mp3's)
My brother and sister have listened to these Christian Compilations off and on for a few years and it's really
encouraged and convicted us to draw closer to the Lord. Messages are much shorter than sermons which
are particularly great for listening to in the car, or for giving to someone who will not listen to a 30 minute
message. I only want to share messages that line up with the Bible in the right Spirit.
http://www.lostseed.com/audio.php

Billy Graham - Timeless Truth Series - 9 Video Clips (YouTube)
Much more than Crusades, The Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) is reaching more people than
ever before through innovative ministries and global outreach projects.
http://ca.youtube.com/watch?v=RRc5VUYzdUg

re terrorism while Bushs conduct regarding Iran is that Bush is more of an agent of Iran a protector
and an enabler of radical Iranian Shiite policies.}">January 11, 2009: Report: U.S. rejected Israeli plea
to attack Iran - President Bush rejected several (three) Israeli requests last year for weapons and
permission for a potential airstrike inside Iran - Israel wanted specialized bunker-busting bombs,
equipment to help refuel planes making flights into Iran, and permission to fly over Iraq to reach the
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site of Iran's only known uranium enrichment plant, according to the report - Bush, instead,
persuaded Israeli officials to not proceed with the attack by sharing with them some details of covert
U.S. operations aimed at sabotaging Iran's nuclear ambitions, Sanger said - "We know that the U.S.
has been trying to conduct covert industrial espionage, if you will, against Iran's nuclear program for
many years" {"if you will," Bush isn't undermining Iran Bush is financing Iran's nuclear development.
Iran is the main terror threat of the world. The Bush attack on Iraq actually created more terrorism
while Bush's conduct regarding Iran is that Bush is more of an agent of Iran a protector and an
enabler of radical Iranian Shiite policies.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- President Bush rejected several Israeli requests last year for weapons and
permission for a potential airstrike inside Iran, the author of an investigative report told CNN. ... According to
Sanger, Israel wanted specialized bunker-busting bombs, equipment to help refuel planes making flights into
Iran and permission to fly over Iraq to reach the major nuclear complex at Natanz, the site of Iran's only
known uranium enrichment plant. The White House "deflected" the first two requests and denied the last,
Sanger said. "They feared that if it appeared that the United States had helped Israel strike Iran, using Iraqi
airspace, that the result in Iraq could be the expulsion of the American troops (from Iraq)," he said. ... Bush,
instead, persuaded Israeli officials to not proceed with the attack by sharing with them some details of covert
U.S. operations aimed at sabotaging Iran's nuclear ambitions, Sanger said. The ongoing operations are
designed to undermine Iran's ability to produce weapons-grade fuel and designs it needs to produce a
workable nuclear weapon, the newspaper said. "We know that the U.S. has been trying to conduct covert
industrial espionage, if you will, against Iran's nuclear program for many years," said CNN's Pentagon
Correspondent Barbara Starr. "[They have been] going to the suppliers, going other places; trying to make
sure that things get messed up, if you will; that parts may not be what they should be; that certain processes
may not work right. Anything that they can do to jam the work to delay the program." Sanger said he based
his report on conversations with intelligence officials, none of whom would speak on the record because of
the topic's sensitivity. ... Sanger said President-elect Barack Obama, who said during the campaign he wants
to engage in dialogue with Iran, now inherits the operation.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/meast/01/11/iran.israel.nuclear/index.html

{Flashback} U.S.-Iran Trade Stronger Than Most Suspect - U.S. exports to Iran, including bras,
cosmetics and possibly even *weapons [technology], grew more than tenfold under Bush - Despite
increasingly tough rhetoric toward Iran, which Bush has called part of an "axis of evil" {It's great that
America trades with Iran but let's have some controls and some honesty about it out of the Bush
administration. Does Bush really think refrigerators and weapons are going to go only to the people
but not to the regime? Bush has lied to the American people since day one, how many more lies can
we endure. FYI Dick Cheney's daughter is a head honcho for the government in Iran affairs.}
WASHINGTON - U.S. exports to Iran - including brassieres, bull semen, cosmetics and possibly even
weapons - grew more than tenfold during President George W. Bush's years in office even as he accused
Iran of nuclear ambitions and helping terrorists. America sent more cigarettes to Iran, at least $158 million
worth under Bush, than any other products. ... Despite increasingly tough rhetoric toward Iran, which Bush
has called part of an "axis of evil," U.S. trade in a range of goods survives on-again, off-again sanctions
originally imposed nearly three decades ago. The rules allow sales of agricultural commodities, medicine and
a few other categories of goods. The exemptions are designed to help Iranian families even as the United
States pressures Iran's leaders. "Our sanctions are targeted against the regime, not the people," said Adam
Szubin, director of the Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control, which enforces the sanctions.
The government tracks exports to Iran using details from shipping records, but in some cases it is unclear
whether anyone pays attention.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,378167,00.html
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{Flashback} Part 1: LIZ Cheney runs Iran-Syria Op Group at State Dept.. Since 2005, Dick Cheney's
daughter Elizabeth has held a powerful position guiding Middle East policy - By all accounts, it is an
enormously powerful post, and one for which she is uniquely unqualified {That Bush Cheney group
they never bother to put an actually qualified person into a position when a Harriet Miers crony or a
family member exists.}
At the very heart of U.S. Middle East policy, from the war in Iraq to pressure for regime change in Iran and
Syria to the spread of free-market democracy in the region, sits the 39-year-old daughter of Vice President
Dick Cheney. Elizabeth "Liz" Cheney, appointed to her post in February 2005, has a tongue-twisting title:
principal deputy assistant secretary of state for Near Eastern Affairs and coordinator for broader Middle East
and North Africa initiatives. By all accounts, it is an enormously powerful post, and one for which she is
uniquely unqualified. During the past 15 months, Elizabeth Cheney has met with and bolstered a gaggle of
Syrian exiles, often in tandem with John Hannah and David Wurmser, top officials in the Office of the Vice
President (OVP); has pressed hard for money to accelerate the administration's ever more overt campaign
for forced regime change in both Damascus and Teheran; and has overseen an increasingly discredited push
for American-inspired democratic reform from Morocco to Iran. ... Liz Cheney catapulted into her current job
after a rather undistinguished career that leapfrogged from public to private life and back again. In her early
20s, she did a stint at the State Department while her father was secretary of defense in the first Bush
administration, and then headed to law school at the University of Chicago and worked for Armitage
Associates, a firm run by Richard Armitage. As an attorney, she worked for the International Finance
Corporation of the World Bank, and served briefly as a U.S. Agency for International Development (AID)
officer in Hungary and Poland. Her Middle East experience was, well, limited.
http://aggravated.blogspot.com/2006/06/liz-cheney-runs-iran-syria-op-group-at.html

{Flashback} Part 2: LIZ Cheney runs Iran-Syria Op Group at State Dept.. Her husband is Philip Perry,
general counsel for the Department of Homeland Security - she operates what is essentially a
"shadow Middle East policy" - She has been known to insist on seeing a head of state without
inviting the American ambassador to accompany her, in violation of protocol
Liz Cheney has not shied away from throwing her weight around. During her frequent trips to the Middle East,
she often operates independently of the department and of the U.S. ambassador in whatever country she is
visiting. She has been known to insist on seeing a head of state without inviting the American ambassador to
accompany her, in violation of protocol, often threatening the ambassador with the power of her contacts. -On at least one occasion, however, an ambassador called her bluff. "Liz Cheney comes out to this country,
and she tells the ambassador - and she doesn't outrank him - she tells the ambassador, 'You're not going in
the meeting with me,'" recalls Larry Wilkerson, who served as Colin Powell's assistant during his tenure as
secretary of state. "And he says, 'I'm sorry, I'm going in the meeting with you. You're not going into a meeting
with the head of state without me.' And she says, 'Nope - would you like a telephone call?'" -- In this case,
says Wilkerson, the department's bosses backed up their ambassador, who accompanied a chastened
Cheney into the meeting. But that has not always been the case. "It's not just that she is imperious in dealing
with our ambassadors," notes a corporate lobbyist who is deeply involved in Middle East policy. "She's got
her own foreign policy, her own agenda, and so of course she wouldn't want the ambassador to know what
she is talking about when she meets a head of state."
http://aggravated.blogspot.com/2006/06/liz-cheney-runs-iran-syria-op-group-at.html

{Flashback} Unsafe water may have sickened (US) troops in Iraq - Dozens of U.S. troops in Iraq fell
sick at bases using "unmonitored and potentially unsafe" water supplied by the military and a
contractor once owned by Vice President Dick Cheney's former company (Halliburton)
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WASHINGTON — Dozens of U.S. troops in Iraq fell sick at bases using "unmonitored and potentially unsafe"
water supplied by the military and a contractor once owned by Vice President Dick Cheney's former
company, the Pentagon's internal watchdog says. A report obtained by The Associated Press said soldiers
experienced skin abscesses, cellulitis, skin infections, diarrhea and other illnesses after using discolored,
smelly water for personal hygiene and laundry at five U.S. military sites in Iraq. The Pentagon's inspector
general found water quality problems between March 2004 and February 2006 at three sites run by
contractor KBR Inc., and between January 2004 and December 2006 at two military-operated locations.
http://www.armytimes.com/news/2008/03/ap_contaminatedwater_030908/

{Flashback} Top US (Bush) officials declared war on truth when it came to Iraq: report - in the run-up
to the Iraq war, lying 935 times in a two-year period leading up to the Iraq war
WASHINGTON (AFP) - Top US officials ran roughshod over the truth in the run-up to the Iraq war, lying 935
times in a two-year period leading up to the Iraq war, a study released Wednesday found. The Center for
Public Integrity's founder Charles Lewis and researchers helping him write a forthcoming book, identified "935
false statements by eight top administration officials that mentioned Iraq's possession of weapons of mass
destruction, or links to Al-Qaeda, on at least 532 separate occasions" ahead of the March 18, 2003 invasion
of Iraq, they said in a statement. With the fifth anniversary of the war looming, the center underscored that its
work calls into question "the repeated assertions of (George W.) Bush administration officials that they were
merely the unwitting victims of bad intelligence." Among those who made the false statements: Bush, Vice
President Cheney, Secretary of State Colin Powell, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice, Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, and White House press secretaries
Ari Fleisher and Scott McClellan, the study said. "This is a report like no other, which calls into question more
than 900 false statements that were the underpinnings of the administration's case for war," argued the CIJ's
Executive Director Bill Buzenberg.
http://afp.google.com/article/ALeqM5hYM8h8wNn4ccjLCLy7N8cyPwUcUA

{Flashback} Study: False statements preceded Iraq war - A study by two nonprofit journalism
organizations found that President Bush and top administration officials issued hundreds of false
statements about the national security threat from Iraq in the two years following the 2001 terrorist
attacks {The greedy Bush family wanted to get its dirty hands on the Iraq oil. Bush is a slob and an oil
glutton who hasn't lifted a finger to reduce the price of oil and gas. Bush happily sits by collecting
money on his own oil investments all the while destroying America, the economy and the people.}
WASHINGTON - A study by two nonprofit journalism organizations found that President Bush and top
administration officials issued hundreds of false statements about the national security threat from Iraq in the
two years following the 2001 terrorist attacks. The study concluded that the statements "were part of an
orchestrated campaign that effectively galvanized public opinion and, in the process, led the nation to war
under decidedly false pretenses." The study was posted Tuesday on the Web site of the Center for Public
Integrity, which worked with the Fund for Independence in Journalism. ... "In short, the Bush administration
led the nation to war on the basis of erroneous information that it methodically propagated and that
culminated in military action against Iraq on March 19, 2003."
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080123/ap_on_go_pr_wh/misinformation_study

January 10, 2009: Updated - CNN's Staged Video - obviously staged video from Gaza promoted and
vouched for by CNN - The company that provided this video story to CNN and several other news
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outlets is World News & Features (Nepras.net is the designer of the site) - the primary contact and
general manager for Nepras.net is none other than the "freelance photographer" who filmed that
staged hospital scene
Here's an interesting update to the story of the obviously staged video from Gaza promoted and vouched for
by CNN. The company that provided this video story to CNN and several other news outlets is World News &
Features, as we pointed out yesterday after CNN published their defense of the piece. At the lower right of
the World News & Features front page, we find a link to Nepras.net as the designer of the site. ... And the
primary contact and general manager for Nepras.net is none other than the "freelance photographer" who
filmed that staged hospital scene, Ashraf Mashharawi. -- Overnight, I received several more emails from
doctors and Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs), all expressing the opinion that the video is staged and
that the "CPR" shown is an obvious fraud, for many reasons. So far, not one doctor has written to say the
technique shown in the video might be genuine.
http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32406_CNNs_Staged_Video_Updates

BasicChristian.org: End Times Preview - WWI, WWII, WW3 - "The past is not dead - In fact, it's not
even past" William Faulkner -- This is most True concerning the cross and resurrection of Jesus
Christ
Revelation 17:10-11 And there are seven [world (middle-east, Jerusalem) rulers: King Nimrod - builder of the
tower of Babel, Egypt, Babylon (Iraq), Iran, Greece, Rome (Italy), Antichrist] kings: five are fallen, and one
(Rome) is, and the other [7th world King - Antichrist] is not yet come; and when he (Antichrist) cometh, he
must continue a short space [3 1/2 years]. And the beast [Antichrist] that was [7th ruler], and is not [because
Antichrist is assassinated], even he (Antichrist) is the eighth [false resurrection], and is of the seven [the 7th
ruler is killed or seems to be in an assassination, and resurrects himself [false eternal life] (demonic
possession) to also become the 8th ruler], and goeth into perdition [everlasting damnation-hell]. -- In a short
summary WWII (1939-1945) was Satan's practice run at taking over and ruling the world for his evil, demonic
agenda. The next world war the coming future WW3 will be the war that installs a NWO a new world leader
called the antichrist. The Bible is clear (Revelation 17:10-11) that after the previous Roman world leader there
would not be another world leader until the antichrist. History has proven the Bible to be true and there has
been no world leader since the time of Jesus Christ of Nazareth approximately 2,000 years ago.
http://www.basicchristian.org/end_times_world_war3.html

January 9, 2008: The rift between Hamas [HAMAS - Gaza Strip] and Palestinian (PA) [Fatah - West
Bank] President Abbas flared to the surface yesterday, confirming our position that the real reason
for this Israeli attack on Hamas was to remove Hamas from power - the United States [and the UN]
desperately wants Abbas [Fatah] to stay in power [over both West Bank and Gaza Strip] because he
is a Freemason and is, therefore, totally compliant with the plans of Western Freemasonry to return
control [part] of the Temple Mount to Israel so she can build a temple based upon Solomon's old
temple - Hamas realizes this fact, as does Hezbollah, which explains their rock-solid resistance to
Abbas - Hamas officials said that as of Friday they would not recognize Abbas's status as president
of the PA {According to the Bible the prophets of old explained that Israel and the Jews are the time
peace to human time, and particularly the Jewish Temple. If you want to know what "time" it is in
human history and human existence then look to Israel (Jerusalem) and the Jewish Temple in
Jerusalem. Right now the 2nd Jewish Temple remains in ruins while the 3rd Jewish Temple is about
to be rebuilt [and the correlating time on the calendar of the human experience is far into the plan's of
God], something that could not happen before 1967 because Israel did not politically control
Jerusalem until then. The next Jewish Temple is significant because coming after the Times of Jesus
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Christ this temple is for the "End Times" and it is where the Antichrist will eventually rule from. No
Jewish Temple in Jerusalem equals no throne for the Antichrist. A 3rd Jewish Temple in Israel equals
a throne and a place for the Antichrist.}
NEWS BRIEF: "Hamas: Abbas no longer heads Palestinian Authority", The Jerusalem Post, January 9, 2009
"The IDF's anti-Hamas operation in the Gaza Strip has diverted attention from the row over Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas's term in office, which expires on Friday. Abbas's aides said he has no
plans to step down in the near future, claiming that the PA's Basic Law allows him to stay in power for
another year." Israel and the United States desperately wants Abbas to stay in power because he is a
Freemason and is, therefore, totally compliant with the plans of Western Freemasonry to return control of the
Temple Mount to Israel so she can build a temple based upon Solomon's old temple. Hamas realizes this
fact, as does Hezbollah, which explains their rock-solid resistance to Abbas and to the Israeli leadership as
they attempt to establish the Palestinian State. "Hamas officials said that as of Friday they would not
recognize Abbas's status as president of the PA ... Hamas and some Palestinian legal experts have openly
challenged Abbas's right to remain in power after the expiration of his term. 'Thursday was Abbas's last day in
office', said Osama Hamdan, the Hamas representative in Lebanon. 'Our position on this issue is clear:
Abbas's term in office has expired'." "Mushir al-Masri, a spokesman for Hamas in the Gaza Strip, said Abbas
would lose credibility because of his refusal to step down. 'He doesn't have the right to speak on behalf of the
people', he said. 'He's in power only because the Israelis and the Americans want him to stay'." Exactly!
Hamas and Hezbollah view Abbas as a traitor to the Palestinian cause, and a stooge of the Israelis and the
Americans.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

The Bush family War in Iraq Babylon - Keeping a Perspective - Is the Bush family America's worst
nightmare?
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Is the Bush family America's worst nightmare? I personally don't think the group Al Qaeda is real other than it
is a fake terrorist concoction used as a convenient source for the Bush administration to expand a global
agenda i.e. "global war on terror." It seems that Bush is opposed to anything that is good for America and that
Bush supports everything that is against America particularly the global radical Iranian Shiite Islamic cause.
Has America been suffering under the ravages of a Bush family global Jihad (Islamic holy war) against the
United States and against the citizens of the USA? Of course with the economy wrecking high price of oil, the
lack of border security, the arming, training and funding of Islamic armies, and an unhindered Satanic crime
and drug epidemic taking place in America it would easily seem that the Bush family is America's own worst
nightmare. -- At least six months before 9-11-2001 groups of American troops started training to invade Iraq
and within moments of the 9/11 attack all of the military began committing to an Iraq invasion even though
there was no 9/11-Iraq connection. The closest possible 9/11 connection was with Saudi Arabia. It seems
that President Bush knew that 9/11 was going to happen a full six months before it did happen. Did President
Bush try to stop 9/11? President Bush not only didn't intervene in the 9/11 events he used them as his
original rational for his invasion of Iraq. President Bush likely knew all along the 9/11 events were going to
take place and he may have even been involved in the planning of the 9/11 attacks with one of the indented
results being the invasion of Iraq and the many other indented results being the boosting of his sagging
popularity and enriching his family and associates with his new war economy and most important his boost of
power and lack of accountability with his new Presidential war powers. -- The additional 9/11 attack on the
Pentagon shows the massive scope and planning that was involved in the 9/11 attacks and made the attack
a direct assault on the American government. Larry Silverstein who had recently purchased the World Trade
Center complex and its many towers could not have possibly arranged such a wide scale attack involving the
Pentagon as some have said. Silverstein has been accused by some for the damage to get insurance
money, particularly because his WTC building #7 was demolished even though no plane hit it. The WTC
building #7 was demolished but not at his direction it was the direction of the NY port authority and others
within the NY safety net that demolished the #7 building. Larry Silverstein did everything he could to help and
Larry Silverstein was among the most remorseful, the most helpful and the most honest of people on that
tragic 9-11-2001 day. Larry Silverstein certainly could not have orchestrated the outcome of invading Iraq a
decision that came straight from George Bush.
http://www.basicchristian.org/War_Iraq.html

littlegreenfootballs.com January 4, 2008: - anti-Creation artice & links: Ken Miller Dissects the
Creationists' Next Tactic - the DI's (Discovery Institute) latest attempts to rewrite the history of the
(2005) Dover creationism lawsuit -- Smoke and Mirrors, Whales and Lampreys: A Guest Post by Ken
Miller - a lawsuit known as Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District - The plaintiffs, a group of parents
in Dover, Pennsylvania, objected to "intelligent design" being required to be presented as an
scientific alternative to evolution {Just like Mormonism (LDS) is fostered in America by the U.S.
Government because it is a bride taking people out of Christianity and into cults like Islam the
government is also fostering and promoting the teaching of Evolution. Because evolution is a bridge
in to Satanism by denying the very tenant of Christianity that Jesus Christ is God and creator who
created all life and all existence. The lies of evolution are a bridge in to Satanism in that when a
person is gullible enough to accept the notion of random evolution over God's creation of life then
that person is sufficiently deceived enough to possibly believe that Satan is good and God
[AntiChrist], then concluding that Jesus is not God who He claims to be. -- Bush policy isn't to
educate children nor is it to protect families. The Bush family NWO policy is to bring down
Christianity.}
Biologist Ken Miller, the Discovery Institute's worst enemy, has three terrific guest posts at science writer Carl
Zimmer's blog, destroying the DI's latest attempts to rewrite the history of the Dover creationism lawsuit:
http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32356_Ken_Miller_Dissects_the_Creationists_Next_Tactic
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{Flashback} Judge's Unintelligent Rant Against Design - Judge John E. Jones III - Kitzmiller v. Dover
Area School District [2005 Dover creationism lawsuit] could still be Chairman of the Pennsylvania
Liquor Control Board if millions of evangelical Christians had not pulled the lever for George W. Bush
in 2000 {Judge is a Bush appointee - a thanks again W! way to come through for your voters}
Judge John E. Jones III could still be Chairman of the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board if millions of
evangelical Christians had not pulled the lever for George W. Bush in 2000. Yet this federal judge, who owes
his position entirely to those voters and the Bush who appointed him, stuck the knife in the backs of those
who brought him to the dance in Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District. Judge Jones issued a 139-page rant
against anyone who objects to force-feeding public schoolchildren with the theory of evolution. He accused
parents and school board members of "breathtaking inanity" for wanting their children to learn that "intelligent
design is an explanation of the origin of life that differs from Darwin's view."
http://www.eagleforum.org/column/2006/jan06/06-01-04.html

t of Christianity and into cults like Islam [LDS-Mormonism is just an Americanized version of Islam
complete with servitude to its leaders on earth and the false premise that heaven is a place for
fornication]. Once a person is gullible enough to believe and accept the Mormon lies that the LDS cult
is in any way family friendly then that person is sufficiently deceived to probably believe that Islam is
a religion of peace.}">January 9, 2008: Mitt Romney returns to business world, Marriott board previously served on the Marriott board from 1992 to 2002, when he resigned to run for governor
[Massachusetts] {Mormonism (LDS) is fostered in America by the U.S. Government because it is a
bride taking people out of Christianity and into cults like Islam [LDS-Mormonism is just an
Americanized version of Islam complete with servitude to its leaders on earth and the false premise
that heaven is a place for fornication]. Once a person is gullible enough to believe and accept the
Mormon lies that the LDS cult is in any way "family friendly" then that person is sufficiently deceived
to probably believe that Islam is a "religion of peace".}
The hotel chain said in a statement Wednesday that the former Massachusetts governor and 2008
Republican presidential contender would also lead the board's newly formed finance committee. Romney, 61,
previously served on the Marriott board from 1992 to 2002, when he resigned to run for governor. His father,
George, was a close friend of the company's founder, J. Willard Marriott. Romney's given first name, Willard,
is also in honor of Marriott, and the two families are prominent in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. ... The former venture capitalist has eschewed rejoining his former employer, Bain Capital, and a
spokesman said his return to Marriott does not mean he is abandoning politics. A former Bain protege,
one-time eBay Chairman Meg Whitman, is considering a run for California governor with the assistance of
several Romney aides.
http://www.forbes.com/feeds/ap/2009/01/07/ap5891765.html

{flashback} Romney Criticized for Hotel Pornography - during his near-decade on the Marriott board their hotels offer 70 different types of hardcore pornography - "They have to assume some
responsibility. It's their hotels, it's their television sets" {The smallest honest examination of the
(LDS) Mormon cult reveals that there is nothing family friendly about them. Mormons simply are a
Money and Sex cult it's the plain ugly truth about the LDS (Mormons).}
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Two anti-pornography crusaders, as well as two conservative activists of the type Romney is courting, say
the distribution of such graphic adult movies runs counter to the family image cultivated by Romney, the
Marriotts and their shared Mormon faith. "Marriott is a major pornographer. And even though he may have
fought it, everyone on that board is a hypocrite for presenting themselves as family values when their hotels
offer 70 different types of hardcore pornography," said Phil Burress, president of Citizens for Community
Values, an anti-pornography group based on Ohio. Tony Perkins, president of the Family Research Council,
a leading conservative group in Washington, said: "They have to assume some responsibility. It's their hotels,
it's their television sets." During a recent Associated Press interview, Romney said he did not recall
pornography coming up for discussion while he was on the Marriott board from 1992 to 2001. Despite being
chairman of the board's audit committee, he also said he was unaware of how much revenue pornography
may have generated for the hotel chain.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/07/05/AR2007070501305.html

{flashback} June 07, 2008 [at the height of the Democrat primary election for the 2008 Presidential
candidate]: Speculation about Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton attending (secret) Bilderberger meeting
- Dulles is just three miles from the Westfields Marriott Hotel in Chantilly, where Henry Kissinger and
David Rockefeller, among other globalists, are gathered for the annual Bilderberg Group conference Hillary Clinton is no stranger to Bilderberg - Bill Clinton attended the 1991 meeting in Germany
shortly before he was elected president - Hillary herself may have attended the 2006 meeting in
Ottawa, Canada
"Asked at the time about the Illinois senator's whereabouts, Gibbs smiled and declined to comment," the AP
report continued. Bilderberg is a highly-secretive meeting where the most influential men and women of North
America and Western Europe meet ostensibly to discuss policy. But the group has spent years promoting a
globalist agenda, according to reports from journalists who have penetrated the meeting. The Bilderberg
Group made a press release available explaining the agenda for the meeting. "The conference will deal
mainly with a nuclear free world, cyber terrorism, Africa, Russia, finance, protectionism, U.S.-European Union
relations, Afghanistan and Pakistan, Islam and Iran. Approximately 140 participants will attend, of whom
about two-thirds come from Europe and the balance from North America," the release stated. "About
one-third is from government and politics, and two-thirds are from finance, industry, labor, education and
communications. The meeting is private in order to encourage frank and open discussion." -- Additionally, a
list of the conference's attendees was released and included James A. Johnson, who was named this week
to the three-person team vetting possible running mates for Obama. Rampant speculation in the blogosphere
says the Obama-Clinton meeting last night was held to arrange the New York senator as Obama's
vice-presidential candidate. Attendees at the Bilderberg conference included Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, former Senate majority leader Tom Daschle and Ben Bernanke, the chairman of the board of governors
for the Federal Reserve. -- Hillary Clinton is no stranger to Bilderberg. Bill Clinton attended the 1991 meeting
in Germany shortly before he was elected president. According to reports, he attended again in 1999 when
the meeting was held in Sintra, Portugal, and Hillary herself may have attended the 2006 meeting in Ottawa,
Canada. "Why were we not told about this meeting until we were on the plane, the doors were shut and the
plane was about to taxi to take off?" one reporter asked Obama spokesman Gibbs in a heated exchange
caught on camera by CNN. "Senator Obama had a desire to do some meetings, others had a desire to meet
with him tonight in a private way, and that is what we are doing." Gibbs replied. "Is there more than one
meeting, is there more than one person with whom he is meeting?" asked another reporter. "I am not going to
get into all the details of the meeting." Gibbs replied.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=66442

CNN Commentary [how could so many ERRORS end up in one article?] by Peter Bergen CNN's
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national security analyst: How Bush botched war on terror - In 2006, for instance, President Bush
claimed that "the Sunni and Shiite extremist represent different faces of the same threat" In reality,
Sunni and Shiite extremists have been killing each other in large numbers for years in countries from
Pakistan to Iraq - The groups have differing attitudes toward the United States, which Sunni
extremists attacked in 1993 and again on 9/11, while Shiite militants have never done so {"while Shiite
militants have never done so" is Bergen forgetting about the 1979 attack and takeover of the
American embassy in Iran and the 444 day (1979-1981) Iran Hostage crises? The 1983 bombing of the
Marine Barracks in Beirut, Lebanon with 241 deaths, the many bombings and airline hijackings? The
2002 shooting attack at the L.A. International Airport (LAX) that killed two people? Unfortunately the
list of Shiite terrorism against America and against Americans goes on. Peter Bergen is clearly out to
misrepresent facts in his lame attempt to re-write history.}
Editor's note: Peter Bergen is CNN's national security analyst and a fellow at the New America Foundation in
Washington and at New York University's Center on Law and Security. His most recent book is "The Osama
bin Laden I Know: An Oral History of al Qaeda's Leader." WASHINGTON (CNN) -- President-elect Barack
Obama and his foreign policy advisers and speechwriters are wrestling with one of the most important
speeches of his presidency, his inaugural address. One of their toughest conceptual challenges is how to
describe and recast what the Bush administration has consistently termed the "war on terror." ... Under the
banner of the war on terror, the Bush administration also tied itself in conceptual knots conflating the threat
from al Qaeda with Shiite groups like Hezbollah and the ayatollahs in Iran. In 2006, for instance, President
Bush claimed that "the Sunni and Shiite extremist represent different faces of the same threat." In reality,
Sunni and Shiite extremists have been killing each other in large numbers for years in countries from
Pakistan to Iraq. The groups have differing attitudes toward the United States, which Sunni extremists
attacked in 1993 and again on 9/11, while Shiite militants have never done so. So, how to reconceptualize
the GWOT? Contrary to a common view among Europeans, who have lived through the bombing campaigns
of various nationalist and leftist terror groups for decades, al Qaeda is not just another criminal/terrorist group
that can be dealt with by police action and law enforcement alone.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/meast/01/07/bergen.war.terror/index.html

Slate.com: How the Sunnis and Shiites traded places - How two Islamic sects traded places in the
American mind - American intelligence experts warned that Shiite training camps in the Iranian
mountains were preparing thousands of militants for a holy war against the United States - The Shiite
scare was founded partly on the belief that Shiites were inherently prone to anti-Western violence But now, in the American mind, Shiites have become Sunnis, and Sunnis have become Shiites - The
Sunni-Shiite exchange has even infected Capitol Hill culture. A few years ago, liberals would call
Christian conservatives "the Shiite wing of the Republican party" These days, lefties refer to
Christian conservatives as "The American Taliban" {The NWO traded out Communism for Islam to be
their main NWO WW3 instigation it seems the NWO has also switched between the Sunnis and the
Shittes. Starting after WWI by backing the oil rich Sunnis the NWO switched in the 1970's and is now
building up the Shiites. Every aspect of the Bush doctrine in Iraq, Afghanistan, Lebanon and globally
has been to strip the Sunnis of power and wealth and to transfer it to the Iranian backed Shiites.}
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The Sunni-Shiite exchange has even infected Capitol Hill culture. A few years ago, liberals would call
Christian conservatives "the Shiite wing of the Republican party." These days, lefties refer to Christian
conservatives as "The American Taliban." -- Of course there are still extremist Shiites, and relatively
moderate Sunnis still control the biggest Islamic states. But why have Sunnis and Shiites traded places in the
American Zeitgeist? Shiites have shed their dreadful American reputation because Shiite extremists really
have moderated. The Iranian revolution is 22 years old. Iran is no longer an infant state: It is an adult. It has
lost a war with Iraq and lost its spiritual leader Khomeini. It no longer preaches global Islamic revolution.
Iranians lived with militant religion for years, saw how oppressive it was, and have partly democratized and
slightly loosened up as a consequence. -- There are other reasons why Americans increasingly sympathize
with Shiites. The United States used to support despicable Saddam Hussein in order to check Shiite Iran. But
since Iraq's 1990 Kuwait invasion, Hussein has been enemy No. 1. Iran, the enemy of our enemy, somehow
seemed kindlier, even though its anti-Americanism persisted. Much of the internal opposition to Saddam has
come from Shiites in Southern Iraq, a group Saddam has brutalized. Though the United States has
abandoned them militarily, their horrible suffering has been a reminder that Shiites are an oppressed minority
in most of the Islamic world. And the most bloody-minded Shiite group, Hezbollah, has moderated. Now that
Israel has left Lebanon and Lebanon's civil war has ended, Hezbollah has cut back on terrorism. It hasn't
attacked American targets in more than a decade. Hezbollah, like the PLO, behaves more like a political
operation now than a terrorist army: Its chief goal is winning political power in Lebanon. We have grown
disenchanted with Sunnis because Sunni extremism has surged even as Shiite militancy has waned. Part of
the Sunni radicalization can be blamed on blow-back. When the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan, the
United States, hand in hand with Saudi Arabia, decided to fund Islamic fighters in Afghanistan. The U.S.
policy was intended to repel the Communist invasion and check Iranian extremism next door. ... As there was
a generation ago, there is a surging Islamic jihad, fomented by zealous clerics and soldiers who preach the
glory of martyrdom, the corruption of most Arab governments, and the villainy of the United States and Israel.
It has taken two decades, two massive regional wars, and an Israeli retreat for the Shiite fire to cool. Who
knows how long it will take for this newer Sunni rage to burn itself out?
http://www.slate.com/id/2058707/

The New Da Vinci (Code) Type Hoax - Royal roots found on every family tree - also some people have
actually tried to establish a documented line between Muhammad, who was born in the 6th century,
and the medieval English monarchs, and thus to most if not all people of European descent - Does
President Bush Jr. Secretly Believe He is a (Shiite) Descendant of Mohammed?
President George Bush might actually believe he is a descendant of Mohamed. It would explain allot of his
comments and his actions. Comments like he believes the Quran (Koran) "to be the word of God" and actions
like his complete and total worldwide proxy war on behalf of the Muslim Shiite sect. President Bush has
removed all the Iraq oil revenues from the Sunni people of Iraq and has given it to the Shiite sect. Bush has
also helped place three radical Iranian-Shiite Politicians in charge over Iraq meanwhile he privately finances
and supports the radical Shiite groups of Hamas and Hizb'allah. England's Tony Blair and Prince Charles are
also strong Shiite supporters with Prince Charles all but openly admitting that he is a convert to Islam. No
wonder we live in days with so many strange events occurring because our world leaders have such strange
beliefs. ... Since all European and British nobility can legitimately prove their lineage back through the
Merovingians {and apparently attempts to claim Mohammed as well}, they can "prove" to a public who has
bought this lie that their lineage goes back through Mary Magdalene to Jesus and they have "plugged into"
Jesus, they are literally "home free" to King David! ... Thus, Antichrist (666) can "prove" his lineage back to
King David, an absolute requirement if he (Antichrist) is to convince the Jewish people he is their Messiah for
whom they have been awaiting!
http://www.basicchristian.org/jesusnowife.html
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Iran–Iraq War (September 1980 to August 1988) - Although the Iran–Iraq War from 1980–1988 was a
war for dominance of the Persian Gulf region, the roots of the war go back many centuries - The war
began when Iraq invaded Iran on 22 September 1980 following a long history of border disputes and
fears of Shia (Shiite) insurgency among Iraq's long suppressed Shia (Shiite) majority influenced by
Iran's Islamic revolution - **President Ronald Reagan decided that the United States "could not afford
to allow Iraq to lose the war to Iran" and that the United States "would do whatever was necessary to
prevent Iraq from losing the war with Iran" {Looks like the Bush family held a different view from
President Ronald Reagan as the Bush family fought this [Iraq] war on behalf of Iran and make no
mistake it was the Bush NWO plan from the beginning to give a conquered Iraq to the extreme,
radical Iran.}
The war was commonly referred to as the Gulf War or Persian Gulf War until the Iraq-Kuwait conflict
(Operation Desert Storm Jan-Feb 1991). ... The Iran–Iraq War, also known as the Imposed War
(Jang-e-tahmili) and Holy Defense (Defa'-e-moghaddas) in Iran, and Saddam's Qadisiyyah (Qadisiyyat
Saddam) in Iraq, was a war between the armed forces of Iraq and Iran lasting from September 1980 to
August 1988. The war began when Iraq invaded Iran on 22 September 1980 following a long history of border
disputes and fears of Shia insurgency among Iraq's long suppressed Shia majority influenced by Iran's
Islamic revolution. Although Iraq hoped to take advantage of revolutionary chaos in Iran and attacked without
formal warning, they made only limited progress into Iran and within several months were repelled by the
Iranians who regained virtually all lost territory by June 1982. For the next six years Iran was on the offensive.
Despite several calls for a ceasefire by the United Nations Security Council, hostilities continued until 20
August 1988. The last prisoners of war were exchanged in 2003. The war is noted for its similarity to World
War I. Tactics used included trench warfare, manned machine-gun posts, bayonet charges, use of barbed
wire across trenches and on no-mans land, human wave attacks and Iraq's extensive use of chemical
weapons (such as mustard gas) against Iranian troops and civilians as well as Iraqi Kurds. ... In 1982 with
Iranian success on the battlefield, the U.S. made its backing of Iraq more pronounced, supplying it with
intelligence, economic aid, normalizing relations with the government (broken during the 1967 Six-Day War),
and also supplying weapons. President Ronald Reagan decided that the United States "could not afford to
allow Iraq to lose the war to Iran", and that the United States "would do whatever was necessary to prevent
Iraq from losing the war with Iran." President Reagan formalized this policy by issuing a National Security
Decision Directive ("NSDD") to this effect in June, 1982.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iran-Iraq_War

e Zionists are a created cover story and scapegoat for the actual Illuminati who desire to conduct
their business in secrecy and who desire to rid their world of Christians and Jews.}">World War One
(WWI) - In 1915, the British had signed with (Saudi Arabia) Ibn Saud a "treatise of friendship and
cooperation" to be supported with British financing - By 1917, the Saudi ruler was receiving five
thousand pounds per month - Faisal seized Damascus (Syria) in 1918 - Five days after the conquest
of Damascus by Faisal's forces, an armistice with the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) came into effect - The
Ottoman government effectively collapsed, and the empire was divided amongst the victorious
powers - France and Britain got control of most of the Middle East while Italy and Greece were given
much of Anatolia (Asia minor - Turkey) - Hussayn (Hussein) was betrayed, and granted rule only over
Iraq (The Husseins were again betrayed in 2001 when Bush Jr. blamed Iraq in part for 9/11 and then in
2003 Bush invaded Iraq and delivered Sunni Iraq to the now NWO favored Shiites of Iran.), which,
along with Trans-Jordan, and Kuwait, were effectively British entities, as was Palestine (After several
false promises to the Jews, England later after WWII in 1947 reluctantly allowed the Jews to return to
part of (Palestine) Israel) {In 1915 the British, Churchill, NWO was working with Saudi Arabia but has
since mostly turned against Saudi Arabia with the NWO now preferring the more radical Iranian
Shiites. Note: The Illuminati with their various shades of Satanism [and anti-Semitism] are the main
behind the scenes power. The "Zionists" are a created cover story and scapegoat for the actual
Illuminati who desire to conduct their business in secrecy and who desire to rid 'their' world of
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Christians and Jews.}
More important still was the role-played by the puppet-state of Saudi Arabia, which became the sponsor of
Salafi terrorism. The Saudis would become an important linchpin in the Illuminati strategy to make the world
dependent on Rockefeller-controlled oil, thus not only increasing demand and profits, but enhancing their
strangle-hold over the world's governments and economies. The primary agent in this agenda was Winston
Churchill. ... The victory of the Allied forces against the Ottoman Turks (Turkey) marked the beginning of the
end of WWI, and the central powers one by one surrendered, signing an armistice on November 11, 1918. At
the end of the war, Faisal continued his advanced, and eventually took what is today Jordan, large parts of
the Arabian peninsula and parts of southern Syria. However, unbeknownst to Hussayn, the British secretly
negotiated the Sykes-Picot agreement, to divide up the Middle East according to terms drawn up by
Rothschild parties. Arbitrary divisions were created, which largely exist to the present, including the creation
of Syria, and Lebanon as French "protectorates". Hussayn was betrayed, and granted rule only over Iraq,
which, along with Trans-Jordan, and Kuwait, were effectively British entities, as was Palestine, which was
accorded to the Zionists. The mandate for Palestine was drafted by Felix Frankfurter, the prominent American
Zionist, who afterwards became Chief Advisor in the White House to President Roosevelt, and also United
States Supreme Court Justice, and helped found the ACLU. Frankfurter is reported to have received a copy
of Eva Frank's portrait from his mother, a descendent of the Prague Frankist family. According to Frankfurter,
"The real rulers in Washington are invisible and exercise their power from behind the scenes."
http://www.terrorism-illuminati.com/book/world_war_one.html

Senators: Where is Iraq's oil money going? - Two senators are asking congressional investigators to
look at Iraq's oil revenues and see if the war-ravaged nation can pay for its own reconstruction, an
effort that has been bankrolled to this point mostly by U.S. taxpayers
BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) -- Two senators are asking congressional investigators to look at Iraq's oil revenues
and see if the war-ravaged nation can pay for its own reconstruction, an effort that has been bankrolled to this
point mostly by U.S. taxpayers. Carl Levin, D-Michigan, and John Warner, R-Virginia, said in their Friday
letter to the Government Accountability Office that Iraq has "tremendous resources" in banks worldwide but is
doing little to improve security and reconstruction efforts. Iraqi officials did not immediately respond to the
senators' allegations. "We believe that it has been overwhelmingly U.S. taxpayer money that has funded Iraq
reconstruction over the last five years, despite Iraq earning billions of dollars in oil revenue over that time
period that have ended up in non-Iraqi banks," wrote the senators, who are their party's top members on the
Armed Services Committee. The senators cited testimony of then-Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz
who told a House subcommittee in March 2003 that the U.S. would not foot the entire bill for rebuilding Iraq.
Wolfowitz predicted then that Iraq's oil revenues could reach between $50 billion and $100 billion in the next
two or three years. "We are dealing with a country that can really finance its own reconstruction and relatively
soon," Wolfowitz said in 2003.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/03/08/iraq.main/index.html

Oil price gives Iran diplomatic strength - with oil at $140 a barrel, the Iranian regime is likely to be
impervious to economic pressure {Bush knows what he is doing and what he is doing is building up
a radical (Shiite) Iran. Bush has his "stay the course" Middle-East policy, but we need to ask just what
is the true agenda Bush is pushing? We know America is not benefitting from any Bush executive
decisions.}
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NEW YORK (CNN) -- Amid allegations of Iranian aid to Iraqi insurgents, Iran's effort to build a nuclear bomb
and a report on an increase in U.S. covert operations in Iran, analyst Fareed Zakaria takes a look at possible
changes in the country's leadership and assesses the threat Iran could pose to Mideast stability. ... Well, the
efforts of the United States and Europe to put Iran in a box, because of its refusal to suspend its uranium
enrichment, are facing two problems. First, it will be very difficult to get a new round of even stiffer sanctions
through the United Nations. Second, with oil at $140 a barrel, the Iranian regime is likely to be impervious to
economic pressure.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/07/02/zakaria.iran/index.html

{flashback} Rockets Hammer Green Zone in Iraq, Killing at Least One American - Suspected Shiite
extremists hammered the U.S-protected Green Zone and other areas in Baghdad with rocket and
mortar volleys Thursday, and the embassy said one American government employee was killed
BAGHDAD - Suspected Shiite extremists hammered the U.S-protected Green Zone and other areas in
Baghdad with rocket and mortar volleys Thursday, and the embassy said one American government
employee was killed. It was the latest in a week of barrages against the heavily fortified area in central
Baghdad. U.S. Embassy spokeswoman Mirembe Nantongo said the American was a government employee
but provided no other details pending notification of relatives. It was the second death since frequent attacks
against the Green Zone began on Sunday, when an American financial analyst was killed. At least five
rounds also struck near the Green Zone on Thursday, killing one Iraqi civilian and injuring another 14, the
U.S. military said in a separate statement. Three other rounds hit U.S. military bases on the predominantly
Shiite eastern side of the Tigris River, wounding four U.S. soldiers, it added.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,342111,00.html

{flashback} U.S.: Shiite 'Special Group' Behind Baghdad Bombing That Killed 63 - No group claimed
responsibility for the blast - "We believe he ordered the attack to incite Shiite violence against
Sunnis" {I hope the Iraqi's can come to some terms and govern that nation. The tragedies and scope
of human suffering over there is appalling.}
BAGHDAD - The U.S. military blamed a renegade Shiite group Wednesday for a deadly car bombing in a
Baghdad Shiite neighborhood and said it was seeking to re-ignite the sort of sectarian violence that swept the
area 18 months ago. Iraqi officials said the death toll from the bombing rose to 63, including women and
children. ... But U.S. spokesman Lt. Col. Steven Stover said the command did not believe Al Qaeda in Iraq
was behind the attack based on the type of vehicle and explosives used. Instead, he said the command
believed the attack was carried out by a Shiite special group led by Haydar Mehdi Khadum al-Fawadi, whom
Stover described as a "murderous thug" seeking to incite violence "for his individual profit and gain." ... "We
believe he ordered the attack to incite (Shiite) violence against Sunnis; that his intent was to disrupt Sunni
resettlement in Hurriyah in order to maintain extortion of real estate rental income to support his nefarious
activities," Stover said in an e-mail. Several Iraqi police officials said the casualty toll stood at 63, with another
78 wounded.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,368303,00.html

{flashback} Kidnapped archbishop found dead in Iraq - A Christian archbishop kidnapped in northern
Iraq last month has been found dead, according to a Nineveh province official {Bush is a fraud and
his plan for Iraq is one gigantic fraud of lies and deceit. Bush is enabling, financing, defending and
strengthening worldwide radical Shiite Islam at the peril and cost of the lives of others.}
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BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) -- A Christian archbishop kidnapped in northern Iraq last month has been found dead,
according to a Nineveh province official. Chaldean Catholic Archbishop Paul Faraj Rahho's body was found
Thursday near the town of Mosul, where he and three companions were ambushed by gunmen on February
29. The archbishop's driver and two security guards were killed during the attack. Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri
al-Maliki had ordered security services to make it a priority to find and free the archbishop. Nineveh Deputy
Gov. Khasro Goran, in Mosul, told CNN that the kidnappers had been in touch with the church and the
relatives and wanted to be a paid a ransom for the archbishop's release. The contacts ended a few days ago.
The apparent kidnappers had contacted relatives on Thursday and told them the body was in the eastern part
of town. Relatives and authorities went to the location and found the body, which had gunshot wounds.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/03/13/iraq.main/index.html

{flashback} "Iraq Tribal Study - Al Anbar Governorate" - the Sunnis "are deathly afraid of being ruled
by a Shia (Shiite) government, which they believe will be little more than a puppet of the Shia
religious extremists in Iran"
It also cautioned that the main themes of the U.S. message in Iraq -- "freedom and democracy" -- do not
resonate well with the population "because freedom is associated with chaos in Iraq." In addition, the Sunnis
"are deathly afraid of being ruled by a Shia government, which they believe will be little more than a puppet of
the Shia religious extremists in Iran." Pincus
http://turcopolier.typepad.com/sic_semper_tyrannis/2007/08/iraq-tribal-stu.html

{flashback} Iraqi: 'I killed her with a machine gun' - Basra turned into a battleground between warring
Shiite factions vying for control of the country's oil-rich south after the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in
2003 - Basra's streets teemed with Shiite militias armed with weapons, mostly from Iran, according to
the Iraqi forces and the U.S. - Women bore the brunt of the militias' extremist ideologies military
{Bush knew this was going to happen as both Bush and Rumsfeld used too few troops, let the Shiites
keep most of their weapons during the invasion and then encouraged the Shiites to riot and loot after
the takeover. This is the guilty Bush, Blair, NWO plan for the new Iraq to terrorize the people until
they submit to anything, mostly a new more radical Islam.}
CNN was shown what authorities say was his first confession. On it are the names of 15 girls whom he
admitted kidnapping, raping and killing. The youngest girl on the list was just 9 years old. Basra turned into a
battleground between warring Shiite factions vying for control of the country's oil-rich south after the U.S.-led
invasion of Iraq in 2003. Basra's streets teemed with Shiite militias armed with weapons, mostly from Iran,
according to the Iraqi forces and the U.S. military. ... Women bore the brunt of the militias' extremist
ideologies. The militants spray-painted threats on walls across Basra, warning women to wear headscarves
and not to wear make-up. Women were sometimes executed for the vague charge of doing something
"un-Islamic." In the wasteland on the outskirts of Basra, dotted with rundown homes, the stench of death
mixes with the sewage. Local residents told the Iraqi Army that executions often take place in the area,
particularly for women, sometimes killed for something as seemingly inocuous as wearing jeans. Militias
implemented their own laws with abandon, threatening stores for displaying mannequins with bare shoulders
or for selling Western music. Many store owners are still too frightened to speak publicly.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/05/20/basra.killings/index.html

{flashback} Violence Leaves Young Iraqis Doubting Clerics "I hate Islam and all the clerics because
they limit our freedom every day and their instruction became heavy over us" said Sara, a high
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school student in Basra {Note: Iraq was a moderate (Sunni) Muslim country but now that Bush Jr. has
helped institutionalize radical Iranian (Shiite) Islam in Iraq the Iraqi people are in even more despair.}
BAGHDAD — After almost five years of war, many young people in Iraq, exhausted by constant firsthand
exposure to the violence of religious extremism, say they have grown disillusioned with religious leaders and
skeptical of the faith that they preach. In two months of interviews with 40 young people in five Iraqi cities, a
pattern of disenchantment emerged, in which young Iraqis, both poor and middle class, blamed clerics for the
violence and the restrictions that have narrowed their lives. "I hate Islam and all the clerics because they limit
our freedom every day and their instruction became heavy over us," said Sara, a high school student in
Basra. "Most of the girls in my high school hate that Islamic people control the authority because they don't
deserve to be rulers." Atheer, a 19-year-old from a poor, heavily Shiite neighborhood in southern Baghdad,
said: "The religion men are liars. Young people don't believe them. Guys my age are not interested in religion
anymore."
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/03/04/world/middleeast/04youth.html

{flashback} Iraqi Officials: Hezbollah, Iran Training Shiites in Art of Terrorism - Hezbollah instructors
trained Shiite militiamen at remote camps in southern Iraq until three months ago when they slipped
across the border to Iran {Bush is funding the terrorists. That is the Bush doctrine, record and
probably the actual intended Bush plan. You know Hezbollah the Terrorist group that Bush donates
100's of millions of US taxpayer aid dollars to. You know the money Bush won't donate to the
American farmer or use to build bridges, roads, levees, or to drill for more oil. But Hezbollah uses
their Bush money to equip and travel to Iraq to train and kill Americans. Is there a problem with
President Bush's leadership? Yes, an enormous problem!}
BAGHDAD - Hezbollah instructors trained Shiite militiamen at remote camps in southern Iraq until three
months ago when they slipped across the border to Iran - presumably to continue instruction on Iranian soil,
according to two Shiite lawmakers and a top army officer. The three Iraqis claim the Lebanese Shiites were
also involved in planning some of the most brazen attacks against U.S.-led forces, including the January
2007 raid on a provincial government compound in Karbala in which five Americans died. The allegations,
made in separate interviews with The Associated Press, point not only to an Iranian hand in the Iraq war, but
also to Hezbollah's willingness to expand beyond its Lebanese base and assume a broader role in the
struggle against U.S. influence in the Middle East.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,374601,00.html

{Flashback} Iran confirms it will attend summit on Iraq - Iran, a Muslim Shiite-majority nation, has
considerable influence among Iraqi Shiites
Tehran, Iran (AP) -- Iran on Sunday confirmed it will attend this week's conference on Iraq in the Egyptian
resort of Sharm el-Sheik, saying its delegation will be headed by its foreign minister. The announcement will
be widely welcomed as Iran, a Muslim Shiite-majority nation, has considerable influence among Iraqi Shiites,
who now lead the Baghdad government. Iran is also suspected of having influential links with Shiite insurgent
groups -- although it has repeatedly denied such ties. ... In Baghdad, an adviser in the prime minister's office,
Sadiq al-Rikabi, confirmed Larijani would meet senior Iraqi officials. "It is a very important visit," he added.
http://www.cnn.com/2007/WORLD/meast/04/29/iran.iraq.ap/index.html

t Red party, and he has been involved in solidarity work for the Palestinians since the 1970s - Israeli
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government officials have said Hamas hides weapons in the hospital where Gilbert works - In
addition to being supportive of the terrorist organization Hamas, Gilbert has voiced support for the
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon">High-Profile Norwegian Doctor
in Gaza Called an 'Apologist for Hamas' - International media reports, including those from the BBC,
CBS, CNN and FOX's sister station Sky News, present Gilbert as an ordinary doctor - But a look at his
record shows that Gilbert, 61, is a political activist and member of the Norwegian Maoist "Red" party,
and he has been involved in solidarity work for the Palestinians since the 1970s - Israeli government
officials have said Hamas hides weapons in the hospital where Gilbert works - In addition to being
supportive of the terrorist organization Hamas, Gilbert has voiced support for the Sept. 11, 2001,
attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon
A high-profile Norwegian doctor who has said the September 11 terrorists were justified in their attack is now
treating patients in Gaza and is being accused of presenting "hard-core propaganda" to TV interviewers in his
telling of the conflict between Hamas and Israel. Dr. Mads Gilbert has become an unofficial advocate of the
Palestinian cause, his critics say. International media reports, including those from the BBC, CBS, CNN and
FOX's sister station Sky News, present Gilbert as an ordinary doctor. But a look at his record shows that
Gilbert, 61, is a political activist and member of the Norwegian Maoist "Red" party, and he has been involved
in solidarity work for the Palestinians since the 1970s. He has criticized the international aid organization
Doctors Without Borders for refusing to take sides in conflicts. Gilbert volunteers at the Al-Shifa Hospital in
Gaza with the Norwegian Aid Committee (NORWAC), an aid organization funded by the Norwegian
government, and he has been interviewed by the media on a variety of issues. Israeli government officials
have said Hamas hides weapons in the hospital where Gilbert works. ... In addition to being supportive of the
terrorist organization Hamas, Gilbert has voiced support for the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon. ... When asked if he supported a terror attack on the U.S., Gilbert said, "Terror is a
bad weapon but the answer is yes within the context which I have mentioned." Gerald Steinberg, executive
director of NGO Monitor, said Gilbert's characterization of the situation in Gaza is "in the form of incitement of
hatred." "We question the accuracy and the political biases - if they exist - by groups that claim to promote
human rights, humanitarian and non-political goals," Steinberg told FOXNews.com. "A doctor is someone
who is not supposed to take a political side."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,477881,00.html

Microsoft has announced that a beta version of Windows 7 will be available for download beginning
Friday {For someone in the market for a new computer building out a system with the new Intel i7
CPU (i7 920) and downloading a beta version for Windows 7 would be a good way to go. If you
purchase Microsoft Vista right now you just have to pay again to upgrade to Windows 7 in the fall.}
LAS VEGAS, Nevada (CNN) -- Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer kicked off the 2009 International Consumer
Electronics Show on Wednesday with an impassioned endorsement of PCs and a sneak peek at the
company's future Windows 7 operating system. As expected, Ballmer announced that Microsoft is releasing a
beta version of Windows 7, which will be available for download beginning Friday. The news suggests the
world's largest software maker may be giving up efforts to rehabilitate its often-maligned Vista operating
system, which was released worldwide in January 2007. "We are on track to deliver the best version of
Windows ever," Ballmer told an audience of several thousand tech professionals and journalists inside a
cavernous ballroom at the Venetian hotel. "We're working hard to get it right and get it ready." Without
mentioning the security and compatibility issues that have dogged Vista, Ballmer promised that Windows 7
will make PCs faster and easier to use. He didn't offer a timetable for its official release, although Windows
Vista went on sale more than two years after it was issued in beta form. Early reviews of Windows 7, which
was leaked to the Internet in beta form in late December, have been positive.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/01/08/microsoft.ballmer/index.html
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Time Accused of Making Steve Jobs Look Even Thinner - An tech blog has accused Time magazine's
Web site of manipulating the Apple CEO's image to make him appear even more gaunt but Time says
it was an innocent mistake - the accompanying photo of Jobs, taken at his last public appearance in
October, appeared stretched vertically so that the slim chief executive looked even slimmer {With the
limited mass media outlets we have today we clearly live in days of deceit. It's hard to believe
anything published whether text, photos or even video, (artist renditions and computer simulations
are almost totally unbelievable) without correlating and verifying from additional sources and
resources.} (Photos)
An tech blog has accused Time magazine's Web site of manipulating the Apple CEO's image to make him
appear even more gaunt - but Time says it was an innocent mistake. ... Time's Josh Quittner had a piece up
within hours, but as the MacDailyNews blog found the next morning, the accompanying photo of Jobs, taken
at his last public appearance in October, appeared stretched vertically so that the slim chief executive looked
even slimmer. "Despicable," thundered MacDailyNews. "TIME Magazine should be ashamed if that's even
possible for them anymore. ... TIME Magazine should publicly apologize to Apple Inc., Steve Jobs — and
Apple shareholders, for that matter." ... "Unfortunately the height and width ratios were temporarily pre-set
incorrectly on TIME.com," read the statement. "The error was corrected at 9:30 am ET Wednesday, after
having been posted at 7:30 pm the previous night. We regret any confusion caused by the error."
MacDailyNews' outraged posting seemed to think that was deliberate. "The original photo has had its size
vertically increased via code in TIME's website," MacDailyNews wrote. "TIME's code specifies a width of 307
pixels and a height of 200 pixels, but in order to maintain the proper aspect ratio — in other words present the
photo of Jobs as he actually looked at the time it was taken — the dimensions should be 307x175 pixels." But
as anyone who's worked with photos on a Web page knows, that sounds like a pretty elementary mistake,
one in which an oddly proportioned photo ends up distorting itself to fit into a prearranged size. ...
MacDailyNews also cited the infamous Time magazine O.J. Simpson cover from June 1994, when the
football great's image was darkened to reflect the sudden dimming of his once-bright public image following
the murders of his ex-wife and her friend. Critics of the Simpson cover charged Time with stoking racial
antagonism.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,469564,00.html

Exchanges of fire mar 3-hour truce in Gaza - A planned three-hour lull in Israel's assault on Gaza was
marred by sporadic attacks by Hamas militants and retaliatory fire from Israeli forces - The
suspension of the campaign from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m. was intended to allow residents of the
Hamas-ruled Palestinian territory to receive food and medical supplies
JERUSALEM (CNN) -- A planned three-hour lull in Israel's assault on Gaza was marred by sporadic attacks
by Hamas militants and retaliatory fire from Israeli forces. The suspension of the campaign from 1 p.m. until 4
p.m. (6 a.m. to 9 a.m. ET) was intended to allow residents of the Hamas-ruled Palestinian territory to receive
food and medical supplies. U.N. Relief and Works Agency spokesman Chris Gunness said a three-hour truce
is not enough to alleviate the "deepening humanitarian crisis" in Gaza. ... By Wednesday evening, 16
(HAMAS) rockets had struck the Jewish state, according to the Israeli military. There was no immediate
report of injuries.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/meast/01/07/israel.gaza/index.html

Walter Cronkite, NWO, WTF - Ocotober 19, 1999: Video clip where Walter Cronkite calls for world
government, ending sovereignty, and [only half jokingly] "joining him to sit at the right hand of
Satan" as he says himself - Walter Cronkite speaks his mind and "by God he does!" {Cronkite calls
every Christian a criminal "that needs to be brought to justice" for desiring the Kingdom of Jesus
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Christ and not embracing his global government concept.} (YouTube)
Comments: It absolutely amazes me that these seemingly educated people are so ignorant. Downright
stupid. They talk about ending all wars, when it's the globalists that cause the wars. They talk about saving
the planet when it's these same people that are the biggest polluters and rapists of natural resources. The
same people that hinder technology that would benefit mankind. I suppose that if you don't get involved in
politics you are doomed to be ruled by your inferiors. ... If you believe Hermit, giving the power to run the
world to a small group of people is a good thing Given the track record of globalists, military industrial
complex of starting wars, fixing prices, monopolies, reducing choice it makes no sense to give them ANY
power. How do we vote them out, if we disagree. YOU CANT How do you change the leaders YOU DON'T
Consolidation of Power to the cabal that financed Hitler, the Communists, C.American dictators ie
Rockefeller, P Bush is INSANE.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=inu9vKXsrFA

{Flashback} Numerous taxation schemes to finance the UN are being considered - "We must
strengthen the United Nations as a first step toward world government" - Walter Cronkite, famous
CBS news anchor
A powerful network of Americans in government, and business, academia and media have conspired to
empower the UN. One noteworthy "insider" is David Rockefeller -- head of the superrich family that donated
the ground for UN headquarters. He told an elite group in Germany in 1991: "We are grateful to the
Washington Post, the New York Times, Time magazine... whose directors have attended our meetings and
have respected promises of discretion for almost 40 years. It would have been possible for us to develop our
plan for the world if we had been subject to... publicity during those years. But the world is now more
sophisticated and prepare to march towards a world government." Here is a sampling of what other globalists
have said: -- "We must strengthen the United Nations as a first step toward world government." - Walter
Cronkite, famous CBS news anchor -- "Nationhood as we know it will be opsolete, all states will recognize a
single, global authority." -- Strobe Talbot, Former Deputy Secretary of State ... And there would be no
Congress to limit the UN's appetite for your tax dollars.
http://www.semperliber.org/UNGlobalTaxation.htm

January 7, 2009: Henry Kissinger, Obama primed to create 'New World Order' Policy guru says global
upheaval presents 'great opportunity' - According to Henry Kissinger, the Nobel Peace Prize winner
and former secretary of state under President Nixon, conflicts across the globe and an international
respect for Barack Obama have created the perfect setting for establishment of "a New World Order"
- Kissinger's comments are captured at roughly the 2:47 mark of the following video: (Video)
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According to Henry Kissinger, the Nobel Peace Prize winner and former secretary of state under President
Nixon, conflicts across the globe and an international respect for Barack Obama have created the perfect
setting for establishment of "a New World Order." Kissinger has long been an integral figure in U.S. foreign
policy, holding positions in the Nixon, Ford and Reagan administrations. Author of over a dozen books on
foreign policy, Kissinger was also named by President Bush as the chairman of the Sept. 11 investigatory
commission. Kissinger made the remark in an interview with CNBC's "Squawk on the Street" hosts Mark
Haines and Erin Burnett at the New York Stock Exchange, after Burnett asked him what international conflict
would define the Obama administration's foreign policy. ... The phrase 'new world order' traces back at least
as far as 1940, when author H.G. Wells used it as the title of a book about a socialist, unified, one-world
government. The phrase has also been linked to American presidents, including Woodrow Wilson, whose
work on establishing the League of Nations pioneered the concept of international government bodies, and to
the first President Bush, who used the phrase in a 1989 speech. "A new partnership of nations has begun,
and we stand today at a unique and extraordinary moment," said Bush before a joint session of Congress.
"Out of these troubled times, our fifth objective – a new world order – can emerge: A new era … in which the
nations of the world, east and west, north and south, can prosper and live in harmony." -- The phrase "New
World Order" causes alarm for many Americans, particularly those concerned about an international
governing body trumping U.S. sovereignty or those that interpret biblical prophecy to foretell the
establishment of a one-world government as key to the rise of the Antichrist. Conspiracy theorists, too, have
latched on to the phrase, concerned that powerful financial or government figures are secretly plotting to rule
the world. Kissinger's ties to government and international powers – as well as his use of the phrase – have
made him suspect in the eyes of many who are wary of what "new world order" might actually mean.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=85442

June 07, 2008: Speculation about Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton attending (secret) Bilderberger
meeting - Dulles is just three miles from the Westfields Marriott Hotel in Chantilly, where Henry
Kissinger and David Rockefeller, among other globalists, are gathered for the annual Bilderberg
Group conference - Hillary Clinton is no stranger to Bilderberg - Bill Clinton attended the 1991
meeting in Germany shortly before he was elected president - Hillary herself may have attended the
2006 meeting in Ottawa, Canada
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"Asked at the time about the Illinois senator's whereabouts, Gibbs smiled and declined to comment," the AP
report continued. Bilderberg is a highly-secretive meeting where the most influential men and women of North
America and Western Europe meet ostensibly to discuss policy. But the group has spent years promoting a
globalist agenda, according to reports from journalists who have penetrated the meeting. The Bilderberg
Group made a press release available explaining the agenda for the meeting. "The conference will deal
mainly with a nuclear free world, cyber terrorism, Africa, Russia, finance, protectionism, U.S.-European Union
relations, Afghanistan and Pakistan, Islam and Iran. Approximately 140 participants will attend, of whom
about two-thirds come from Europe and the balance from North America," the release stated. "About
one-third is from government and politics, and two-thirds are from finance, industry, labor, education and
communications. The meeting is private in order to encourage frank and open discussion." -- Additionally, a
list of the conference's attendees was released and included James A. Johnson, who was named this week
to the three-person team vetting possible running mates for Obama. Rampant speculation in the blogosphere
says the Obama-Clinton meeting last night was held to arrange the New York senator as Obama's
vice-presidential candidate. Attendees at the Bilderberg conference included Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, former Senate majority leader Tom Daschle and Ben Bernanke, the chairman of the board of governors
for the Federal Reserve. -- Hillary Clinton is no stranger to Bilderberg. Bill Clinton attended the 1991 meeting
in Germany shortly before he was elected president. According to reports, he attended again in 1999 when
the meeting was held in Sintra, Portugal, and Hillary herself may have attended the 2006 meeting in Ottawa,
Canada. "Why were we not told about this meeting until we were on the plane, the doors were shut and the
plane was about to taxi to take off?" one reporter asked Obama spokesman Gibbs in a heated exchange
caught on camera by CNN. "Senator Obama had a desire to do some meetings, others had a desire to meet
with him tonight in a private way, and that is what we are doing." Gibbs replied. "Is there more than one
meeting, is there more than one person with whom he is meeting?" asked another reporter. "I am not going to
get into all the details of the meeting." Gibbs replied.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=66442

**ENDGAME Bilderberger Meetings - ALEX JONES - Blueprint for Global Enslavement (Google Online
Video)
Extremely interesting, shocking and disturbing. It should be essential viewing for everyone. Wake up world
[and follow Jesus Christ], before it's too late.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1070329053600562261

s also a business partner of Prescott Bush, Sr., the father of Maoist enthusiast George
Bush">dark-truth.org: Skull & Bones The Bush's China Connection - An obscure secret society
known as "Skull & Bones" may have more to do with George Bush's (Sr.) obsessive support of
Beijing's mass murderers than one may think - Except during the Carter administration, every U.S.
Ambassador to Beijing since Kissinger's deal with Mao Zedong was a member of the same tiny Yale
"Skull & Bones" cult - "MAO WAS A YALIE" - Back in 1903, Yale Divinity School established a number
of schools and hospitals throughout China - "The Maoists made China into the world's largest opium
producer" - The Anglo-American "Establishment" hated Sun, because he wanted to develop China On the other hand, they loved the Chinese communists because they intended to keep China
backward, and were committed to growing dope (opium) - "Nor should it be forgotten that Averell
Harriman, the former Ambassador to Moscow who did so much to build up the Soviet Union, was a
member of Skull and Bones. Harriman was also a business partner of Prescott Bush, Sr., the father of
Maoist enthusiast George Bush"
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The January 26, 1990 issue of THE NEW FEDERALIST revealed even more about the Bush - one world
connection. In his article, BUSH'S CHINA POLICY: SKULL AND BONES, Joseph Brewda writes: "Jan 19
(EIRNS)--An obscure secret society known as "Skull and Bones" may have more to do with George Bush's
obsessive support of Beijing's mass murderers than one may think. ... "What has this to do with Bush policy
towards China--or for that matter, Bush's "War on Drugs"? (Note: the last television news reporter to ask
Bush a critical question concerning the many narcotics agents who are complaining about how bad the "drug
war" was going, was promptly fired from his job shortly after the press conference - Branton) ... "George
Bush, the first U.S. diplomatic representative to the People's Republic of China back in 1973, was a member
of Skull and Bones. So were his father, brother, son, uncle, nephew, and several cousins. Winston Lord, the
Reagan-Bush administration Ambassador to China was a member; so were his father and several other
relatives. James Lilley, the current Ambassador to China, was a member of Skull and Bones, as was his
brother. Except during the Carter administration, every U.S. Ambassador to Beijing since Kissinger's deal
with Mao Zedong was a member of the same tiny Yale cult. A mere coincidence? ... "MAO WAS A YALIE Back in 1903, Yale Divinity School established a number of schools and hospitals throughout China that were
collectively known as 'Yale in China.' It has since been shown that 'Yale in China' was an intelligence network
whose purpose was to destroy the republican movement of Sun Yat-sen on behalf of the Anglo-American
Establishment. The Anglo-American "Establishment" hated Sun, because he wanted to develop China. On
the other hand, they loved the Chinese communists because they intended to keep China backward, and
were committed to growing dope. One of 'Yale in China's' most important students was Mao Zedong. -"During World War II, 'Yale in China' was a primary instrument used by the U.S. Establishment and its Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) to install the Maoists into power. 'Yale in China' was run by OSS operative
Reuben Holden, the husband of Bush's cousin, and also a member of Skull and Bones. "The Maoists made
China into the world's largest opium producer. "'Yale in China' was also closely associated with the New
York-based Union Theological Seminary, which has been a center for U.S. subversion of Asia (literal wolves
in sheep's clothing - Branton). Every prominent radical leader operating in Korea today, for example, was
trained at Union Theological. Union Theological was dominated for twenty years by Henry Sloane Coffin, a
U.S. intelligence executive from the Sloane and Coffin families. He was a Skull and Bones member as were a
dozen of his relatives. "Nor should it be forgotten that Averell Harriman, the former Ambassador to Moscow
who did so much to build up the Soviet Union, was a member of Skull and Bones. Harriman was also a
business partner of Prescott Bush, Sr., the father of Maoist enthusiast George Bush."
http://www.dark-truth.org/okt17-2006-11.html

Cutting Edge News Alert August 1, 2008: Illuminati powerhouse, Henry Kissinger - Kissinger
negotiated the American withdrawal (January 27, 1973) from South Vietnam by meeting with North
Korean, Chinese and Russian diplomats over a period of years - These meetings were held primarily
in Paris - Kissinger promised the North Vietnamese that they could have South Vietnam - Now,
Kissinger is proposing a "diplomatic conference" which would establish a (Iraq) "formal peace
settlement" Does he have the same formula [for Iraq] as we saw in Vietnam? - The Shi'ite Mahdi
forces of the radical cleric, al-Sadr [and Iran could inherit Iraq and the oil wealth] - Kissinger ends his
treatise on the "Peace and Safety" promise - All this activity is laying the foundation for fulfillment of
prophecy!
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Kissinger negotiated American withdrawal from South Vietnam by meeting with North Korean, Chinese and
Russian diplomats over a period of years. These meetings were held primarily in Paris. Kissinger promised
the North Vietnamese that they could have South Vietnam, but only if they waited a period of time following
the American withdrawal before they launched their final attack. Such a "grace period" would allow the
Americans to declare victory and pull out. -- Now, Kissinger is proposing a "diplomatic conference" which
would establish a "formal peace settlement". Does he have the same formula as we saw in Vietnam? No one
can be sure at this time, but events will soon give us the answers we need. President Bush will be allowed to
declare victory -- once again -- and then pull out. The Shi'ite Mahdi forces of the radical cleric, al-Sadr, will
continue to stand down to give the illusion of an American victory. After waiting for a reasonable amount of
time, Sadr will launch an attack, splitting Iraq into the three sections originally planned -- Shi'ite, Sunni and
the Kurds. -- Kissinger does say, "The American presence in Iraq should not be presented as open-ended." If
this is the case, why is the United States building one of the most sophisticated embassies in the world and
establishing permanent military bases throughout Iraq? -- Kissinger then reveals that the final steps in this
Plan for Iraq will spill over to the 44th President. "The next president has a great opportunity to stabilize Iraq
and lay the basis for a decisive turn in the war against jihadist radicalism and for a more peaceful Middle
East. Surely he will want to assess the situation on the ground before setting a strategy for his term. He
should not be limited by rigid prescriptions to vindicate maxims of the past, no matter how plausible they once
seemed. Withdrawal is a means; the end is a more peaceful and hopeful world." -- Thus, Kissinger ends his
treatise on the "Peace and Safety" promise. All this activity is laying the foundation for fulfillment of prophecy!
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

November 26, 2008: Never seen before!: Fox news 5 reports WTC 7 collapse before it happens {NY
WTC 9/11 was a Bush, NWO planned and scripted event. Fox News was one of the main groups
following and presenting the script to the public that day.} (YouTube)
Comments: Coincidence that BBC reported it early, even though it was standing behind that ladies head?
Coincidence that CNN reported it early? Coincidence that Fox News 5 reported it early? Coincidence that a
47 story building fell perfectly, no resistance? Coincidence Larry S. said "pull it", then the building fell?
Coincidence it was left out of the 911 commission report? It gets to the point where theres so many
coincidences that you can't really assume they are coincidence anymore. ... At this point the reality that 9/11
was an inside job is overwhelmingly clear. Given the preponderance of hard, objective evidence, it seems
those who are determined to believe the Bush Administration's account of 9/11 are engaging in "reaction
formation." Rather than facing an unpleasant reality, they go to lengths to assert the very opposite, often with
lots of invective and derision. Simply questioning the government's Official Conspiracy Theory makes them
apoplectic!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cueNiZSfftI

April 03, 2007: 9/11: Total Proof That (Bush) Bombs Were Planted In The Buildings! (YouTube)
Bombs, explosions, secondary explosions, explosive devices....how many more times do we need to hear
these words being said by 9/11 witnesses before we start asking questions about what really happened on
that awful day? This video shows that many actual 9/11 witnesses heard and saw explosions going off inside
the towers, long before they actually fell. These witnesses include police, firemen and mainstream media
reporters. And what is even more shocking is the fact that all of this has been ignored by the mainstream
media. We really need to wake up to the facts and ask questions. If we don't, what does that say about us?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n-nT-luFIw
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Deliberate Coincidences - A support beam of a bridge being rigged for demolition – A support beam
of the WTC after the 9/11 attack (Photos)
Deliberate Coincidences: "A society whose citizens refuse to see and investigate the facts, who refuse to
believe that their government and their media will routinely lie to them and fabricate a reality contrary to
verifiable facts, is a society that chooses and deserves the Police State Dictatorship it's going to get." -- Ian
Williams Goddard
http://deliberatecoincidences.blogspot.com/2008/09/pretty-clear-cut.html

Waking From a Bad Dream[?] - It has been like a national nightmare: We are attacked by terrorists
and our leaders respond not with courage and a call to our higher natures, but by spreading fear and
turning us into a regime of torturers - Rather than celebrate our Constitution and its enduring values,
they use the levers of government to subvert it
It has been like a national nightmare: We are attacked by terrorists and our leaders respond not with courage
and a call to our higher natures, but by spreading fear -- and turning us into a regime of torturers. Rather than
celebrate our Constitution and its enduring values, they use the levers of government to subvert it. Now the
nightmare appears to be almost over. By choosing two vocal opponents of torture for two key positions -Dawn Johnsen to head the Justice Department's Office of Legal Counsel and Leon Panetta to head the
Central Intelligence Agency -- President-elect Barack Obama has indicated that he intends to make the
cleanest possible break from Bush administration precedents, end torture and return to traditional
interpretations of the Constitution.
http://media.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/blog/2009/01/06/BL2009010601473.html

Updated Podcast -- The Berean Chronicles - The end of all things is at hand: be ye therefore sober,
and watch unto prayer. 1Peter 4:7 KJV (Podcasts 2008-2003 Mp3's)
Our mission here at The Berean Chronicles is to expose the Apostate Church, to equip the Saints with Truth,
Knowledge, and Wisdom to be the Salt and Light Christ Jesus has called us to be. With the TRUTH given out
on this talk show, we pray it will lead all who listen who do not know the Lord Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior
to the Saving knowledge.
http://audio.thebereanchroniclesaudio.com/podcasts08.html

Bible verse: Isaiah 10:1-3 ... Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees ... To turn aside the
needy from judgment ... {The complete Bible is available at ChristianFaithDownloads.com}
Isaiah 10:1-3 Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and that write grievousness which they have
prescribed; To turn aside the needy from judgment, and to takeaway the right from the poor of My people,
that widows may be their prey, and that they may rob the fatherless! And what will ye do in the day of
visitation, and in the desolation which shall come from far? to whom will ye flee for help? and where will ye
leave your glory? -- Holy Bible
http://www.ChristianFaithDownloads.com/

US First Cat 'India' dies - The Bush family black cat costumed as a witch-sorcerer Halloween 2008? -
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{The Bush family dressed up their black cat in a witch-sorcerer costume, presumably for some
Halloween. The photo has four types of items a black sorcerer cat, pumpkins, a red (devilish) cowboy
hat all immersed in green (greed).} (Photo)
WASHINGTON (AFP) - The Bush family's 18-year-old cat, India, has died at the White House, First Lady
Laura Bush's office announced Monday. ... The black American Shorthair, which lived with President George
W. Bush and his wife at the White House, died Sunday.
http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5gkuFsHLLgBGxvxTzfP5S4jXIe1kg

!!!Alert - First Cat Dies - The Bushes' 18-year-old cat died at the White House on Sunday [January 4,
2009] - "India" a.k.a. "Willie" apparently couldn't bear life after the White House - The Bushes'
18-year-old female black American Shorthair died Sunday at home in the Executive Mansion - "India
was a beloved member of the Bush family for almost two decades - She will be greatly missed" said
the first lady's press secretary Sally McDonough {The extremely bizarre Satanic Skull & Bones Bush
family has had their own female black cat for the last 18 years and things haven't gone very well for
Americans during any of the Bush years. I wonder if all the spells, incantations, Witchcraft and
Satanism that the Bush's have thrown America's way has actually taken a toll on American society.
Note: Sunday seems to be the preferred day for Bush to do much of his devious business especially
if it is personally important to him. All of the Federal Reserve takeover meetings [Bear sterns, Citi
Group] were held on Sundays. Bush often meets with Arab officials at Camp David on Sundays.
When Bush flew to Iraq and signed the last Status of Forces Agreement, when the shoes were thrown
at Bush, that was a Sunday. Throughout his entire time in office Bush seems to take a perverse
pleasure in defiling the Sunday 'day of worship' that is so meaningful and important to Christians.}
The Bushes' 18-year-old female black American Shorthair died Sunday at home in the Executive Mansion.
Named by a then-9-year-old Barbara Bush, the cat, who was also called "Kitty" by the family, was given the
name "India" after the former Texas Ranger baseball player, Ruben Sierra, who was called El Indio. When
they went off to college, Barbara and Jenna left India at the White House with President and Mrs. Bush.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/01/05/cat-dies/

The black cat: Mystery, myth and symbolism - Without a doubt, the most common association is of
witches and black cats as their familiars - It was also thought that cats were sacrificed by witches
during their rituals - At Halloween shelters may hesitate to place black cats {Did the Satanic Bush
family sacrifice their old black cat "India" in a final or near final Satanic blood ritual in their personal
residence at the White House? Was this a sacrifice timed to the very day with the announcement by
Bush Sr. that he wants Jeb Bush to take up residence in the very room where the Bush Jr. family cat
just got offered up to the pagan gods? PS. Why didn't the Bush family cat die at the Veterinarian's
office where most ordinary pets meet their demise and does Bush Sr. think Satanic blood sacrifices
enabled him to win the White House and to then pass it along to his son Bush Jr.? Is this a part of a
Bush family Satanic blood offering to Satan in attempting to claim and pass along the American
White House to Jeb Bush for more Bush family destruction on behalf of Satan?}
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No other kind of cat, whether purebred or moggie, is more steeped in myth and mystery than the black cat.
From the basic good luck-bad luck premise to elaborate symbolism associated with different countries, black
cats have been a part of the cultural history of the world since the dawn of recorded time. Without a doubt,
the most common association is of witches and black cats as their familiars, along with frogs, birds and
snakes. Pagan religions in Europe had witchcraft as their dominant belief and were associated with animals
of nature, including cats. As Christianity became more entrenched, 15th century witch hunts centered around
older women who were more likely to live alone and keep cats for companionship. The women became a
prime target for blame if some kind of a disaster struck a village, especially if they had a cat that was black,
the color of magic and mystery. Stories abound of late night shapeshifting in which felines were injured while
doing battle with superstitious humans. In daylight women who had been associated with the cats were found
with like injuries. The image of a witch being burned at the stake with her feline companion is etched into
history, even into 17th century America. It was also thought that cats were sacrificed by witches during their
rituals, but that is counter to the nature-friendly spirit of witchcraft. -- It's sometimes difficult to differentiate the
mythology of the black cat versus cats in general. The image of the cat coiled into a circle like a serpent can
move from the symbol of eternity to a vicious circle leading to the belief that black cats are sinister. There's
also the image of The Devourer in which the cat and the serpent fight each other. As the celestial cat of the
sun god Ra fought the darkness of night, the devourer took the form of a serpent. In contrast the serpent can
also be a symbol of light and life; as the sun set, it took the form of a serpent ablaze and the cat then became
darkness, death and chaos. Devourers are neither male nor female although the "engulfing" aspect of the cat
led it to emerge as a symbol for the darker side of femininity.As such the black cat became one of the great
devouring goddesses known for playing cat and mouse with the young fertility gods of spring.
http://www.zwire.com/site/news.cfm?newsid=18974472&BRD=1639&PAG=461&dept_id=9744&rfi=6

Cartoon Tract: Here Kitty Kitty - A Black Cat Sacrifice "to cast a spell on someone" - Jack Chick
Animated Tracks {Some language and a few comments added by the readers.} (YouTube)
Our players read aloud from the dramatic novel by Jack Thaddeus Chick.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2aXqNNJUK2M

Bush Sr. Jeb Bush for President - The first President Bush Sr. [on Sunday January 4, 2009] said he
would like to see his "other" son, Jeb, become president one day, but if now's not the time he'd be an
"outstanding senator" - Former President George H.W. Bush said his son Jeb should run for
president and blasted the New York Times for its "grossly unfair" criticism of another son, President
George W. Bush {Bush Sr. is insane he seems to think endless war, a rise in global terrorism, a police
state, moral decay, a destroyed economy, devastated families, rampant drug use, pornography,
gambling, increased crime and an annihilated Republican Party are a job well done.}
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Former President George H.W. Bush said his son Jeb should run for president and blasted the New York
Times for its "grossly unfair" criticism of another son, President George W. Bush. During an interview on
"FOX News Sunday," the nation's 41st president said Jeb, the former governor of Florida, is "as qualified and
as able as anyone I know in the political scene" to be president. "I'd like to see him run," Bush said. "I'd like to
see him be president some day. "As president, it's about service, service for the greatest country on the face
of the Earth and the honor that goes with it," Bush said. "I think Jeb fits that description." -- He added: "I
mean, right now is probably a bad time, because we've got enough Bushes in there." In the meantime, Jeb
could take another job, his father suggested. "If Jeb wants to run for the Senate from Florida, he ought to do
it," Bush said. "He'd be an outstanding senator. This is a guy that really has a feel for people, the issues in
Florida and nationally. And his political days ought not to be over, says his old father." But the current
President Bush's political days will soon be over, prompting the former President Bush to unburden himself
about what he calls unfair criticism of his eldest son. "It's been tough on his father and his mother," the
ex-president said. We're not very good sports about sitting around and hearing him hammered, I think,
unfairly.
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/01/04/bush-jeb-bush-president/

DARK SECRETS: INSIDE BOHEMIAN GROVE (Google Video)
WHAT IS BOHEMIAN GROVE? SEE THE TRUTH AS DOCUMENTED IN ALEX'S FILM, DARK SECRETS:
INSIDE BOHEMIAN GROVE Since 1873, the Global Elite Has Held Secret Meetings in the Ancient Redwood
Forest of Northern California. Members of the so-called "Bohemian Club" Include Former Presidents
Eisenhower, Nixon and Reagan. The Bush Family Maintains a Strong Involvement. Each Year at Bohemian
Grove, Members of This All-Male "Club" Don Red, Black and Silver Robes and Conduct an Occult Ritual
Wherein They Worship a Giant Stone Owl, Sacrificing a Human Being in Effigy to What They Call the "Great
Owl of Bohemia." Now, for the First Time in History, an Outsider Has Infiltrated Bohemian Grove with a
Hidden Digital Video Camera and Caught the Ritual on Tape. That Man is Alex Jones, the Exclusive Digital
Video is Just Part of His Shocking New Documentary: DARK SECRETS: INSIDE BOHEMIAN GROVE.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-82095917705734983

A SATANIC CEREMONY AT BOHEMIAN GROVE - THE DARK SECRETS OF BOHEMIAN GROVE - It
draws in notables such as President George W. Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, Henry Kissinger,
Colin Powell, former House Speaker Newt Gingrich and Dow Chemical Chairman Frank Popoff, as
well as actors and other luminaries - A SIGN WITH A SATANIC FACE GREETS VISITOR'S TO
BOHEMIAN GROVE - "the governing elite" gather to take part in bizzare, satanic rituals - Not merely
drunkenness, unbounded use of alcohol and drugs with vague homosexual tones, but reported
activities much more serious – kidnapping, rape, paedophilia, illegal detention of children, sodomy
and ritual [blood sacrifice] murder
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The Bohemian Club has an Annual Summer Encampment, a two-week retreat for the rich and powerful that
President Herbert Hoover once called "the greatest party on Earth." The club's famed annual gathering has
been held for more than 100 years at the 2,700-acre Bohemian Grove in Monte Rio, about 70 miles north of
San Francisco in Sonoma County. It draws in notables such as President George W. Bush, Vice President
Dick Cheney, Henry Kissinger, Colin Powell, former House Speaker Newt Gingrich and Dow Chemical
Chairman Frank Popoff, as well as actors and other luminaries. The annual gathering near the Russian River,
which was first held in 1879, starts with the "Cremation of Care" ritual, in which the club's mascot is burned in
effigy to an owl god (Moloch), symbolizing a freedom from care. Members also perform several plays, and
gourmet food and expensive wine are plentiful. While the club was formed in 1872 by a group of San
Francisco journalists, the male-only club now bars journalists from membership to protect the group's privacy.
Membership is coveted, and people routinely wait 10 or 15 years before gaining admittance. There are
currently about 2,700 members. ... Today, a prospective member faces an interrogation that, according to
one club man, 'would satisfy the KGB.' There is a waiting list of 1,500 notables, all eager to pay the $2,500
initiation fee and $600-a-year dues." Some past members include, George P. Shultz, Stephen Bechtel, Jr.,
Gerald R. Ford, Henry Kissinger, William F. Buckley, Jr., Fred L. Hartley, Merv Griffin, Thomas Haywood,
Joseph Coors, Edward Teller, Ronald Reagan, A. W. Clausen, George Bush, William French Smith, John E.
Swearingten, Casper W. Weinberger, Justin Dart, William E. Simon, and hundreds of other prominent
politicos and businessmen." Up until recently, our knowledge of Bohemian Grove was that it is the exclusive
elitist hideaway of supposedly adult wheeler dealers, a.k.a. Washington statesman and prominent
personalities.Some may dismiss their behavior as immature, even pitiful, acted out by emotionally disturbed
individuals, and not worth attention. However, this is actually where Bush, Cheney, and their friends (2700
members) "the governing elite", gather to take part in bizzare, satanic rituals. Recent information will radically
change the perception of Bohemian Grove. Not merely drunkenness, unbounded use of alcohol and drugs
with vague homosexual tones, but reported activities much more serious – kidnapping, rape, paedophilia,
illegal detention of children, sodomy and ritual murder. Investigation is blocked under the 1947 National
Security Act.(!) For decades, there have been vague rumors of weird goings on in Bohemian Grove in more
remote parts of its 2700 acres. Reliable reports claim Druidic like rituals - druids in red hooded robes
marching in procession and chanting to the Great Owl (Moloch) - a funeral pyre with "corpses". Scores of
men work in the Bohemian Grove as servants, so this party is fairly well established.
http://www.geocities.com/northstarzone/BOGROVE.html

How Bush threw the 2008 election to Obama - Barack Hussein Obama will be sworn in as president
Jan. 20, 2009 because George W. Bush handed him the election on a silver spoon - I have to admit,
George W. Bush is right up there near the top of the worst of these men - Presidents need to be
judged by their fruit and Bush's fruit is mostly rotten - Bush took a decisive action late in the
campaign that clearly tipped the scales in Obama's favor - The only question is why he did so {Much
of what Bush did the flooding of America with Hispanic illegal aliens, the not so covert sabotaging of
the McCain/Palin campaign was all designed to put a Democrat in the White House in 2008 to
maneuver for the real Bush family End Game of getting Jeb Bush into the White House in 2012. Note:
The wife of ex-Florida Governor Jeb Bush is Hispanic (Mexico) and many think Bush Jr. has been
trying to stack the deck with Hispanic votes for Jeb and Jeb's sons in future elections with the many
and relentless Bush illegal alien amnesty programs.}
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I'm surprised no one else has explained this before. It seems so obvious to me that I'm a little embarrassed to
have to write it and explain it. It worries me that no one else has, to date, stated so plainly and simply what I
am about to tell you. Barack Hussein Obama will be sworn in as president Jan. 20 because George W. Bush
handed him the election on a silver spoon. Maybe it's up to me to tell this story because I'm one of the very
few pundits in America who didn't have a horse in the race in 2008. First of all, let me begin by explaining that
Bush is, without a doubt, one of the worst presidents of my lifetime – and I've seen some bad ones. The first
president I remember – only vaguely – was Dwight D. Eisenhower. I lived through Lyndon Baines Johnson,
truly a disaster and the height of corruption. I lived through Richard M. Nixon, need I say more? I lived
through Gerald R. Ford, a man who didn't understand Soviet domination of Eastern Europe – at the end of his
presidency! I lived through Jimmy Carter – barely. I lived through George W. Bush's father and his flip-flop on
a "no new taxes" pledge. I lived through Bill Clinton – and have the scars to prove it. -- Nevertheless, I have
to admit, George W. Bush is right up there near the top of the worst of these men. Presidents need to be
judged by their fruit. And Bush's fruit is mostly rotten. But it was not the totality of his bad policies that made
the Obama election inevitable. Despite them all, there was still a reasonable chance John McCain could have
won the election – not that I cared. I didn't vote for him, and I'm happy I didn't. However, I still think it is
fascinating and noteworthy that Bush took a decisive action late in the campaign that clearly tipped the scales
in Obama's favor. The only question is why he did so. In the beginning of September, Bush announced, in the
most dire terms imaginable, a bailout package for mortgage lenders. He assigned Treasury Secretary Henry
Paulson to begin emergency negotiations with Congress on the size and scope. It was presented to the
American people not as a request, but as a demand. There was no time for debate. The very stability of the
economy and the markets hung on an immediate action. That's the day McCain's fate was sealed. The rest,
as they say, is history.
http://wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=85277

Interviews with IDF Ground Forces 3 Jan. 2009 (YouTube)
Interviews with IDF forces as they prepare for a ground operation in the Gaza Strip to uproot Hamas' terrorist
infrastructure on 3 Jan. 2009.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rZOnUG3TIWg

Breaking News -- Israeli Ground Forces Push Into Gaza - Israeli Ground Troops Launch Attack on
Gaza - Israeli tanks and troops swept across the border into Gaza on Saturday night, opening a
ground war against the militant group Hamas - "This will not be short, This will not be easy, I do not
wish to delude anyone" Israel's defense minister, Ehud Barak, said in a televised statement {God's
Speed to the Israeli Defense Forces! I join others in praying for the safety of the people of Israel a
safe return of their soldiers in harm's way. God bless them, protect, comfort and keep them. I also
pray that the people of Gaza will have wisdom in how to overthrow their HAMAS oppressors so they
can live a better life.}
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JERUSALEM — Israeli tanks and troops swept across the border into Gaza on Saturday night, opening a
ground war against the militant group Hamas after a week of intense airstrikes. The Israeli military said in a
statement that the objective of the ground campaign was "to destroy the terrorist infrastructure of Hamas," the
militant Islamic group that controls the area, "while taking control of some of the rocket launching sites" that
Hamas uses to fire at southern Israel. The ground campaign brought new risks to the Israeli Army, not least
because Hamas has had 18 months since Israel withdrew from the territory to smuggle in more lethal
weapons against tanks and troops. Hamas's more sophisticated arsenal has been on display over the last
weeks, as it has launched scores of longer range rockets from Gaza into Israeli cities. "This will not be short.
This will not be easy. I do not wish to delude anyone," Israel's defense minister, Ehud Barak, said in a
televised statement, adding that the coming days will be difficult for the residents of southern Israel.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/01/04/world/middleeast/04mideast.html?ref=world

*** Dr. Jack Hyles (1926 - 2001) - A Church Losing Its Independence And Not Knowing It 1989 - "Most
fundamentalist Churches that go bad [no longer win souls to Jesus] don't go Liberal they just go
Useless" - "Having only one issue is very dangerous - Don't become a one issue [politics,
anti-homosexual, pro-life] Christian – Build your Christian life on the whole Bible the whole counsel
of God" (Mp3's)
Dr. Hyles is the author of 49 books and pamphlets. Many of his sermons are available on audio and video
tape. Dr. Hyles' experience covers numerous evangelistic campaigns, Bible conferences, etc. He preached in
virtually every state of the Union and in many foreign countries. He hosted 37 annual Pastors' Schools, which
have attracted thousands of preachers from all over the world.
http://www.sermondepository.com/JackHyles.htm

William Cooper's Mystery Babylon Series - The Mystery Babylon Series is a series of [46] radio
broadcast done by William Cooper on the occult history of the new world order (Mp3's)
The Mystery Babylon Series is a series of radio broadcast done by William Cooper on the occult history of the
new world order. Starting with The Dawn of Man William covers the occult message to the adepts hidden in
the movie "2001: A Space Odyssey" where the birth of the "new man" is announced. From there he takes you
through the Egyptian mystery religion of Isis and Osiris and on to the beginnings of the secret society
networks. From the Assassins to the Freemasons and on down to the Nazis, William Cooper shines the light
of truth into the dark corners of the followers of the mystery Babylon religion and those who seek to enslave
mankind in a new world order of the ages.
http://oneheartbooks.com/resources/audios/cooper_mystery_babylon.htm

John Todd a Former Illuminatist: Explaining The Illuminati (Google Video)
His name was John Todd, a former member of the illuminati. He warned us against their plans for world
domination before he was framed and effectively discredit by the illuminati. The words that he left on his
audio tapes are still coming to pass which puts lots of credibility on his claim that he was an insider. This
audio tape speaks about the evil plans of the illuminati for world control. This is just another piece of the
puzzle that explains what's going on today's world.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-4797172096740150104
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John Todd in MP3 audio format! - Todd's message seems too bizarre to be believed - But in the
context of the phony 9-11 attacks, the phony war on terror, the suspension of Constitutional
protections, the erection of a police state, the failure of Congress and the media, the dumbing down
and homosexualization of society, the sexualization of children, the explicit (Bush - Skull & Bones)
Satanism, depravity and pornography in the "entertainment" industry, Todd makes a lot of sense"
(Mp3's)
Highest Illuminati Defector: "Rothschilds Rule with [England] Druid Witches" The following words are by
America's friend, Henry Makow, Ph.D. ... "Anyone reading Todd's lectures can see he was raised in Satanism
as he claimed, and had a profound understanding. Fritz Springmeier, who is also imprisoned, said Todd knew
things that had taken him (Springmeier) years to grasp. Todd's message seems too bizarre to be believed.
But in the context of the phony 9-11 attacks, the phony war on terror, the suspension of Constitutional
protections, the erection of a police state, the failure of Congress and the media, the dumbing down and
homosexualization of society, the sexualization of children, the explicit Satanism, depravity and pornography
in the "entertainment" industry, Todd makes a lot of sense." SOURCE: savethemales.ca - Highest Illuminati
Defector: "Rothschilds Rule with Druid Witches"
http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/Evils%20in%20America/Rock-n-Roll/john_todd.htm

The [John Todd] Todd Tapes and Life Story - The Illuminati and Witchcraft - John Todd's present
situation May 9, 2008 update: John had been killed that fall late 1979 - The "Todd Tapes" cover,
roughly, the time frame from 1977 - 1981 [1979] (Mp3's)
Jack Chick - I first met John in 1973. I found his information on the occult facinating. We worked together on
a Crusaders story entitled, "The Broken Cross." Since its publication I know of witches coming to Christ
through this story. A police captain visited a friend of mine and told him the book was the most factual he had
ever read on the subject. ... My question is: Who is behind John's attackers? I know the Masons are
delighted. So is the Illuminati. Are the ones attacking John winning souls? Why is it aired publicly? If John
goes down because of the pressures from Christians, it will be a day of rejoicing for the occult. I back John up
100% with all his faults. I know this brother is doing his best to advance the kingdom of God. We must keep
one fact in mind. John is not a minister, but a Christian layman sharing what he knows about a very explosive
subject. We should be eager to know about what is going on in the enemy's camp, and to my knowledge,
John Todd is the only one qualified to give us that information. I encourage you to stand with him in the face
of this onslaught. ... May 9, 2008 update: Back in 1978 I attended Liberty University. A guy named Steve
Hoffer was a John Todd promoter of sorts on campus. This amounted to simply passing out some tapes and
the like not really like some sort of official promoter. I saw him last in the fall of 1979. He had a letter he
claimed was from Johns wife and it informed him that John had been killed that fall late. He read me the
letter, I saw the letter. He was warned that he could be in danger. He has some close relationship at least by
mail with the Todds. He [Steve Hoffer] left for home for Christmas break but never showed up. His car was
found abandoned in Cincinnati about two weeks later. He was found around early May of 1980 a few mile
outside Lynchburg tied to a tree and garroted in classic style, his body still hanging there. As you may know
this is a special method of death and has a history and meaning. The death of a heretic.
http://letsrollforums.com/audio-john-todd-illuminati-t18311.html

Kentroversy Tapes: (secular) Interview with Michael Tsarion - Kentroversy Tapes # 05 - Michael
Tsarion (June 25, 2007) {This is a representation of "secular," occult, Satanism teaching. Note: the
interviewee considers it a crime to believe that the earth is submitted to humans and any human who
does not submit to "mother earth" is a criminal. Also: the discussion late in the program that Bush
invaded Iraq in part to plunder the antiques and relics of Iraq [like his grandfather Prescott Bush who
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plundered and robbed the skull from the grave of Geronimo] because Iraq (Babylon) was a main
center where the dangerous Nephilim (Genesis 6:1-22) activity in the Bible occurred. Apparently Bush
and his Satanic NWO cronies want to invoke the more evil demonic Nephilim fallen spirits (chained in
Hades by God (Jude 1:6) because of their excessive evil towards mankind) or their modern
counterparts and in order to practice their occult activities they wanted the costumes and masks and
objects of the ancient Babylonians "they need to look the part in order to play the part" in their occult
rituals. They also consider the Maya calendar prophecy 2012 end of the world apocalypse to be a
reality. -- You can tell by listening to the interview that they don't have any real solutions themselves
and that they only have any real ideas when they quote (and misquote) the Bible something they do
often.} (Mp3)
In my ongoing commemoration and celebration of the life of esoteric researcher Kent Daniel Bentkowski (
Kentroversy ) who passed July 30, 2008 by posting some of his past podcasts with some of the big names in
the field, none come much bigger than Michael Tsarion. His research on ancient cultures, the Nephilim,
UFOs, symbology, secret societies and their use by the NWO is second to none, except maybe Jordan
Maxwell. So enjoy this Kentroversy Tapes podcast Kent made with Michael on March 2005. The podcast
itself was posted by Kent on June 25th, 2007.
http://dad2059.wordpress.com/2008/08/17/kentroversy-tapes-interview-with-michael-tsarion/

Michael Tsarion [New Ager, Yoga, Sigmund Freud, Satanist Aleister Crowley follower and general
smorgasbord of New Age religion devotee] 2006 Talk - The year 2012 and The Future of Mankind {At 3
hrs 16 min 45 sec, Michael Tsarion defines a "human" as someone who has become "self-aware"
meaning someone who has rejected the Bible, rejected God and become their own god. Note: The
events that dictated the human Holocaust and slaughter that was WWII (1939-1945) were directed
against God and his people and were dictated as physical bloodline events whether they were the
Nazis and their raced based purity or the Japanese and their version of race based purity (both
groups were extremely anti-Jewish and anti-Christian). The events of WW3 (approx. 2001-2013?) are
also directed against God and his people but the killing has a new twist it is not as race based as the
WWII belligerents were but WW3 aggression is against thought (thought police), conscience and
spiritual differences. What led to killing in WWII was blood, genealogy and physical in WW3 it is more
mental, doctrinal and spiritual beliefs.} (Google Video)
[New Ager] Michael Tsarion gives a talk at the Granada Forum in Los Angeles, 2006.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8545585184878490822

Commentary: Thank you, Gov. Blagojevich - First, that under the 17th Amendment, governors alone
have the power to appoint a replacement to complete the term of senators who are expelled, resign or
die - And second, that under our system, the accused are presumed innocent until proven guilty and
that means being allowed to return to work and fulfill one's responsibilities
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SAN DIEGO, California (CNN) -- Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich is growing on me. You see, I like chutzpah and
I don't mind chaos. Blagojevich has an abundance of the former, and a knack for producing more than his
share of the latter. It was with remarkable chutzpah that the man soon to be referred to as "the defendant in
the above-named action" threw the world of politics into chaos this week by asserting a couple of principles
that his critics find terribly inconvenient. First, that under the 17th Amendment, governors alone have the
power to appoint a replacement to complete the term of senators who are expelled, resign or die. And
second, that under our system, the accused are presumed innocent until proven guilty -- and that means
being allowed to return to work and fulfill one's responsibilities. Pundits are painting Blagojevich as a rogue
politician who -- having already been accused of trying to sell the Senate seat vacated by President-elect
Barack Obama -- wreaked even more havoc this week by abruptly tapping former Illinois Attorney General
Roland Burris to fill the seat. You have to admire someone so committed to his job that he won't let a little
thing like a federal prosecution interfere with doing it. Nor did Blagojevich seem concerned that Senate
Democrats had threatened not to seat anyone he appointed because of the cloud overhead. My associates in
the chattering class are missing the big picture. Blagojevich has done us all a favor with his mischievously
brilliant and cynical maneuver. ... Senate Democrats probably don't have a leg to stand on. They don't have
the legal authority to bar Roland Burris. And as a bunch of white men presiding over a body that -- as Rep.
Bobby Rush, D-Illinois, bluntly pointed out this week in defense of Burris -- doesn't have a single
African-American member, nor do they have the moral authority to do so. The powers-that-be in the
Democratic Party are trapped by their own hollow rhetoric about inclusion and opportunity. And it's great fun
to watch. We're going to learn a lot from all this -- about power and loyalty and who needs whom and who
owes what. And for that, we should thank Gov. Rod Blagojevich.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/01/01/navarrette.senate/index.html

How Blagojevich And Spitzer Are Connected - Spitzer and Blagojevich were both crushed just after
they dared to challenge the nation's mightiest (Bush) financial kingpins - On Dec. 8, 2008 Blagojevich
announced the State of Illinois will suspend business with Bank of America until credit is restored to
the shuttered Republic Windows & Doors company in Chicago where workers were staging a sit-in at
the time - The governor was arrested on federal corruption charges the following day
Spitzer's perceived comeuppance occurred three weeks after the Washington Post published his editorial
about predatory loans in which he wrote: "Not only did the Bush administration do nothing to protect
consumers, it embarked on an aggressive and unprecedented campaign to prevent states from protecting
their residents from the very problems to which the federal government was turning a blind eye." The
headline - "Predator Lenders' Partner in Crime" - refers to the Decider-in-Chief himself. According to
investigative journalist Greg Palast: "Spitzer was in Washington to launch a campaign to take on the Bush
regime and the biggest financial powers on the planet." ... On Dec. 8, Blagojevich announced the State of
Illinois will suspend business with Bank of America until credit is restored to the shuttered Republic Windows
& Doors company in Chicago where workers were staging a sit-in at the time. The governor was arrested on
federal corruption charges the following day. That Spitzer and Blagojevich were both crushed just after they
dared to challenge the nation's mightiest financial kingpins, does not in and of itself establish a governmental
modus operandi. But the Justice Department's 76-page complaint against the Illinois governor reveals
another parallel to the Spitzer takedown: The evidence against Blago is much thinner than what published
reports suggest. Furthermore, the general hysteria encircling both fall guys seems designed to conceal
systemic corruption on a grand scale. If only the fourth estate [news media] would spend more time
connecting the dots, and less time promoting demagogues.
http://www.pubrecord.org/commentary/589-how-blagojevich-and-spitzer-are-connected.html

Son of Hamas Leader Gives Glimpse Into Terror Organization - the organization betrays the
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Palestinian cause and tortures its own members - Hamas, formed in the late 1980's as an outgrowth
of the Palestinian branch of the radical Muslim Brotherhood, is considered a terror organization by
the U.S. government - Yousef, 30, said he realized the true nature of Hamas and radical Islam during a
stint in an Israeli prison - He renounced his Muslim faith, left his family behind in Ramallah and
converted to Christianity
As Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and other world leaders try to broker a cease-fire agreement
between Israel and Hamas, one former member of the militant Islamic organization said there will never be
lasting peace between the two groups. "There is no chance. Is there any chance for fire to co-exist with the
water?" said Mosab Hassan Yousef, the son of one of the group's founding members. Yousef added: "It's not
about Israel, it's not about Hamas: it's about both ideologies." Yousef, son of Sheikh Hassan Yousef, one of
the most influential leaders of the militant group, said the organization betrays the Palestinian cause and
tortures its own members. Hamas, formed in the late 1980's as an outgrowth of the Palestinian branch of the
radical Muslim Brotherhood, is considered a terror organization by the U.S. government. Hamas seized
power in the Gaza strip in 2007 in a violent coup against the more moderate Palestinian Authority led by
Mahmoud Abbas. ... Yousef, 30, said he realized the true nature of Hamas and radical Islam during a stint in
an Israeli prison. He renounced his Muslim faith, left his family behind in Ramallah and converted to
Christianity. "Islam is not the word of God," said Yousef. "If you want to be offended it's your problem. But you
know something? Go study. Think for a second that I might be right. So wake up, look at your path, see
where you're going. Are you really going to heaven with 72 virgins after you kill yourself and kill another 20
people?" Yousef has sought asylum in the United States and now attends an evangelical Christian church...
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,475226,00.html

Pakistan Teen trained to be suicide bomber feels tricked - "When I finished reciting the Quran, a
mullah then came to me and told me, 'Now that you have finished the Quran, you need to go and
commit a suicide attack' That I should go to Afghanistan to commit a suicide attack" - He says his
father didn't know radicals ran the school - The teenager wasn't given the chance to say goodbye to
his parents or siblings when he was driven to the Pakistan-Afghan border and handed over to
strangers
KABUL, Afghanistan (CNN) -- A 14-year-old who was trained to kill by radicals in the tribal regions of
Pakistan now sits in a crowded classroom at a detention facility in Kabul. His only wish is to see his parents
again. ... He says his recruiters told him it was his mission as a Muslim to kill British and American soldiers
because they were killing Muslims. They told him that once he blew himself up he wouldn't die because God
would save him for being a true Muslim. ... He says his dad wanted him to learn more about Islam and the
Quran, something he could not do himself. He says his father didn't know radicals ran the school. In the
madrassa, Shakirullah learned to recite the Quran in Arabic, not his native language. He relied solely on the
fanatical interpretations the mullahs were giving him. "When I finished reciting the Quran, a mullah then came
to me and told me, 'Now that you have finished the Quran, you need to go and commit a suicide attack.' That
I should go to Afghanistan to commit a suicide attack," he says. The teenager wasn't given the chance to say
goodbye to his parents or siblings when he was driven to the Pakistan-Afghan border and handed over to
strangers.
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/asiapcf/01/02/afghan.suicide.recruit/index.html

{flashback} Pakistan gets eight Cobra helicopters from US - The Cobra helicopters were handed over
to Pakistan as part of a five-year aid programme as indicated by US President George W Bush in 2003
{Brilliant more advanced weapons to radical Islamists, and Bush wonders why his policies fail so
completely.}
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Islamabad, Feb 02: The United States on Friday handed over eight Cobra Helicopter gunships to Pakistan to
boost its capability to conduct operations against extremists. The refurbished helicopters, specially equipped
for night-time operations, were handed over to Defence Secretary Lt Gen (retired) Tariq Wasim Ghazi by US
Ambassador Ryan Crocker at a ceremony at an airbase in Rawalpindi. The US embassy said they were part
of a 50 million- dollar deal for 20 refurbished helicopters. Speaking on the occasion, Crocker said the
helicopters are "important weapons in our common fight against terrorism".
http://www.zeenews.com/znnew/articles.asp?aid=351702&sid=SAS

{flashback} Bush bonanza: US likely to announce substantial discount to Pak (Pakistan) in F-16 deal which include periodic inspections of the fleet and their bases to verify guarantees by Pakistan that it
would not pass the technology to China - The planes apparently would also not carry facilities to
carry nuclear weapons
ISLAMABAD: US President George W Bush plans to announce a "substantial discount" on the $5 billion deal
to sell F-16s to Pakistan during President Pervez Musharraf's visit to Washington as a gesture of approval of
his handling of the war on terror, a media report said on Tuesday. Musharraf, who left for Brussels on
Monday on his way to the US, is "understood to be carrying private assurances from President Bush that he
may receive a substantial discount in the price of the F-16 aircraft Pakistan is currently in the process of
purchasing from Washington," The News reported. ... The planes apparently would also not carry facilities to
carry nuclear weapons.
http://www.dnaindia.com/report.asp?NewsID=1052521

{flashback} A Taliban Spokesman's Confession - Dr. Hanif, who had been working with the Taliban for
the past 14 months, told them that the organization would never have been able to challenge Afghan
military and NATO forces without the direct assistance of Pakistan's Inter-Services Intelligence
agency
Just last week, outgoing U.S. National Intelligence Director John Negroponte warned that while Pakistan is "a
frontline partner in the war on terror," it is also the country "where the Taliban and al-Qaeda maintain critical
sanctuaries." Al-Qaeda, he said, is "cultivating stronger operational connections and relationships that radiate
outward from their leaders' secure hideout in Pakistan to affiliates throughout the Middle East, North Africa
and Europe." And on a visit to Afghanistan Tuesday, Defense Secretary Robert Gates reiterated the point,
saying, "There are more attacks coming across the border; there are al-Qaeda networks operating on the
Pakistani side of the border. And these are issues that we clearly will have to pursue with the Pakistani
government."
http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1579979,00.html

OliveTreeViews.org: Has Israel gone too far? By Gary Bauer - Gaza is hell, but not because of Israel Its conditions are unbearable because its people elected Hamas an organization with no economic
plan, no educational ideas, nothing to offer at all except to kill the Jews, kill the infidel and destroy
Israel - Hamas doesn't really mind if its missiles fail to hit their targets - As long as Israel hits its
targets, and as a consequence more Palestinian civilians are killed, Hamas is content, because
images of dead Palestinians helps Hamas in the eyes of its real target, public opinion - The New Year
will bring nothing new to Gaza so long as Hamas is allowed to perpetuate the same old vicious cycle
of provocation, reprisal and international outrage against Israel
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Gaza, in recent years, has been turned into "Gazastan," an Islamic republic that educates its own children to
seek death in martyrdom operations. Gaza TV airs children's shows that teach six and seven year-olds to kill
Jews. The Gaza government just instituted a new legal code based on Sharia Islamic law that permits
crucifixion for certain crimes against Islam. -- Hamas exists to wreak havoc and destroy Israel. And it has
acted accordingly since its inception. Between 2000 and 2004, Hamas was responsible for the deaths of 400
Israelis, according to the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Hamas charter states that "Israel will exist and
will continue to exist until Islam will obliterate it, just as it obliterated others before it." And, "there is no
solution for the Palestinian question except through Jihad. Initiatives, proposals and international conferences
are all a waste of time and vain endeavors." Hamas also is a proxy of Iran, whose president denies the
Holocaust and vows to "wipe Israel off the map." -- Tuesday, Israel rejected international pressure to end air
strikes against Hamas, which continues to hit Israeli civilian centers across Southern Israel. Though the
number of Israeli casualties may be small, Hamas doesn't really mind if its missiles fail to hit their targets. As
long as Israel hits its targets, and as a consequence more Palestinian civilians are killed, Hamas is content,
because images of dead Palestinians helps Hamas in the eyes of its real target, public opinion. The New
Year will bring nothing new to Gaza so long as Hamas is allowed to perpetuate the same old vicious cycle of
provocation, reprisal and international outrage against Israel.
http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs019/1101818841456/archive/1102136788583.html

Report on Palestinian Rocket and Mortar Attacks against Israel - Palestinian rockets and mortar
shells fired into Israel for the past 8 years - this chart showing the rapid increase in attacks since
Hamas took power in Gaza {The Chart logging terrorist attacks from 2000-2008 which happens to be
the Bush Jr. years vividly points out yet another massive Bush failure as both President and as a
world leader.} (Charts)
The Intelligence & Terrorism Information Center has a report (PDF) on Palestinian rockets and mortar shells
fired into Israel for the past 8 years, including this chart showing the rapid increase in attacks since Hamas
took power in Gaza.
http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32333_Report_on_Palestinian_Rocket_and_Mortar_Attacks

{Flashback} Here is a jaw-dropping graph - that shows an almost-perfect correlation between the
amount of money given to the Palestinian Authority (now Fatah) and the number of Israelis killed in
terror attacks - See the blog for the graph - This picture is truly worth 1000 words
We have on the blog a jaw-dropping graph from CAMERA that shows an almost-perfect correlation between
the amount of money given to the Palestinian Authority (now Fatah) and the number of Israelis killed in terror
attacks the following year. Given the large amount of evidence implicating Fatah in terror, the explanation
shouldn't be much of a mystery, however.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/2502-Evidence-that-Fatah-Payments-Cause-Terror.html

{Flashback} Terrorist: U.S. training helps attack, kill Jews - As new program launches, Palestinian
militant describes how American lessons fueled intifada - The training program, which includes
courses in the use of weapons, is paid for by $86.5 million in U.S. tax dollars granted to the PA by
Congress in April 2007
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RAMALLAH – United States-run programs that train militias from Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud
Abbas' Fatah organization have been utilized to kill Jews and were instrumental in the "success" of the
Palestinian intifada that began in 2000, a senior Fatah militant trained by the U.S. told WND. "I do not think
that the operations of the Palestinian resistance would have been so successful and would have killed more
than 1,000 Israelis since 2000 and defeated the Israelis in Gaza without these American trainings," said Abu
Yousuf, a senior officer of Abbas' Force 17 Presidential Guard unit in Ramallah. The U.S. has long run
training programs at a base in the West Bank city of Jericho for members of Force 17, which serves as de
facto police units in the West Bank, and for the Palestinian Preventative Security Services, another major
Fatah security force. ... Many members of Force 17 and the Preventative Security Services also openly serve
in the Al Aqsa Martyrs Brigades, Fatah's declared "military wing," which took credit along with the Islamic
Jihad terror group for every suicide bombing in Israel in 2005 and 2006. Statistically, the Brigades is
responsible for more terrorism from the West Bank than any other Palestinian organization.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=57261

{Flashback} Palestinians Shoot 15 Human Shields - 200 Gaza residents decided their "human shield"
tactics worked so well against the Israelis, they would try it to stop the shooting between rival
terrorists in Gaza - The gunmen used it as an opportunity to refine their technical skills, injuring
approximately 15 of them
200 Gaza residents decided their "human shield" tactics worked so well against the Israelis, they would try it
to stop the shooting between rival terrorists in Gaza: "Just as we used to protect you from the occupation by
acting as human shields, we have come to protect you from yourselves," one protester shouted at gunmen,
referring to instances when Palestinian civilians positioned themselves between militants and Israeli forces.
The gunmen used it as an opportunity to refine their technical skills, injuring approximately 15 of them. ...
"Even during the Israeli occupation the situation wasn't this terrible," says Um Mohammed, praying for an end
to the lethal Palestinian infighting raging outside her Gaza City home. Fear reigns throughout the city,
deserted but for prowling groups of armed men, loyal to rivals Hamas or Fatah, living on a daily diet of
ambushes, kidnappings and assassinations. Dozens of snipers on the rooftops of the tallest buildings open
fire seemingly on anything that moves. "We can't go near the window, let alone on the balcony. We have all
become targets," says Um Mohammed. "This is a city of corpses and ghosts." ... On Wednesday, I saw
several people shot in front of my building, I heard the screams of terrified women and children in a burning
building, and I argued with gunmen who tried to take over my home. I have seen a lot in my years as a
journalist in Gaza, but this is the worst it's been.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/2359-Palestinians-Shoot-15-Human-Shields.html

{Flashback} August 23, 2006: Bush $230 Million for Hezbollah, $0 for Israel
Today, President Bush announced $230 million for rebuilding South Lebanon, which Debbie Schussel
persuasively argues will be funnelled to Hezbollah because of the lack of accountability on the funds for the
Hezbollah-controlled area. Meanwhile, the administration has indicated that Israel won't receive any
war-related financial help at all, despite extensive damage as a result of the civilian-targeted attacks which
are war crimes.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/1867-Bush-230-Million-for-Hezbollah,-0-for-Israel.html

{Flashback} 9-11-2007: President Bush has perfected The Big Lie - He redefines his goals to fit his
failures - With each new definition, more innocents die - Bush's cronies use taxpayer dollars to bribe
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Sunni [& Shiite] sheiks in Anbar province [and throughout Iraq, Lebanon-Palestine the entire Muslim
world] - Of course, when the bribes stop, they may turn against us again
President Bush has perfected The Big Lie. He redefines his goals to fit his failures. With each new definition,
more innocents die. When he failed to catch Osama bin Laden "dead or alive," he redefined the enemy as
Saddam Hussein. When he failed to find WMD in Iraq, he redefined our goal there as democracy. When he
brought chaos instead of democracy to Iraq, he redefined the goal again: "Fight them there so we don't have
to fight them here." Outstanding police work in England and Germany proves that al-Qaida doesn't come
from Iraq, and isn't defeated in Iraq. This is a struggle against international crime, this is not a world war.
Bush's latest lie is the "surge." Six months ago, he clearly defined its purpose: to give "breathing space" to
the government in Baghdad. In those months, the dysfunctional puppet government has utterly collapsed,
proving the surge a failure. But Bush now claims the surge a success because one Iraqi province is more
peaceful. The London Times of Sept. 9 shows how Bush's cronies use taxpayer dollars to bribe Sunni [&
Shiite] sheiks in Anbar province [and throughout Iraq, Lebanon-Palestine the entire Muslim world]. Of course,
when the bribes stop, they may turn against us again. Bush pours American blood in the sand just to save
face. Ending this war is not a job for him, but for the American people. Will we passively accept The Big Lie
for five more years, or will we cry "No more!" in the name of truth and the Constitution? - Fred LaMotte,
Steilacoom
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/opinion/2003878217_tuelets11.html

Israel Says Senior Hamas Leader Was Given Time to Escape With Family, but Refused to Leave Rayyan and his family had minutes to escape but the official says the Hamas leader chose to stay The Israeli official said that surveillance aircraft spotted several people leaving the home and the
decision to hit it was made
Israeli officials say senior Hamas leader Nizar Rayyan and his family, killed by an Israeli airstrike this week,
were given time to escape. Officials say they used a tactic called "roof knocking" before destroying Rayyan's
home and the immediate area around it with a 2,000-pound bomb. Rayyan and 15 members of his family -his four wives, six sons and five daughters -- were killed in the strike. ... The intelligence called the home and
told the occupants they had minutes to leave. The Israeli official said that surveillance aircraft spotted several
people leaving the home and the decision to hit it was made. Rayyan and his family had minutes to escape
but the official says the Hamas leader chose to stay.
http://abcnews.go.com/International/story?id=6564060&page=1

Microsoft Takes Another Net Step Backwards as Global IE Share Drops to New Low - Thirteen years
after entering the Internet industry, Microsoft is still running a distant third [to Google and Yahoo] in
the Internet game - If nothing else, this should alert those who regard Microsoft's Internet domination
as a foregone conclusion that they might want to rethink things
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From Silicon Alley Insider, Jan. 2, 2009: When you consider that Microsoft owned the browser market five
years ago, IE's continued share erosion is a watershed event for Microsoft and the rest of the technology
industry. Slowly but surely, the rise of the Internet is cracking the Windows monopoly apart, and as it does,
Microsoft's relative power is likely to continue to wane. There are still those who say confidently that
Microsoft's domination of the Internet is just a matter of time: Microsoft came from behind in word processors,
spreadsheets, email, etc., and thanks to its tenacity and riches, it will come from behind here. No, it won't. -Thirteen years after entering the Internet industry, Microsoft is still running a distant third in the Internet game,
despite having more advantages that any industry participant could ever dream of. Its share of ads is now
increasing, but only because it is losing billions while even AOL continues to print money. Its share of the
browser market, meanwhile, continues to decrease, a trend that to our knowledge has never happened in a
market Microsoft wanted to dominate. If nothing else, this should alert those who regard Microsoft's Internet
domination as a foregone conclusion that they might want to rethink things.
http://finance.yahoo.com/tech-ticker/article/152443/Microsoft-Takes-Another-Net-Step-Backwards-as-Global-I
E-Share-Drops-to-New-Low

Computer Chips drive Hollywood closer to its most special effect - being able to create digital
characters that are indistinguishable from real people - But he added, "I don't really see technology in
any way replacing performers I see it enhancing the possibility of story telling"
As even more powerful chips are developed, some experts say, it will become possible to create full-length
movies featuring large numbers of animated actors with even more lifelike characteristics. Computer
generation gives film producers enormous creative flexibility. Besides allowing them to change an actor's
appearance — by digitally exaggerating their movements or facial expressions, for example — it also makes
it easy to create elaborate animated environments, which can be a lot cheaper than having to fly an entire
movie crew to exotic locations to shoot scenes. Moreover, being able to create digital characters that are
indistinguishable from real people would enable performers who have grown older or have even died to
continue appearing in movies, said Jules Urbach, who has licensed USC's technology to use in his Burbank
animation business, LightStage.Urbach said an actor in his 30s - whom he declined to identify — recently
asked him to capture the man's image with LightStage so the actor can star in future animated films without
ever looking a day older than he does now. If needed, Urbach added, the actor's words could be digitally
generated years from now through computerized voice reconstruction, a technology that also is rapidly
advancing. While all this might enable actors to collect movie royalties well past their prime, some critics have
decried giving animators so much creative control. Yet Mark Friedlander, national director of new media for
the Screen Actors Guild, said his members shouldn't panic yet over what he called "blurring the line between
the real and the synthetic." "It certainly is something we're beginning to watch," he said. But he added, "I don't
really see technology in any way replacing performers. I see it enhancing the possibility of story telling."
http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_11346361

January 01, 2009: Israel Assault on Gaza Kills Hamas Leader as Diplomacy Falters - the Islamic group
continued to fire rockets into Israel {At the very first moment of "truce talks" on Tuesday President
Bush sent an $85 Million aid package to Gaza (HAMAS) then HAMAS immediately pulled out of all
cease fire negotiations. Why didn't Bush withhold the funding until HAMAS agreed to a cease fire? It
seems Bush is paying the Palestinians to remain in the conflict. Bush seems to want to prolong this
conflict because intentionally or otherwise that is what the Bush aid and Bush policy is doing. Bush
isn't applying any pressure on HAMAS to be any kind of a descent neighbor to Israel.}
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Jan. 2 (Bloomberg) -- Chances of a rapid halt to Israel's assault on the Gaza Strip dimmed after Israel killed a
Hamas leader and Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni said her nation would keep applying pressure to the militant
Islamic group. "The only way to see a change in the region is to help the moderates, but simultaneously to
attack and to keep the pressure on the extremists like Hamas," Livni told reporters in Paris following a
meeting with French President Nicolas Sarkozy. As diplomatic efforts to end the conflict faltered, Israel
continued its bombardment of Hamas targets in the coastal enclave while the Islamic group continued to fire
rockets into Israel, hitting an apartment building in Ashdod, Israel's second-largest port city. Israeli troops and
tanks remained massed on the Gaza border. For the first time since the start of the aerial bombardment Dec.
27, Israel yesterday killed a senior Hamas leader in an air strike. An army spokesman, speaking
anonymously in accordance with regulations, said warplanes hit Nizar Rayyan's house in the Jabaliya
refugee camp. Several members of his family were also killed, the head of Palestinian emergency services,
Mu'awia Hassanein, said by telephone.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=aMcZJPyLLIDM&refer=home

December 30, 2008: U.S. says will give $85 million to help Palestinians - The United States announced
on Tuesday it would give $85 million to the U.N. agency providing aid to Palestinian refugees in the
West Bank, Gaza, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria {Bush Jr. is sending Millions to prolong this conflict.
The only way there is going to be a real cease fire is when the Palestinian people stop supporting the
terrorists and start supporting peaceful leaders but as long as Bush is enabling, funding and
supporting the HAMAS terrorists there will never be new moderate leadership in Gaza.}
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The United States announced on Tuesday it would give $85 million to the U.N.
agency providing aid to Palestinian refugees in the West Bank, Gaza, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria. The
announcement comes as the humanitarian situation is worsening in Hamas-ruled Gaza, which has been
pounded by Israel for the past four days in retaliation for rockets fired into the Jewish state by Hamas and
other Palestinian factions. The U.S. funds, which will help cover appeals for aid by the agency for 2009,
would pay for urgently needed food, medicines and other humanitarian aid for Palestinian refugees, said the
department in a statement. ... "The United States reiterates its deep concern about the escalating violence in
Gaza and commends UNRWA's important work meeting the emergency needs of civilians in Gaza at this
very difficult time," said the statement. "We hold Hamas fully responsible for breaking the ceasefire and for
the renewal of violence," it added.
http://www.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUSTRE4BT3VO20081230

*** Spiritual Warfare - The Byte Show [Mp3's at the bottom of the page] - The "Todd Tapes" cover,
roughly, the time frame from 1977 - 1981 -- The subject matter deals with the occult, witchcraft and
the satanic new world order (Mp3's)
The "Todd Tapes" cover, roughly, the time frame from 1977 - 1981. The subject matter deals with the occult,
witchcraft and the satanic new world order.
http://www.thebyteshow.com/Library.html

Michael Tsarion [New Ager, Yoga, Sigmund Freud, Satanist Aleister Crowley follower and general
smorgasbord of New Age religion devotee] 2006 Talk - The year 2012 and The Future of Mankind {At 3
hrs 16 min 45 sec, Michael Tsarion defines a "human" as someone who has become "self-aware"
meaning someone who has rejected the Bible, rejected God and become their own god. Note: The
events that dictated the human Holocaust and slaughter that was WWII (1939-1945) were directed
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against God and his people and were dictated as physical bloodline events whether they were the
Nazis and their raced based purity or the Japanese and their version of race based purity (both
groups were extremely anti-Jewish and anti-Christian). The events of WW3 (approx. 2001-2013?) are
also directed against God and his people but with the new twist they are not as race based as the
WWII belligerents were but WW3 aggression is against thought (thought police), conscience and
spiritual differences. What was blood, genealogy and physical in WWII is more mental, doctrinal and
spiritual in WW3.} (Google Video)
[New Ager] Michael Tsarion gives a talk at the Granada Forum in Los Angeles, 2006.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8545585184878490822

t – per New Agers] year and going into 2013 the dreaded Satanic New World Order Year. Was the
Z2K9 bug a Microsoft test run for a Y2K13 bug? -- Update: A few People with new model Zunes are
reporting the same freezing problem. It seems some people accidently updated their new Zune with
the firmware update meant only for the Zune 30 GB model. Any Zune with the new 30 GB Microsoft
update has failed to work on 12/31/2008 regardless of the size, type or style of Zune. -- After the New
Year most Zunes are now working though some are still stuck and have not been able to
re-start.}">Microsoft sends mixed messages about Zune fix - Microsoft posted an update on its
ZuneInsider blog, noting that it was making progress on resolving the global failure of 30 gigabyte
Zunes today - Updated, 2:30 pm: Microsoft is explaining that the failures were the result of a leap year
bug {Microsoft claims that their 2006 Zune 30GB is a unique product and that is why only it was
affected by the Z2k9 bug however the Zune 30GB is probably not a unique product as Microsoft does
not make any of its hardware products. The Zune product especially the early ones were all made by
Toshiba and were essentially a rebranded Toshiba Gigabeat Mp3 Player. The next leap year is 2012
the Mayan end of civilization [as we know it – per New Agers] year and going into 2013 the dreaded
Satanic New World Order Year. Was the Z2K9 bug a Microsoft test run for a Y2K13 bug? -- Update: A
few People with new model Zunes are reporting the same freezing problem. It seems some people
accidently updated their new Zune with the firmware update meant only for the Zune 30 GB model.
Any Zune with the new 30 GB Microsoft update has failed to work on 12/31/2008 regardless of the
size, type or style of Zune. -- After the New Year most Zunes are now working though some are still
stuck and have not been able to re-start.}
Twenty minutes ago, Microsoft posted an update on its ZuneInsider blog, noting that it was making progress
on resolving the global failure of 30 gigabyte Zunes today. Check back now, and the message is no longer
there. "We are getting close to IDing the issue. We are conducting additional testing and checks now to make
sure it is accurrate. thanks again for your patience," read the message at 12:21 pm. As of 12:43 pm, it's now
back to the official line: "We have a technical team working hard to isolate the issue right now and will update
everyone as much as possible. Thanks for your patience while we get to the bottom of this." Microsoft is
sending out mixed messages about a fix to the issue that has made thousands of Zunes unusable today.
Earlier today, Microsoft's Larry Hryb, the director of programming for Xbox Live, twittered, "If you have a Zune
30 that was not working, I just found out that issue was resolved. You should be good to go." Less than an
hour later, Hryb (who Twitters as "Major Nelson"), backtracked: "Ok. Major's wrong. Zune issue NOT fixed. I'll
rattle some cages in Zuneland." Updated, 2:30 pm: Microsoft is explaining that the failures were the result of
a leap year bug. Read more here. -- Early this morning we were alerted by our customers that there was a
widespread issue affecting our 2006 model Zune 30GB devices (a large number of which are still actively
being used). The technical team jumped on the problem immediately and isolated the issue: a bug in the
internal clock driver related to the way the device handles a leap year. That being the case, the issue should
be resolved over the next 24 hours as the time change moves to January 1, 2009. We expect the internal
clock on the Zune 30GB devices will automatically reset tomorrow (noon, GMT). ... We know this has been a
big inconvenience to our customers and we are sorry for that, and want to thank them for their patience.
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http://blog.seattlepi.nwsource.com/microsoft/archives/158270.asp

The Day The 30 G Zune Stood Still (YouTube)
December 31, 2008: Quick capture of the absolute meltdown of Microsoft 30gb Zunes everywhere.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLd3sxqVfvg

Z2K9: Zunepocalypse - as of 2 a.m. today (Dec 30, 2008), and apparently part of some suicide
pact/calendar-related coincidence, 30GB Zunes [Mp3 Players] have been bricking themselves - it
seems everyone with a (Microsoft Zune) 30GB HDD model has had this happen to them - There's no
word yet on what the cause of the problem may be, or a fix/workaround for those people who own
Zunes {Microsoft is just testing and keeping viable their End of the World Y2K scenario where every
(consumer) computer device is rendered useless at the same moment by pre-implemented computer
code within embedded microchips. The real Y2K, Z2K9 stuff will likely hit in the 2012-2013 New Year
rollover or whenever the Satanist Bush family finally decides it wants the planet all to themselves.}
Z2K9: Zunepocalypse: Seeing as how "Zune" and "Failure" are practically synonyms, it's surprising that
Microsoft could buckle down and take the rabidly unpopular [Mp3] music player to a newer, and lower, level.
But as of 2 a.m. today, and apparently part of some suicide pact/calendar-related coincidence, 30GB Zunes
have been bricking themselves. ... The problem has become so widespread, in fact, that even Microsoft is
aware of it, and has updated their Zune.net support page. There's no word yet on what the cause of the
problem may be, or a fix/workaround for those people who own Zunes. Users are asked, however, not to
offer to help by looking for answers on their iPhone/iPod touch.
http://www.appletell.com/apple/comment/z2k9-zunepocalypse/

December 31, 2008: Microsoft Zune Z2K9 Massive Zune Failure out of Microsoft hands - This
December 31, 2008 We were bombarded with numerous news about the auto hung up of all (with
newer Firmware) 30GB Zune, this failure rendered useless the music player - Only Zunes with the
newer Firmware applied are reported to have the massive hung and there is not a single solution from
people on the forums or from Microsoft that return the Zune to its previous state - others have called
it "Z2K9" an automatic and instantly failure to all 30 GB Zunes worldwide
Today big news about electronic devices is the Massive Zune Failure at the same time on the same date,
something that points to a software glitch, but what a time… This December 31 We were bombarded with
numerous news about the auto hung up of all (with newer Firmware) 30GB Zune, this failure rendered
useless the music player. Only Zunes with the newer Firmware applied are reported to have the massive
hung and there is not a single solution from people on the forums or from Microsoft that return the Zune to its
previous state, Gizmodo.com and others have called it "Z2K9" an automatic and instantly failure to all 30 GB
Zunes worldwide. Microsoft must take quick actions to solve the Zune already tarnished reputation, there isn't
a better time for this to happen and thanks God there is not as much Zune users as iPod users around,
because this would be a total disaster for the Zune brand. A quick update to a new fresh and operative
Firmware will solve this, but remember that because of the Holidays not all engineers must be fully working at
Microsoft and maybe the nearer date must be in early days of new year. We can only wish to the Zune users
facing the Z2K9 is that Microsoft fix it as zoon as possible or take advantage of the cheaper prices of Amazon
on iPods and other Media Players.
http://www.desinformado.com/index.php/2008/12/31/zune-z2k9-massive-zune-failure-out-of-microsoft-hands/
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Jews For Jesus - Many Audio Bible Studies (Mp3's)
We believe that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are divinely inspired, verbally and completely
inerrant in the original writings and of supreme and final authority in all matters of faith and life. We recognize
the value of traditional Jewish literature, but only where it is supported by or conformable to the Word of God.
We regard it as in no way binding upon life or faith. We believe in one sovereign God, existing in three
persons: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, perfect in holiness, infinite in wisdom, unbounded in power and
measureless in love; that God is the source of all creation and that through the immediate exercise of His
power all things came into being. We believe that God the Father is the author of eternal salvation, having
loved the world and given His Son for its redemption. We believe that Jesus the Messiah was eternally
pre-existent and is co-equal with God the Father; that He took on Himself the nature of man through the virgin
birth so that He possesses both divine and human natures. We believe in His sinless life and perfect
obedience to the Law; in His atoning death, burial, bodily resurrection, ascension into heaven, high-priestly
intercession and His personal return in power and glory. ...
http://www.jewsforjesus.org/resources/audio

The Republican National Committee (RNC) draft rips Bush's bailouts [takeovers] - In what would
amount to a slap in the face to a sitting Republican president - a resolution opposing the resort to
"socialist" means to save capitalism - "If the party doesn't move in [conservative] direction, we will
continue to be irrelevant" - "Frankly the way we view the platform is a joke - We work hard to drive
our principles into the platform, then candidates ignore it" {The Bush form of government is not
Socialism but a form of Dictator Fascism i.e. more closely related to what 1930's Nazi Germany
instituted.}
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In what would amount to a slap in the face to a sitting Republican president and the party's Senate and
House leaders, national GOP officials, including the vice chairman of the Republican National Committee, are
sponsoring a resolution opposing the resort to "socialist" means to save capitalism. "We can't be a party of
small government, free markets and low taxes while supporting bailouts and nationalizing industries, which
lead to big government, socialism and high taxes at the expense of individual liberty and freedoms," said
Solomon Yue, a cosponsor of a resolution that would put the RNC -- the party's national governing body -- on
the record as opposing the U.S. government bailouts of the financial and auto industries. ... "Failing to do so,
we have today's identity crisis, which resulted in our losses in 2006 and 2008," Mr. Yue said. "The bailout is a
good example ... In my view, if we are not going to address this, we will see more losses in 2010." ... "It is
time the party gets involved in policy issues and forces candidates to respond to the platform," Mr. Emineth
said. "Frankly the way we view the platform is a joke. We work hard to drive our principles into the platform,
then candidates ignore it." "If the party doesn't move in this direction, we will continue to be irrelevant.
Whoever has the larger star power will continue to win, and what they stand for and believe will become less
relevant," Mr. Emineth said. Mr. Bopp, Mr. Yue and the other cosponsors say they have the numbers to pull
off this rebellion, unprecedented in the history of either party's national committee. "We have enough
co-sponsors to take this to the RNC floor" at the party's Jan. 28-31 annual winter meeting in Washington. "I
will take it to the Resolutions Committee, but I intend to press this issue to the floor for decision." To the
astonishment of most rank-and-file Republicans, hundreds of billions of dollars in bailouts of private-sector
companies were pushed through Congress last month by President Bush and Treasury Secretary Henry M.
Paulson Jr. Just as astonishing, the Senate and House GOP leaders and the party's presidential nominee
supported the bailout of the financial industry, which in some cases took the form of the U.S. government's
gaining ownership of huge but financially troubled companies. Nonetheless, not all RNC members -- including
some of Mr. Bopp's fellow conservatives -- are pleased with the idea of having it make policy instead of
simply minding the campaign fundraising store. Fellow RNC member Ron Nehring, chairman of the California
GOP, expressed more reservations. "We have to be careful not to confuse passing resolutions for action, or
creating a situation where people interpret the lack of some resolution as an excuse for inaction on an
important issue," he said. Historically - The RNC's sole job has been to raise money for candidates and to
pass the party line down the food chain to state and local leaders.
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2008/dec/30/rnc-pushes-unprecedented-criticism-of-bailouts/

Don't overlook Israel's vulnerability - [If] the UN, the US, the Quartet or whoever had shown itself
willing and able to ensure Israel's security - Gaza, as in Lebanon before, are the consequence of a
much earlier failure: the failure to enforce international law [against HAMAS] and truly guarantee
Israel's right to exist {*** The bottom line is that the U.N. has to protect Israel and as proof the U.N.
has to give Israel access to the Temple Mount and let them rebuild their Jewish Temple!}
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Before you rush to judgement on the iniquity of Israel's lethal air strikes on the Gaza Strip – your own
judgement, not a judgement borrowed from flailing politicians or vocal lobbyists for either side – could you
answer one question. Have you ever been to Israel? I don't mean have you looked at a map of the Middle
East or glanced across from the beach in Aqaba, or even visited the slums that, more than 50 years on, are
absurdly still called Palestinian refugee camps. I mean have you ever been to Israel? Because if you have,
you might understand how small and devoid of natural defences this country is. You would see that from
north, south and east, they are vulnerable to siege from those who command the higher ground and the
escape routes. And you would realise how fearful Israelis remain, even three generations on, that they could
actually be driven into the sea in a matter of hours. And a second question, if I may. Deep down, do you
believe that the state of Israel has a right to exist, or do you feel, if you are brutally honest, that the world
would be a simpler and more harmonious place if only the victorious Second World War Allies had found a
way of purging their post-Holocaust guilt without acquiescing in the creation of a Jewish homeland in what
had been Palestine under the British mandate. Do you feel, even today, that Israel – and I'm talking about
Israel, not the occupied territories – is Arab land that belongs, by ancestral right, to the Palestinians? Well, I
have been to Israel; I have driven the length and breadth of it in more peaceful times; I have talked to its
leaders and people. My overwhelming impression is not of war-lust, but of insecurity. ... Now, as with the
Lebanon war, Israel's critics charge that its action in Gaza has been "disproportionate" – "proportionate",
presumably, being a few home-made rockets fired into civilian areas of Gaza as and when. Israel might
retort, not unreasonably, that if Hamas wants war, it can have it: Israel's fight is for its future security. What
these same Western critics should be asking, however, is why Israel feels so threatened that it resorts to
such force, knowing full well the international opprobrium that will follow. And the answer is that if, in the past,
the outside world – in the shape of the UN, the US, the Quartet or whoever – had shown itself willing and able
to ensure Israel's security, then neither Israel nor the Gaza Palestinians need have resorted to force this
winter. The excesses in Gaza, as in Lebanon before, are the consequence of a much earlier failure: the
failure to enforce international law and truly guarantee Israel's right to exist.
http://www.independent.co.uk/opinion/commentators/mary-dejevsky/mary-dejevsky-dont-overlook-israels-vul
nerability-1216250.html

The Patristic Period 100 A.D. - 450 A.D. The beginnings of the early church - The Donatists [error]
argued that the church was a body of saints where sinners had no place - The Donatists argued for
their exclusion from the church - Augustine, otherwise, stated that the church must remain a mixed
body of individuals saints and sinners - The validity of the churches' holiness did not depend upon
the holiness of the members, but the person of Jesus Christ {Donatist an ancient Church error by
some Christians who at the time said that some Priests did not perform the communion, baptism or
marriage correctly and because the priest did it wrong or the priest had sin in their own life the union
was void. This error then led to the discussion of "are you really saved" if the Priest did something
wrong in the service or if the Priest who baptized and later left the Christian faith then was the
baptism valid? Of course Salvation is only from Jesus Christ and not from men, Priest or otherwise.
To reason that a ritual or the reputation of certain individuals Catholic or Protestant can make an
event more or less valid is to misrepresent Christianity. Note: Christianity is unique in that it is about
God (Jesus Christ) who came down to man to meet people where we are and in the condition we are
in to give mankind of His Righteousness so that a relationship can be formed. The cults, on the other
hand are all attempting to make mankind work and perform up to some level of acceptability to God
but even then they never actually meet God because it is not God's plan it is a failed cult system of
man's making.}
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The doctrine of the church (ecclesiology) also rose as an important subject, especially concerning its
holiness. The Donatists argued that the church was a body of saints where sinners had no place. This
became particularly important when persecution broke out in that the Donatists did not want to allow back into
the church defectors who recanted and then recanted of their recantation because of that persecution. The
Donatists argued for their exclusion from the church. Augustine, otherwise, stated that the church must
remain a mixed body of individuals – saints and sinners. The validity of the churches' holiness did not depend
upon the holiness of the members, but the person of Jesus Christ. -- The doctrines of grace also came to the
forefront in the writings of Augustine over the heresy propagated by Pelagius, a British monk who believed
that Adam's sin did not affect any of his progeny. So forceful was Augustine's pen against Pelagius that he
became known as the "doctor of grace." Pelagius taught that the resources of salvation were within humanity,
where Augustine taught that they were in Christ Jesus alone. ... Augustine refuted them demonstrating that
the church is made up of sinners and saints, and that holiness is not something intrinsic in saints, but comes
from Christ. Christ, then, affects the holiness of the church, not the saints of the church. ... The ethos of
Pelagianism could be summed up as "salvation by merit," whereas Augustine taught "salvation by grace,"
following Ephesians 2:8-10. The Council of Carthage (c. 418) resolved to uphold the doctrines of grace and
condemned Pelagianism in uncompromising terms.
http://www.apuritansmind.com/HistoricalTheology/PatristicPeriod.htm

Vatican Radio News, Report DECEMBER 25, 2008: Pope Benedict's special Christmas blessing 'to the
city of Rome and to the world' {Strange times continued… Amazingly the very fundamentalist
Evangelical Christian leaders who deny even to acknowledge the Christian existence of the Roman
Catholic Church and who completely reject the Roman Catholic Church as an entity of Jesus Christ
are the very people who now openly embrace and champion the LDS Mormon deceit. Note: In a not
so vague way Protestants who reject the validity of the Catholic Church are in essence practicing a
part of the religion of the Mormon Joseph Smith as Joseph Smith in 1820 claimed that the Christian
Church was in apostasy in his day and that Smith restored a true gospel. Too many Protestants also
declare the Catholic Church to be apostate and consider that Martin Luther in 1517 was a restorer of
the True Christian faith. For certain the blood of Jesus Christ, His glorious resurrection and the
giving of the Holy Spirit with eternal life to mankind has at no time become apostate. The Christian
Church is and will always remain the one true bride of Jesus Christ!} (Mp3)
DECEMBER 25, 2008 URBI ET ORBI: Hear Pope Benedict's special Christmas blessing 'to the city of Rome
and to the world'... (MP3)
http://www.radiovaticana.org/en1/indicehq.asp?RedaSel=43&CategSel=20

Focus on the Family Pulls Interview with Mormon Author - "Mr. Beck is a member of the Mormon
church (cult), and … we did not make mention of this fact in our interview with him" - Beck's interview
had been featured on CitizenLink [a Focus on the Family publication] and claimed that Beck "is
hoping to spread a more eternal sort of gospel through his new book" - Since the interview was
published, Christians throughout the blogosphere have raised flags and sounded alarms, concerned
that Focus on the Family was compromising central doctrinal truths to win the culture war {We really
live in strange times; we have politicians who are rich and have everything but are so obsessed with
wanting more particularly more money that they will sell their souls and thier country to the Muslims
just to get their hands on a few more oil dollars. In the same way leading Christian ministries like
Focus on the Family, Regent College and many other Christian ministries are so greedy for LDS
money and Mormon affection that they are perfectly willing to destroy their own firm foundation in
Christ just to get attention from a few more people.}
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Conservative ministry Focus on the Family has removed from its website an article about the latest book by
former CNN host Glenn Beck in response to complaints over his Mormon ties. "Mr. Beck is a member of the
Mormon church, and … we did not make mention of this fact in our interview with him," reads a statement
prepared for the ministry's receptionists, according to Joel Campbell, the Mormon media observer for the
MormonTimes. "We do recognize the deep theological difference between evangelical theology and Mormon
theology, and it would have been prudent for us at least to have pointed out these differences," receptionists
are instructed to say to those who call in about the missing article on the ministry's CitizenLink website.
"Because of the confusion, we have removed the interview from CitizenLink." ... They use Mr. Beck's story as
a way to show that hope can be found in God, which is true enough; the problem is that Mr. Beck's god is not
the Triune God of the Bible nor is his Jesus the Jesus of the Bible," commented Dustin S. Seger, pastor of
Shepherd's Fellowship of Greensboro, N.C. "I strongly discourage you from giving money to any religious
organization that is so committed to a social agenda that they are willing to ignore the vast difference
between biblical Christianity and the cult of Mormonism," he wrote to readers of the co-authored blog "Grace
in the Triad" earlier this week. Though Beck's social views are regarded as mostly compatible with many
Christian views, his beliefs in Mormonism have been distinguished as not. Aside from rejecting the Trinity and
their belief in many gods, Mormons believe their prophet, Joseph Smith, was "the only man that has ever
been able to keep a whole church together since the days of Adam," according to the Mormons' History of the
Church. "Every man and woman must have the certificate of Joseph Smith, Junior, as a passport to their
entrance into the mansion where God and Christ are," claimed Brigham Young, a 19th century president of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. "Clearly, Mormonism is a cult," the ministry Underground
Apologetics expressed in a statement opposing Focus on the Family's promotion of Beck.
http://www.christianpost.com/article/20081227/focus-on-the-family-pulls-interview-with-mormon-author.htm

s to influence society, Christians should be promoting the central issues of the faith properly without
opening the door to false religions {False religions including LDS Mormonism get their start from
false spirit guides. Mormon founder Joseph Smith interacted with the false spirit guide he called
Maroni and today the LDS Temple rites are designed to invoke spirit entities particularly those spirits
with knowledge of the dead. For Dobson to embrace the false anti-Christian teachings of Mormonism
to the extent that he is could indicate that Dobson is listening to false spirit guides and is not
listening to the Bible.}">December 22nd, 2008: Focus on the Family Promotes Mormon Glenn Beck at
CitizenLink - However, to promote a Mormon as a Christian is not helpful to the cause of Jesus
Christ. For Christians to influence society, Christians should be promoting the central issues of the
faith properly without opening the door to false religions {False religions including LDS Mormonism
get their start from false spirit guides. Mormon founder Joseph Smith interacted with the false spirit
guide he called Maroni and today the LDS Temple rites are designed to invoke spirit entities
particularly those spirits with knowledge of the dead. For Dobson to embrace the false anti-Christian
teachings of Mormonism to the extent that he is could indicate that Dobson is listening to false spirit
guides and is not listening to the Bible.}
MADISON, Wisc., Dec. 22 /Christian Newswire/ - Focus on the Family has a story on Glenn Beck, a Mormon,
on their CitizenLink Website. Glenn Beck was a CNN host and will move to Fox News in January. Beck is
currently promoting his book, "The Christmas Sweater." The CitizenLink story focuses on Beck's faith and
why he wrote "The Christmas Sweater." ... Through the years, Focus on the Family has done great things to
help the family and has brought attention to the many social ills that are attacking the family. However, to
promote a Mormon as a Christian is not helpful to the cause of Jesus Christ. For Christians to influence
society, Christians should be promoting the central issues of the faith properly without opening the door to
false religions. Some of the false doctrines of Mormonism include polytheism, an attack on the trinity, that
Jesus was the spirit-brother of Lucifer, that God the Father is married to Mother God, temple baptisms for the
dead, the Bible has missing parts and many errors. Christians are to stand up against the social ills of
society, however, we are to put Christ first and His essential biblical truths.
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http://christianresearchnetwork.com/?p=8524

News of Fabricated Holocaust Memoir Sparks Anger, Sadness - Rosenblat acknowledged that he and
his wife did not meet, as they had said for years, at a sub-camp of Buchenwald, where she allegedly
sneaked him apples and bread - Historical records prove Rosenblat was indeed at Buchenwald and
other camps - "Holocaust experience is not heartwarming, it is heart rending. All this shows
something about the broad unwillingness in our culture to confront the difficult knowledge of the
Holocaust" Waltzer said
NEW YORK — It's the latest story that touched, and betrayed, the world. "Herman Rosenblat and his wife are
the most gentle, loving, beautiful people," literary agent Andrea Hurst said Sunday, anguishing over why she,
and so many others, were taken by Rosenblat's story of love born on opposite sides of a barbed-wire fence at
a Nazi concentration camp in Germany. "I question why I never questioned it. I believed it; it was an
incredible, hope-filled story." On Saturday, Berkley Books canceled Rosenblat's memoir, "Angel at the
Fence." Rosenblat acknowledged that he and his wife did not meet, as they had said for years, at a sub-camp
of Buchenwald, where she allegedly sneaked him apples and bread. The book was supposed to come out in
February. Rosenblat, 79, has been married to the former Roma Radzicky for 50 years, since meeting her on
a blind date in New York. In a statement issued Saturday through his agent, he described himself as an
advocate of love and tolerance who falsified his past to better spread his message. ... Historical records
prove Rosenblat was indeed at Buchenwald and other camps. "How sad that he felt he had to embellish a life
of surviving the Holocaust and of being married for half a century," said Holocaust scholar Michael
Berenbaum. The damage is broad. Publishing, the most trusting of industries, has again been burned by a
memoir that fact-checking might have prevented. Berkley is an imprint of Penguin Group (USA), which in
March pulled Margaret B. Jones' "Love and Consequences" after the author acknowledged she had invented
her story of gang life in Los Angeles. Winfrey fell, as she did with James Frey, for a narrative of suffering and
redemption better suited for television than for history. The damage is deep. Scholars and other skeptics as
well as fellow survivors fear that Rosenblat's fabrications will only encourage doubts about the Holocaust. "I
am very worried because many of us speak to thousands of students each year," says Sidney Finkel, a
longtime friend of Rosenblat's and a fellow survivor. "We go before audiences. We tell them a story and now
some people will question what I experienced." "This was not Holocaust education but miseducation," Ken
Waltzer, director of Jewish Studies at Michigan State University, said in a statement. "Holocaust experience
is not heartwarming, it is heart rending. All this shows something about the broad unwillingness in our culture
to confront the difficult knowledge of the Holocaust," Waltzer said. "All the more important then to have real
memoirs that tell of real experience in the camps."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,473445,00.html

Livni defends Israel's Gaza attacks - recent military action in Gaza - while condemning Hamas {Israeli
Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni is exactly right in her comments!} (Video)
The Israeli Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni has defended her country's recent military action in Gaza, while
condemning Hamas. She spoke to the BBC's Aleem Maqbool.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/7802292.stm

Another Pallywood [Palestinian fake Hollywood] Production? - this photo that he filed yesterday has
all the marks of being staged (Photo)
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Associated Press Palestinian photographer Khalil Hamra seems to be the AP's inside man when it comes to
pictures of Hamas and Islamic Jihad, and this photo (shown below) that he filed yesterday has all the marks
of being staged. Were these apparently unhurt children deliberately arranged on a stretcher next to a
wounded man for propaganda purposes? Notice that the caption is vague about whether the children are
injured.
http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32299_Another_Pallywood_Production/comments/

le rockets, explosives, illegal drugs and terrorists between Egypt and Gaza] - Israeli jets have bombed
40 tunnels in the southern Gaza Strip in a second day of intense air raids aimed at forcing Hamas
militants to halt rocket fire - *Egyptian foreign minister has accused Hamas of not allowing injured
Palestinians to leave Gaza to seek treatment {Many of the video clips and photos from the Gaza
hospital appear to have been staged, it seems that the same kind of fake blood is repeatedly being
put in the hair of the children. It explains why Hamas is not sending injured civilians to Egypt
because likely many of the injuries are fake and dont require real medical treatment. The low civilian
casualty rate is due to the care and skill of the Israeli armed forces and keep in mind that Hamas
targets 100% of the civilian population of Israel.} (Video)">Day #2 - Israeli jets target Gaza tunnels
[used by Palestinians to smuggle rockets, explosives, illegal drugs and terrorists between Egypt and
Gaza] - Israeli jets have bombed 40 tunnels in the southern Gaza Strip in a second day of intense air
raids aimed at forcing Hamas militants to halt rocket fire - *Egyptian foreign minister has accused
Hamas of not allowing injured Palestinians to leave Gaza to seek treatment {Many of the video clips
and photos from the Gaza hospital appear to have been staged, it seems that the same kind of fake
blood is repeatedly being put in the hair of the children. It explains why Hamas is not sending injured
civilians to Egypt because likely many of the injuries are fake and don't require real medical
treatment. The low civilian casualty rate is due to the care and skill of the Israeli armed forces and
keep in mind that Hamas targets 100% of the civilian population of Israel.} (Video)
Egypt has opened its border with Gaza at Rafah to let the injured seek treatment there. But the Egyptian
foreign minister has accused Hamas of not allowing injured Palestinians to leave Gaza to seek treatment,
even though much-needed medical supplies are waiting at the nearby El-Arish airport. ... Israel said it initially
began easing the (Gaza) blockade, but this was halted when Hamas failed to fulfil what Israel says were
agreed conditions, including ending all rocket fire and halting weapons smuggling. From 1967 Israel's military
occupied the Gaza Strip and Jewish settlers built communities within the territory. Israel withdrew (military &
communities) in 2005 but has maintained control of Gaza's borders.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/7801662.stm

Israel releases Gaza airstrike video - The video shows ~ an attack on a underground missile
launching pad used by Hamas - It also notes with a yellow circle ~ a Palestinian missile misfiring after
the attack
The Israeli Air Force has released what it says is footage taken from a pilotless drone aircraft during the
airstrikes on Gaza on Saturday. The video purportedly shows an attack on a underground missile launching
pad used by Hamas. It also notes with a yellow circle what it says is a Palestinian missile misfiring after the
attack.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/7801699.stm

Bethlehem douses Christmas lights over Gaza strikes - Christmas lights will be shut off around
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Bethlehem, including those on the city's giant Christmas tree, to protest Israel's deadly attacks in
Gaza, its mayor (Victor Batarseh) said on Saturday {The Mayor of Bethlehem is trying to extend,
exploit and manipulate [by being one-sided and refusing to condemn deadly Palestinian attacks
against Israel] what has already been a prolonged and bad situation for both sides. I hope Christians
will boycott Bethlehem because the conduct of the Bethlehem Mayor is not respecting the life,
teachings or Spirit of Jesus Christ who was born in Bethlehem.}
BETHLEHEM, West Bank (AFP) — Christmas lights will be shut off around Bethlehem, including those on the
city's giant Christmas tree, to protest Israel's deadly attacks in Gaza, its mayor said on Saturday. "We have
decided to shut off the decorative lights and the Christmas tree to protest against the massacres committed in
Gaza," Victor Batarseh told AFP."Israel has sabotaged the holidays with these massacres," he said. The
Christmas tree stands in front of the Church of the Nativity, where Christians believe Jesus Christ was born
more than 2,000 years ago. It normally stays lit until the Orthodox Nativity celebrations in early January.
http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5gIeLI79_OC7ccMn4RUCTpLqA4WPA

May 05, 2007: Germany's foreign minister refuses to meet mayor of Bethlehem - allegedly because
the mayor's city council included members of Hamas - However, sources close to Steinmeier told
Ynet "the minister didn't meet the mayor of Bethlehem because such a meeting was not scheduled
A diplomatic incident between Germany and the Palestinian Authority occurred Saturday, when German
Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier refused to meet the Mayor of Bethlehem, Victor Batarseh, allegedly
because the mayor's city council included members of Hamas. However, sources close to Steinmeier told
Ynet "the minister didn't meet the mayor of Bethlehem because such a meeting was not scheduled. Other
than that, the minister was very pleased with the welcome he received in the city." The governor of
Bethlehem, Brigadier Salah Al-Ta'mari refused, in an act of solidarity with Batarseh, to meet the German
minister. Even though Hamas is the largest faction in the city council, Palestinian law states only a Christian
can be elected its mayor. Batarseh leads a council made up from Hamas as well as other faction. ... During
his visit, Steinmeier also met with the Palestinian treasury, tourism and National Initiative ministers, who
asked him to renew Germany's financial support to the Palestinian Authority.
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3395969,00.html

Radio New Zealand News - Toll rises from air strikes on Gaza Strip - Israeli warplanes bombed Gaza
Strip on Saturday, killing at least 227 people - More than 700 Palestinians were wounded - New
Zealand Foreign Affairs Minister Murray McCully describes the attacks as "a day of tragedy" - Mr.
McCully says it is pointless to fingerpoint about who is responsible, or debate what is proportionate
versus disproportionate response - The United States has called for Israel to do all it can to protect
innocent people, but says Hamas is responsible for renewing violence in the region {The series of
events in Gaza are tragic! It is tragic that the Palestinians are being misrepresented, used and abused
by the leading powers of the world. The U.N. and the Western nations of the world are using the
Palestinians and prolonging their plight as a reason to expand their control into the Middle-East while
the Arab nations go along with the U.N. and neglect and ignore the Palestinians and enable their
conditions to deteriorate. It's also tragic that Israel is consistently under deadly attacks from Gaza
because attacking Israel (intifada) has become a source of commerce for Gaza.}
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Israel said the strikes were in response to almost daily rocket attacks from Gaza, which intensified after
Hamas ended a six-month ceasefire on 19 December.A five-day offensive in March killed more than 120
people, but Saturday's death toll is reported to be the highest since 1948, when Israel was
established.Hamas has called on Al-Jazeera television for a new intifada (uprising). The first Palestinian
intifada began in 1987 and a second in 2000 after peace talks failed. ... Reactions: New Zealand Foreign
Affairs Minister Murray McCully describes the attacks as "a day of tragedy". Mr McCully says it is pointless to
fingerpoint about who is responsible, or debate what is proportionate versus disproportionate response. The
United States has called for Israel to do all it can to protect innocent people, but says Hamas is responsible
for renewing violence in the region. UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon has condemned what he says is an
excessive use of force leading to deaths and injuries of civilians. The European Union has called for an
immediate ceasefire.
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/stories/2008/12/28/12438677e8e6

*** NEW WORLD EXPOSURE - Interview with GeorgeAnn Hughes - Download Available (Mp3)
George Ann Huges on the new world exposure show.
http://www.podcastdirectory.com/podcasts/2618

*** Girl Talk - Moving In The Spirit - Sister Lucinda ~ Fear No Flu1.mp3 | Sister Lucinda ~ Fear No
Flu2.mp3 {An excellent wide ranging discussion!} (Mp3's)
As usual we plan nothing... everything is about letting the Holy Spirit lead. Talking about what is going on in
the world and in our lives and helpful practical information. There is prayer and healing, discussion and
"moving forward" out of bondage. The point here is to gather strength and insight... and punch holes in the
walls that keep us from seeing the Kingdom of God... and to develop the "spiritual muscles" we need.
http://www.thebyteshow.com/GirlTalk.html
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